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Abstract
This thesis is primarily concerned with self-matching and interleaving within the

following integer sequences: Paperfolding, the Stern-Brocot Sequence (and the related
Stern-Brocot Tree), the Hyperbinary Sequence (and the related Hyperbinary Tree), the

Gray Code and the Stickbreaking Sequence. It also investigates symmetry properties of
the Gauss Map and the connection the Gauss Map has with the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Symmetry within the Gauss Map is shown to exist between neighbouring

iterates. Repetition and Symmetry are shown to exist both within the same iterate, an
amongst neighbouring iterates of the Generalised Gauss Map, which is an extension of

the Gauss Map such that its domain covers all reals. The fixed points, periodic point

and conditions for symmetry of the Gauss Map are each defined and explored, as is the
location of each symmetric and repetitive element of the Generalised Gauss Map.

Self-matching and interleaving are shown to be fundamental properties of the
Stern-Brocot Tree. The Stern-Brocot sequence is shown to be simply an interleave of
mediants formed from an ancestral Stern-Brocot sequence. Mediants of the Stern-

Brocot sequence are found to represent new terms forming a new level of the tree. The
connections between the partial convergents of an irrational number and the SternBrocot Tree are also established. We show that these partial convergents when mapped
into U2 reveal an interesting collinearity and equispacing.

in

T w o of the most important techniques found in this thesis are diagonalisation
and additive factorisation. These techniques allow us to answer the following

questions: "What is the 7th term in the n* level of the tree?", and the related quest
"Where does the term — appear in the tree?" We demonstrate that additive

factorisation is also useful in identifying terms in the Hyperbinary Tree. This tree
similar to the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Another key result of this thesis is the demonstration that, for all their apparent

dissimilarity, the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot Tree are intimately linked. We sho
that Branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree are analogues of Clusters in the Gauss Map.

These linkages are preserved in the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree and the Generalise
Gauss Map.

The Paperfolding Sequence is shown to be a sequence that can be represented in

both a self-matching manner as well as by an interleave operator. We show that these

dual formulations are derivable from each other indicating the interconnectedness th
can exist between self-matching sequences and interleave sequences. We also reveal
that the Paperfolding sequence is subtly embedded in both the Stem-Brocot Tree and
the Gray Code. Another interleaving sequence, the Stickbreaking sequence, is also
defined. It is also examined in terms of its mixedness, a concept that measures the

disorder that arises in a sequence. Stickbreaking and Perfect Shuffling are compared
terms of their relative mixedness.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Aims of Thesis
Our aims for this thesis are twofold:
1. To explore a number of mathematical constructions in order to reveal either an un-

derlying self-matching or interleaving. By so doing, we will also show where self-match
and interleaving are interconnected within and between constructions; and,
2. To present and develop some of the characteristics of each construction beyond
simply their self-matching or interleaving characteristics, particularly the Gauss Map
the Stern-Brocot Tree.
The reason for this twofold approach is simple. Self-matching and interleaving open
up a whole new way of examining mathematical constructions, and in looking at these

constructions through the lens of self-matching and interleaving, new relationships are
discovered and new ways of expressing established features are offered to us. More

poetically, to see the world through the eye of self-matching and interleaving, is to d
a new world. It is that new world that forms the second of our two aims.
1

1. Introduction

1.1.1

2

Self-Matching

The main similarity transformations of fractals are "rotation, reseating or centra
ment, rotation-enlargement and reflection or mirroring." (Lauwerier [1]). In this

all of these aspects, except rotation-enlargement, are shown for a variety of cons

To this list we add repetition, which is particularly relevant to the Gauss Map of
2 and the Enlarged and Generalised Gauss Maps of Chapters 5 and 6. However because

we do not examine fractals, and the self-similarity we are concerned with is applie

part- constructions, and only entire constructions on occasions, we have chosen th

self-matching rather than self-similarity to describe our results. This will hopef

ambiguity. It also allows us to describe self-similar notation, as distinct from c
under this general term of self-matching.

1.1.2 Interleaving

We denote by #, the interleave operator acting on two ordered sets

A= (ai,a2,...,ak+i)

and
B = <6i,&2,-,&fc)

such that A#B = C where

C = (ai,bi,a2,b2,...,bk,ak+i)

C is styled the interleaved sequence of A and B.

1. Introduction

Parts of this thesis are interconnected in another significant way:

3
Continued fractions

predominate. These fractions at first appear unwieldy, but they have an elegance and
ease of manipulation that allows us to derive some very arresting results. They find a
place in seemingly diverse constructions such as the Gauss Map, the Stern-Brocot Tree
and the Hyperbinary Tree.

1.2 Structure of Thesis

Chapter 2 is as much a celebration of the Gauss Map (popularised in 1992 by Corless [2])
it is a study in self-matching. Unlike Corless who explored the chaotic aspects of the
Map, our approach is to explore its self-matching characteristics. Defining symmetries
between iterates of the Gauss Map and identifying potential centres of symmetry, occupy
much of our attention in that chapter. We do however momentarily transgress into the
world of chaos when we explore the repelling nature of points in the Gauss Map.
It is through the use of continued fraction expansions that many of the secrets of the

Gauss Map and its iterates are understood. That is not to say that only through continue

fractions can the characteristics of the map be discovered, but that there is an eleganc
that comes through understanding the Gauss Map in terms of continued fractions. For

example, Theorem 11 of Chapter 2 is a beautiful result that describes the iterates of th
Gauss Map. It is expressed and proven with ease using continued fraction notation. This

theorem, for all its simplicity, is very versatile. It is brought into use throughout C
2 and plays a strong hand in one of the proofs for the main symmetry theorem of Chapter

2, namely, that the left half of one iterate is reflected so as to become the right hal
immediately higher iterate. This symmetry theorem is the key result of our treatment of

1. Introduction
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the Gauss M a p in Chapter 2 as it highlights a fundamental mirror pattern that persists
throughout every iterate of the Gauss Map.
We derive a theorem for determining fixed points in the Gauss Map and its iterates
in Chapter 2. In doing so we are able to demonstrate both of the aims of our thesis.

Firstly, the peculiar representation of fixed points represents in itself an interestin

covery within the Gauss Map; and secondly, as the reader will observe, fixed points whe

represented by continued fractions exhibit repetition, an aspect of self-matching (tho

this repetition is found in the continued fraction itself not in any graphical represe
of the fixed point).
Much of Chapter 2 is taken up with the pre-conditions for symmetry amongst iterates

of the Gauss Map. Though these conditions occupy a large part of our attention, there i

a powerful motivation for this labour. We argue that if two parts of the map are symmet
then the size of their domains must be equal. But the converse is not true! Equivalent
sized domains are found to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for symmetry.
Euler Bracket Functions (otherwise known as continuants) are deployed to prove some

of our results that lead up to the main symmetry theorem of Chapter 2 and are also used

examine aspects of the Stern-Brocot Tree of Chapter 3. These functions are keenly relat

to continued fraction expansions and, not surprisingly, provide for us a novel approach
proving a central theorem of continued fraction expansion theory, namely, the relative

primality of consecutive convergents of continued fractions. This theorem is a powerful
workhorse to establish other results and is used repeatedly throughout this thesis.
In Chapter 3 we introduce the Stern-Brocot Tree. This tree was discovered independently by Stern [3] and Brocot [4] around the middle of the 19th century but has been

1. Introduction
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more recently popularised in Graham et al [5]. It is an example of reseating, that is,

segment of the tree when magnified looks like the original tree. But this feature is n

our main consideration. We define the Stern-Brocot Sequence as an interleave operator,

which as we have seen, is a sequence which expands only by inserting a new term betwee

existing terms. We discover that each level of the Stern-Brocot Tree represents the ne
terms added to the Stern-Brocot Sequence.
Our interest in Chapter 3 also accords with the second of our aims for this thesis,
namely to present and develop new features of the Stern-Brocot tree. In so doing, we

prepare the theoretical framework that allows us to show a correspondence between features of the Hyperbinary Tree and the Stern-Brocot Tree in Chapter 4, and the Gauss
Map and the Stern-Brocot Tree in Chapter 5. But firstly we show in Chapter 3 how

the Stern-Brocot Tree can be mapped into the integer lattice and R2 itself. We explore
complementary lines which are lines that are mapped from the complementary branches
of the tree.
The key features of the Stern-Brocot Tree are branching, pathing, symmetric comple-

mentarity, pivots and diagonalisation. Each of these concepts we define, explore and p
to good use. Assisting us in this work are the Euler Bracket functions that we introduced in Chapter 2. Also of particular interest is the Right-Left notation that gives

very helpful method for converting the continued fraction representation of terms in t
Stern-Brocot Tree into a set of instructions for locating the same terms in the tree.
method we have adapted from Graham et al [5].

In fact it is this basic problem of determining the location of terms in the tree that

captures our interest throughout much of Chapter 3. The question is put: "If —• is the

1. Introduction
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reduced form of a fraction, then where is this fraction located within the Stern-Brocot
Tree?" Whilst an answer is found to this question, the allied question: "What is the jth

term in the kih level of the tree?" is not as readily answered. To answer this question we
develop two new concepts which we then utilise to provide a new and efficient solution.

The two concepts are: the continued fraction form of diagonals, and additive factorisatio
Put simply, by finding the additive factors of j and reconfiguring them with k into a
continued fraction we can represent the jth term in the kth level of the tree. Additive
factorisation is also put to good use in solving the same question for the Hyperbinary
Tree, a related structure to the Stern-Brocot Tree.
In the latter part of Chapter 3 we reveal some interesting patterns within the SternBrocot Tree that are derived in one way or another from our branching concept introduced
in the earlier part of the chapter. This underscores an important feature of this part of
the thesis: Branching contributes most in yielding an understanding of the Stern-Brocot
tree. It also provides a critical link between the Stern-Brocot Tree and the Gauss Map
of Chapter 2. This linkage is explained in Chapter 5.
The Hyperbinary Tree is explored in Chapter 4. It is a tree that is very similar to the
Stern-Brocot Tree and we find an efficient means in Chapter 4 of converting vertices of
the Hyperbinary Tree into terms of the Stern-Brocot Tree. This is done through additive
factorisation.
To forge a linkage between the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot Tree in Chapter 5

the concept of a cluster is introduced. In so doing we discover that a cluster in the Gaus
Map is analogous to a branch in the Stern-Brocot. Once this is established the concepts
of symmetry clusters and symmetry branches easily follow as do the allied concepts of

1. Introduction
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complementary clusters and complementary branches.
Chapter 6 takes the linkages between the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot tree two

developments further. Frustrated by the domain limitations of the Gauss Map, we enl

its domain so that further correspondence with the entire Stern-Brocot Tree can be m

In the process we open up a whole new world of self-matching in the Enlarged Gauss M

For example, repetition and mirroring abound in the Enlarged Gauss Map and its itera

Relationships discovered in the Gauss Map are found to be special cases of more gene

relationships in the Enlarged Gauss Map. Buoyed by these results, we enlarge the Gau

Map further, this time so that its domain covers all reals. This we call the General

Gauss Map. It involves a rotation by 180° of the Enlarged Gauss Map around the point

(0, |) . Similarly, we rotate the Stern-Brocot tree by 180° around the term y to cre

the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree. All of the linkages are preserved under this rot

of both constructions because the relative position of clusters and branches is pre
in the rotation.

We introduce Chapter 7 with one aspect of the Stern-Brocot tree that shows a differe

interleave pattern. This pattern is called Paperfolding because its origins lie wit

piece of paper. Dekking et al [6] and Schroeder[7] have examined this sequence in re

years. Unlike these earlier contributions, this thesis concentrates on the interleav

aspects of the sequence. We then show that interleaving and self-matching (in partic

mirroring) are intimately connected. In fact paperfolding can be expressed in two fo

through interleaving and through self-matching. We show that each expression is der

from the other. The interplay of these two different forms provides for us new insig

into the workings and features of the paperfolding sequence. For example, the concep

1. Introduction
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singles, doubles and triples in the paperfolding sequence are defined and found to be the
only possible elemental configurations within the paperfolding sequence.
The Gray Code is also treated in Chapter 7. This code was invented by Emile
Baudot in the 19th century but came into prominent use in the 20th century through
the efforts of the physicist Frank Gray. It is used in electronic communications as an

accuracy checking device. Our interest in the Gray Code and its spin-off the Grayfolding
Sequence, is to show that the paperfolding sequence is embedded in the Gray Code. Not
surprisingly, the Grayfolding sequence can be represented in a self-matching format as
as an interleaving format.
Another interleave operator is explored in Chapter 8. We call it Stickbreaking. This

sequence attempts to address the age-weary question of how to equitably distribute wealt
amongst an expanding pool of recipients. We tease out the conditions that go to forming

an equitable resource distribution sequence and compare it with a less sophisticated bi

system. The stickbreaking system compares favourably. It comes as no surprise to discove
that the paperfolding sequence and the stickbreaking sequence are just variants of an
underlying interleave operator.
Chapter 9 looks at the concept of mixing with particular reference to the stickbreaking
sequence. Mixing is defined as the degree to which disorder has occurred in a sequence.

Our motivation is simple: If stickbreaking offers an efficient means for rearranging wea

does this imply that the stickbreaking sequence is a maximally disordered sequence of th

set of recipients {1,2,3,..., n}? We benchmark stickbreaking against the perfect shuffli
sequence to determine which sequence generates the most mixed outcomes. We discover

that stickbreaking does not compare well. But is perfect shuffling then, always the best

9

1. Introduction

means of mixing a sequence?

Tantalisingly, there are hints that even perfect shuffling

can be bettered, though the generator of this superior sequence, if it exists, is unkno
to us.

1.3 Preliminaries
1.3.1 What is a Continued Fraction?

Continued Fractions are traditionally represented as fractions of the form

a = a0 + ^ (1-1)
6i
ai+
b2
a2 H
a3+

where ax,a2,... and each h are positive integers, and a0 is an integer. In this thesis w

exclusively use simple continued fractions. These are continued fractions for which eac

b{ in (1.1) is restricted to the value 1. For convenience, we use the standard notation

a = {a0;a1,a2,...} (I-2)

to depict a simple continued fraction. By the ith term of a simple continued fraction
{oo;ai,o2,...} we will mean at (so that the zeroth term is OQ). Thus the 4th term of

{6; 3,8,2,7,5} is 7. Unless there is a need to make a distinction, we use the term cont
fraction from hereon to refer to a simple continued fraction.

Continued fractions can be either finite or infinite. A finite (or terminating) continu

1. Introduction
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fraction of order n is given by

a = {a0;ai,a2,...,an}

where there are n + 1 terms. An infinite (or non-terminating) continued fraction is g
by
a = {oo;ai,a2,...}

where there are an infinite number of terms.
This thesis relaxes some of the conventions of continued fraction theory. This is

done to demonstrate some crucial and interesting results. For example, an infinite or

finite continued fraction can be shortened into a finite continued fraction by rela
requirement that the last term be an integer. Thus (as one example),

a = {a0;ai,a2,...}
= {ao;ai,a2,P}

where
/?= {a3;a4,a5,...}

In addition, where we have,
a = {ao;ai,a2,...,an,a}

w e use the notation

1. Introduction
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This notation indicates that the terms aQ,a\,a2,...,an are repeated infinitely in the continued fraction expansion of a. Similarly, if

a = {a0;ai,a2,...,an}

then after the term OQ, the terms a\,a2,...,an are repeated infinitely in the continu
fraction expansion of a.
Additionally, it is perfectly reasonable (though messy), to conceive of a continued

fraction as having non-positive terms as well as positive terms. This is not an acad

curiosity. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we make use of the term 0 in a continued fraction.
particular, it can be readily shown that,

{a0; 0, a2, a3, a4,...} = {a0 + a2; a3, a4,...} (1.3)

{a0;ai,...,an_3,an_2,0,an} = {a0;ai, ...,an_3,an_2 + an} (1.4)

and
{ao;ai,...,a„,0} = {a0;ai, ...,an_i} (1-5)

In the extreme case of (1.5), we let {a0; 0} = ±, a "reduced" form of infinity. Simi

let {0} = f

The following theorem shows that even negative terms within a continued fraction can
be converted to a continued fraction containing all non-negative terms.

Theorem 1

{oo;ai,...,Oi_i,Oi,-j} = {a0;ai,...,a;_i,a; - 1,1,j - 1}

3 0009 03275738 2
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where a0 > 0,ai > l,...,ai > IJ > 1.

Proof.

{a0;ai,...,ai_1,ai,-j}
1

=

a0 +

1
a! +

•• H

a-i-i + z

—

1 - JOt

1
a04

-

a\ + ' • • +
Oi-l +
JOt - 1

1
=

a0H

1
a

1 +

•. +

1
Oi_i +

^^TJ

(^-1) + ^—i
1
a0 -\
ai +

'• +

Oi-l +
(at - 1) +

r

1 +
3-1
{ao;ai,...,ai_i,Oi - 1, l,j — 1}

Example 2 {0; 3,3, -5} = if = {0; 3,2,1,4}

Unless otherwise stated, we assume that all terms in a continued fraction
integers except for the first term which may also take the value 0.

13
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1.3.2

Convergents

Definition 3 Suppose we have an infinite continued fraction

a = {a0;ai,a2,...}

The nth total convergent of this continued fraction is given by

Cn

= {ao;ai,a2,...,an}

Pn

where pn and qn are the numerator and denominator respectively of an irreducible fra

However,finitecontinued fractions also possess total convergents.

Definition 4 The continued fraction

a = {a0;ai,a2,...,an}

for k<n,

possesses a kth total convergent given by

Ck

= {ao;ai,a2,...,ak}

Pk
Qk

where pk and qk are the numerator and denominator respectively of an irreducible fra

1. Introduction
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Also

Definition 5 A partial convergent of the infinite continued fraction

a = {ao;a1,a2,...}

is given by

Cij = {a0;ai,a2,...,ai-i,j}

where i > 0 and j < ai.

And

Definition 6 A partial convergent of the finite continued fraction

a = {ao;ai,a2,...,an}

is given by

Cij = {a0;ai,a2,...,ai-i,j}
Phi

where 0 <i <n and j < ai.

There will be an occasion when the restriction on j in the above definitions of pa
convergents is relaxed such that j can be any positive integer.

1. Introduction
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The following results are found in any major treatment on continued fractions (for
example, Khintchine [8]).

If a = {ao;ai,a2,...} or {ao;ai,a2,...,am} where m > n, the pn and qn of Definitio
3 and 4 are given by:

Pn = anPn-l+Pn-2, (!-6)
qn = anqn-i + qn-2 (I-7)

where we have defined p_i = g_2 = 1, and p_2 = g_i = 0. Note that when a is irrat

each an (n > 0) is a positive integer so we have pn —>• oo and <jn —> oo as n —> o
Also for n > —1,
Pn-l9n - Pn9n-1 = (-l)"1 C1-8)

We offer a novel proof for (1.8) in Chapter 2 which exclusively uses Euler Bracke
tions.
It follows from (1.6) that

Pn,j = 3Pn-l+Pn-2, (L9)

qn,j — jqn-i + qn-2

for j a positive integer.

We state a familiar result without proof. A proof can be found in Khintchine [8].

Theorem 7 (Khintchine [8]) (Ordering of Total Convergents). The total conver-

gents of even order form a finite or infinite increasing sequence, the total conv

16
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of odd order form afiniteor infinite decreasing sequence. Furthermore every odd or
convergent is greater in value than every even order convergent.
Algebraically:

C0 < C2 < • • • < C2i < • • • < a < • • • < C2i+l < • • • < C3 < Ci (1-10)

Theorem 8 (Theorem: Khintchine [8]; Proof: Original) Let a = {a0;ai,a2,...} . Then

Pi
a

<
qiqi+i

qi

Proof. From (1.8)

n+l

Pi

Pi+i

(-1)

qi

qi+i

qiqi+i

a

Pi <

A n d from (1.10)
Pi+1

Ei
qi

qi+i

It follows that,
Pi
a

1
<
qiqi+i

qi

Note that from Theorem 8,
d

—> ot as i —> oo

(1.11)

1. Introduction

T h e o r e m 9 If a = {ao;ai,a2,...} , then

qia -pi^O

as i —> oo

Proof. B y Theorem 8,
\qiCt -Pi\< (I-12)
qi+i

Since qi —» oo as i —• oo,
\qiQ-pi\ —> 0

as i —>• oo.
That is,
g^o: - ^ —> 0

as i —»• oo. •

Chapter 2

Self-Matching: The Gauss M a p
2.1

Introduction

Following on from Corless [1], we consider the Gauss Map defined on the unit interval
Definition 10
f

0

if

x= 0

G{x)= {
imodl ={!},

ifO<x^l

The notation {^} in Definition 10 is shorthand for the fractional part of ^. This m a p
is shown at Figure 2.1.

The reason that the map is named after Gauss is that he originally was concerned with

the distribution of terms in a continued fraction and it was this map which was impli

in his studies (see Schroeder [2]; and van Ravenstein, T; Tognetti, K; and Winley, G.
This chapter explores self-matching within the Gauss Map, particularly the mirror or
symmetry aspect of self-matching.
18

Figure 2.1: The Graph of y = G(x)

18a
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W e n o w represent any real n u m b e r , x, as afiniteor infinite simple continued fraction.
That is,

1
x

=

ao H

1
a\ -\

a2+ ••
{a0;ai,a2,...} (2-1)

where ao is an integer and each of the other a;s is a positive integer.
If the number of aiS is finite then x is rational. Otherwise x is irrational.
If x G (0,1], we can represent it by {0; a\,a2,...}.
As x —• 0, a\ becomes unbounded.
Since x = {0;ai,a2,...}, it follows from (2.1) that J = {ai-a2,...}.
If ^ < x ^ ^, then ^ < J < ai + 1 and so [J] = ax.
Hence for ^ < x ^ ±,

G(x) = --ai
= {ai;a2,...}-ai

{0;a2,a3,...}

and therefore 0 ^ 67(x) < 1.
It follows that G is continuous for ^j < a; ^ —.
Now
lim
i

x—>oi+l

G (a;) = 0
-

(2-2)

2. Self-Matching: T h e Gauss M a p
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whereas
lim

G(x) = l

X—>—y?

I
Thus G is discontinuous at each of_ the
points x = •£- where a\ can take on the values

1,2,3,... Figure 2.1 shows this graphically.
Recall from Chapter 1 that if

x = {ao;aia2,...}

then the nth total convergent, Cn is defined as

n

_ Pn
qn
— {ao;a\,a2,...,an}

where pn and qn are the numerator and denominator respectively of an irreducible f

Note that pn and qn are always defined in this way in terms of a number x = {a0; ax
Where no ambiguity is possible, we may refer to Cn simply as the nth convergent of
Similarly from Chapter 1,
For n > 0,

qn = qn-2 + anqn-i, and (2.3)
pn = pn-2 + anpn-i (2-4)

where p_i = q~2 = 1, P-2 — 9-1 = 0;

2. Self-Matching: T h e Gauss M a p
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and for n > —1,
Pn-iqn - pnqn-x = (-i)n (2-5)

Using Definition 10, we can readily build up expressions for the nth iterat
We note that

Gn (0) = Gn~x (G (0)) = Gn~x (0) = ... = G (0) = 0, and (2.6)
Gn(l) = Gn~l (G (1)) = Gn~l (0) = ... = G (0) = 0

Hence
Gn (0) = Gn (1) = 0.

Theorem 11 For x = {0; a\, a2,...} ,

Gn(x) = {0;an+i,an+2,...}

Proof. We prove this by induction.
We have already shown in (2.2) that for 0 < x ^ 1,

G1(x) = {0;a2,a3,...}

Suppose our theorem is true for some n = k.
That is,
Gk(x) = {0;afc+i,ofc+2,...}

2. Self-Matching: T h e Gauss M a p
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Then

= {ak+i; ak+2ak+s,...} - ak+1

= {0;ak+2ak+3,...}

And so our theorem holds for all values of n. m

Example 12

G2{x) = G2({0;ai,a2,...})
= G({0;a2,a3,...})
= {0;a3,a4,...}

Theorem 11 indicates that Gn may be considered as a modified left shift op
the continued fraction
{0;ai,a2,...}

mapping it into
{0;an+i,an+2,...}

We state that it is modified since we retain the initial zero to keep the
interval.

From this viewpoint it can be seen that the map might have some similarity

chaotic map such as F (x) = {10a:}, which by shifting the least significan

left at each iteration guarantees sensitivity to initial conditions and c

23
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strongly chaotic. Corless [1] has shown that iterates of the Gauss M a p are indeed chaotic.

In what follows we give a simple description of the periodic points of thi

with a characterisation of the symmetrical patterns that exist between cer

To do this it is useful to picture the map as being made up of disjoint tr

of the hyperbola, y = \, displaced vertically downwards by the integer par

Figure 2.1). These truncated parts we will characterise by the functions G
integer parts |_^J = i of G (x) as follows:

Definition 13 For m^ < x < \
Gi(x) = i
x
From now on we will refer to G; as the ith part of the map G. In a similar

define functions, such as G2,, which are found within the second iterate of

Definition 14 The {i,j)th part of the map G2, designated as Gjj, is that par
whose domain is
1 1

• s

1

j + 1 x j

That is,
3 3 +

1

_^
< x < —
1 + ij +i
1 + ij ~~ '
or,
1 ^ 1

r <x < - — r ~
which in continued fraction notation is,

{0;i,j}<x<{0;i,j + l}

2. Self-Matching: The Gauss M a p
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Moreover

Gi,j = Gj (Gi)
= Gj o d

Definition 14 implies that Gf • possesses a domain made up of all points of the form
x = {0;i,j,a3,a4,...} where for particular values of % and j, each of a3,04,05,... are
permitted to vary across the set of positive integers.

2.2 The Domain of "Parts" within the Gauss Map
For simplicity in what follows, we adopt the following definitions:

Definition 15 The (ji,j2,...Jk)th part, designated as G)u^jk, is that part of Gk whose
domain is composed of the points

x e [{0; ji,..., jk}, {0;ji,-,jk, 1})

/->

if k is even, and the points

xe ({0;ji,...,jfc,l},{0;ji,...,jfc}]

if k is odd.
We designate the half-open interval above (for k even or odd) by Ijlt...,jk-

2. Self-Matching: T h e Gauss M a p
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Note that in Definition 15, x contains points of the form

x = {0;ji,...,jk,ak+i,ak+2,...}

where for particular values of ji,—,jk, each of ak+i,ak+2,ak+3... vary acros

positive integers. We show in Theorem 29 that each part in Gk (x) is disco
at its endpoints.
Example 16

,1 1,

is the domain of Gix, that is, the domain of the j[h part.

2.2.1 Lower and Upper Bounds

Definition 17 We define Lju...jk and Ujlt...tjk as the greatest lower and

per bounds respectively of Ijlt...Jk, the domain of the (ji,...,jk)th P^rt
Gk (x).

It follows from Theorem 7 that if

a = {0;ji,J2,-,in + l}
= {0;ii,J2,-,in,l}

then for n odd,
{0;ji,j2,-,in,l} < {0;ii,J2,-,in}

2. Self-Matching: T h e G a u s s M a p
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and for n even,
{0;jl,J2,-,jn} < {0; ji,j2,...,jn,l}

Hence, employing Definitions 15 and 17 we have:
for n odd,

L

3i,-,jn =

{°;ii^2,-,jn,i}

(2.7)

U

h,-,jn = {0;ji,j2,-,jn}

and for n even,

iii,..jn

=

{0;ii,i2,-,jn}

f/j!,.,in = {0;jl,J2,-,jn,l}

E x a m p l e 18

L,i =

— — r = {0;ii,l} a ^
Ji + 1

^ = - = {0;ji}
Ji

2.2.2

W i d t h of a Part

Definition 19 We define the width of Ijlt...jk as

By (2.3) with x = {0; ji,..., jn,an+i,an+2,...} :

(2-8)
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pn + pn-i

pn-2 + (jn + l)pn-l

qn + qn-\

qn-2 + (jn + i)qn-i
=

U

h,-Jn

{0;ji,j2,-,jn,l}

for U eVen

^ Lh,:,3n

fOT U

Odd

and

Pn
= {0;jl,J2,-Jn}
qn
Ui,

•) for n odd

Li-, i„ for n even

Hence for allro,and utilising (2.5)

W„31

Pn+Pn-l Pn
qn + Qn-1 qn
1

In

qn (qn + qn-i)
0 as n —* oo

and so,

^,...,n
il,---,Jn

=

1+

W.3l,---,3n
L,
Jl,---.3n

1, as n —• oo

Equivalently, utilising (1.8), we have

2. Self-Matching:
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For n odd:

(-\\n~l

U.
L

n,...,jn

qnPn-i+pnqn
—•

1, as n —»• oo

_

1

and for n even:

31

In

^n,...,3„

i

V

"""J

Pnqn-i+pnqn
—»• 1, as n —» oo

Definition 20 Those parts of the Gauss Map and its iterates whose domains have th
same width are styled width partners.

2.3 Fixed Points of the Gauss Map

We now show that every part in every iterate possesses a unique fixed point and t
this fixed point, in its continued fraction expansion, shows the self-matching feature of
repetition.

Definition 21 A fixed point of a function, f, is a real number x such that

f (x) = x.

T h e o r e m 22 For all k, G!- •

• has a uniquefixedpoint given by

29
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Proof. Let x = {0; J1J2, —,jk,o.k+i,ak+2,...} be any point in the domain
of Gk
31,32, --,3k'
By Theorem 11,

G

Lh,-,h 0) = {0;afc+i,ofc+2,...}

= x

if and only if amk+i = ji for 1 < i < k.
That is, for 1 < i < k,
ji = ak+i = a2k+i — ...

Thus x = {0; ji,32,-,3k} is the uniquefixedpoint of Gkjl>J2^jk. Note that G
>•• i , . , o

a

n

has

infinite number of fixed points, one for each of the infinite number of p
Now since a^ is the fixed point of Gjx, then

ah

=

G{ah)

1
-3i

a

h

Thus ah is the root of a\ +jiajl - 1 = 0. Since for the convergents of ah,po = 0, pi - 1
q0 = 1 and q\ = ji,

y/j'j + 4 - Ji
a

ii

^

2

PO - gi + y7?? +Pn + 29QPi + 2
2go
{0;ji,ji,ji,-..} by Theorem 22 (2.13)

(2.12)

30
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The equality
a

h

po-qi + Vq'i + Pp + 2q0pi + 2
2qo

in (2.12) is given as it is a special case of Theorem 30 which describes
across the Gauss Map and its iterates.
Note that for j1 = 1 in (2.13),

VE-i
T

=

—2~

= {0; 1,1,1,...}

That is, the fixed point of the first part is the Golden Section. Such con
with constant terms have very interesting properties. (See Tognetti [6])

Definition 23 (Gulick [7])
A fixed point a is a repelling fixed point of f provided that there is an

[a-e, a + e) containing a such that if x is in the domain of f and in (a x ^ a, then
\f(x)-a\ >\x-a\

It can be shown, (Gulick [7]), that if / is differentiable at a fixed poin
|/' (a) | > 1, a is repelling.
We observe that

dG
j1 ^/j2 + 4 - j\ - 2

dx \x=ah
<

_

2

.

yn-H-i

=-i
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Accordingly,

dG

>1

dx \X=OCJ.

Hence the magnitude of the slope of G at otjx is greater than 1. Therefore thefixedpoint,
ctjx, is repelling, that is, any point in the interval Ijx other than o ^ will drift away on
iteration. W e show in Theorem 34, that since the magnitude of the slope of G is greater
than 1 for all x within the domain of any part of G, then:

Remark 24 Every fixed point in every iterate of G is repelling.

2.4 Inverses

Although G has no inverse, each of its parts does have an inverse. For example, if
then the j\h part of G, that is Gjx, has the inverse

< n# v«' =

=

ji '+ s

{0;ji + s}

2.5 Periodic Points
Definition 25 The point x is a periodic point of period n if

fn(x) = x

2. Self-Matching:
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Periodicity is itself a form of self-matching in that it implies that a start point is

revisited at regular intervals. We now consider the periodic points of the Gauss Map.
From Theorem 22,
"iiia = {0;j'i,j2}

Now let

v

ji32

=

G[aj1j2)

= {0;J2,ji} by Theorem 11

Hence, using Theorem 11 again,

G(vjlj2) = {0;ji,j2}
= a

jlJ2

Thus G2(ajlj2) = ahJ2 and G2(vjlJ2) = vjlJ2. Note that vjlJ2 £ IhtJ2 unless ji = j2 and
SO V

= a

jl32

jl32 •

Accordingly,

2.5.1 Summary
Summary 26 .
a

hJ2

an

d vjiJ2

are cou

pled such that

i) the sequence generated by repeated applications of G upon the point
a

3l32 ^ Iji,J2 *5 \OLh32^V3\32-'OL3\32iVh32,—)

an

"'!

ii) the sequence generated by repeated applications of G upon the point

33
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v

3i32 *=• Ij2,jl

zs

\v3l32ia3l32iV3l32ia3l32,---)

It follows that the fixed point of G21J2 with j1 ^ j2 has period 2, whereas

of G2 • with j\ = j2 is identical to the fixed point for G^ which is of cour
In this way it is seen that the fixed point of GkiJ2

jk

with jx = j2 = ... =

same as the fixed point of Gjx.

2.6 The nth Iterate Gn (x)

We now consider further results surrounding the general case: the nth itera

2.6.1 General Equation of Gn (x)

Theorem 27 Let x = {0; ax,a2,...} . Then for n > 0,

In* - Pn

gn {x)

Pn-i - qn-ix

where ^ = {0;ai,a2, ...,an}
qn

Proof. W e prove this by induction.
Since by (2.3) and (2.4),

,N

1 -a\x

G(x) =
v

'
qix-pi
PQ

x

- qox

the theorem holds for n = 1.
Assume the theorem is true for some value k.

34
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Then

G +1(I)

*

= c4)-° t + I
Pk-i - qk-ix
a

k+l
qkx - pk
- (Pk-i + Q-k+iPk - x (gfc_i + ak+igk))
Pk - qkx
qk+ix-pk+i
by (2.3)
Pk - qkx

Hence by induction our theorem is proved.

•

Corollary 28 Let x = {0; a\, a2,...} . Then for n > 0,

1
{0;an+i,an+2,—i
rn

qnx

Pn

Pn-l ~qn-lX

where ^ = {0;ai,a2, ...,an}

Proof. This follows immediately by comparing Theorem 11 with Theorem 27

Theorem 29 Each part in Gk (x) is discontinuous only at its endpoints

Proof. Since
3i,-,3k

pk_1

_

G\
• (x) is differentiable within 1^,...,
3k
31,--;3k
Consider the endpoints of Gku

jk

i) ^ = {0;ji,j2,..,ifc}and

ii)5S& = {o;jW2,...,j*,i}.

(x), namely,

qk_lX

2. Self-Matching: T h e Gauss M a p
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W e have for i),

Gl..,jk [fj ~ 0
But

{0;ji,J2,-,Jk} = {0;j'i,j2, — ,Jfc — 1,1}
Pk + Pfc-i
9fc + i-i
?

w here

/

^+p/fc~1 is an endpoint of Gfc,
9fc+<Zfc-i

., (x) in which j[ = ^ for i = 1,...,fc- 1, and

Ji'->Jfc

i = j* -1However within /./ ./,

lim

G k,

, (rr) = 1

I—»-7 7
*fc+,Jfc-l

Hence at x = {0; ji, j2, ...,jk} , Gk (x) is discontinuous.
Similarly, for ii), within Ijly..,jk

lim
Pk+Pk-i
X—*

G\

ik

(x) = 1

31

'-'3k

;

But

{0;ji,J2,-,JkA}

=

{0;ji,J2,-,3k + l}
Pk

where 4 is an endpoint of Gk,
9^

, (x) in which j] - ji for z = 1,..., k - 1, and jfc - jfc +

h'—Jk

36
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However
Qkn „ fP±\

=

0
3l-,3k \q"kJ

Hence at x = {0; ji, j2,..., jk + 1} , Gk (x) is discontinuous. •

2.6.2 Fixed Points

The following theorem gives us an exact equation for the fixed point of e
Gauss Map and its iterates based on convergents.

Theorem 30 (Fixed Point theorem)
The fixed point of Gn1J2^jn , designated as ajljJ2,...,jn , is

Pn-l ~qn + yJql+Pl-1 + 2qn-lPn + 2 (-lf~ '
a3i,32,-,3n

2qn-i

= {0;jl,J2,-,Jn}

where g=i = {0;ji, j2, -, jn-i) and % = {0;ji,J2,-,Jn}

Proof. Let x = {0;ji,J2,-,-Jn} • By Corollary 28,

qnx - Pn
x = Pn-l - Qn-lX

Solving for x, and ensuring that x is non-negative, we have

Pn-l ~ qn + \[{qn ~ Pn-lf + ^n-lPr,
2qn-i

Now from (2.5)
Pn-lQn -Pnqn-1 = (-1)

(2.14)
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Substituting in (2.14) yields

Pn-l ~qn + ^qn + P2n-i + 2qn-iPn + 2 (-1)T
2

It follows that thefixedpoint of G £ „•

<7n-l

,• is

Pn-l ~qn + \Jqn + Pl-i + 2qn-lPn + 2 (-l)n
a

3l,32,-,3n =

^-y

where 2j=i = {0;ji,j2,...,jn-i} and g- = {0; ji,j2, ...,;„} I

Example 31 o;ii2)3 = {0;1,2,3} possesses the convergents

92

3

and
n

Ps _ 7
g3
10

Therefore by Theorem 30,

"1,2,3 =

{0;1,2,3}
P2 ~ 93 + y/gg + pg + 2g2p3 + 2
2g2
x/37-4
3
.69

Corollary 32
\fcn—1

fcn-l ~ 9fcn + y/qln+Pkn-1 + 2(lkn-lPkn + 2 (-1)*
Ct-i-i .-j.

3l,32,--;3n

2qn-1
k
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Proof. Let x = ajltJ2y..,jn = {0;ji,J2,-,jn} •
Then by Corollary 28,

rn •

•

qknx

-1

Pkn

W3kn+l,3kn+2,—} — Pkn-1 ~ qkn-lX

But

{0-,jkn+l,Jkn+2,-}
=

= {0]jl,32,-}
X

That is,
qknX Pkn
X - Pkn-1 ~ qkn-lx

Solving for x, the result follows. •

2.6.3 Gradient of Parts

Theorem 33 .
For n odd, Gn (x) consists of negatively sloped parts.
For n even, Gn (x) consists of positively sloped parts.

Proof. We know that the interior of each part of Gn is continuous.

Ifx = {0;ji,j2,...,jn,an+i,an+2,-} afinite or infinite continued fraction whe
vary, then ^ = {0;ji,j2,..., jn} and by Theorem 27,

Gn(x)=

QnX

Pn

Pn-l ~ qn-lX
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Hence
d n

G h,j2,...,jn (x)
dx (pn_! - gn_:x)2

=

Pn-iqn

-pnqn-i

Utilising (2.5),
d

(-l)r

GlJ2,..,jn (*)

(pn_1 - qn-ix)2

dx

(2.15)

The denominator of (2.15) is never zero since by Corollary 28,

qnx
Pn
rn. „
„
\
|U;a
i,a
...)
n+
n+2i
Pn-l - qn-ix

which requires pn-i — qn-ix ^ 0
Hence from (2.15), the slope of GPjltJ2t...tjn is negative for n odd and positive for
even, and so our theorem is proved. Note that this means that the sign of the slope
particular part of Gn (x) is not dependent on x but only on n. •
We note that by setting s = Gn (x), for x e ^....^and solving for x we have the
inverse function,

X

——

Pn + SPn-1
—"

qn + sqn-\
(l)Pn+Pn-l
(J) Qn + qn-i
= \0;jl,J2,-,Jn,~

From which, w e confirm our earlier result,

s = Gn(x) = {0;an+i,an+2,...}
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T h e o r e m 3 4 The magnitude of the slope of any part of Gn is greater than 1, where
n = 1,2,3,...

Proof. We showed in (2.15) that within the domain of any particular part of Gn,
Pn-i,qn-i,Pn and qn are constants, and,

dGn(x)_
dx

(-l)n

(216)

(p n - 1 - g n _ix)"

From (2.9) and (2.10), the domain of this part of G n is bounded above and below by g.
and

Pn+Pn-i _ gince

pnl ancj qnl are nxed

for any particular part in Gn, pn-i - qn-ix

<?n+yVi— 1
dG x
is alinear function in x, and therefore the boundary values of ^ '

x =^

are determined at

and as x -> ^ ± f = i

qn

qn+qn-l

Hence for x = £2.,
yn

Pn
Pn-l ~ qn-lX = Pn-l ~ Qn-1 I —
\qn
Pn-iqn - qn-lPn
qn
= ±- by (2.5)
qn

Therefore for n > 1,

(2-17

0 < (Pn-l ~ qn-ixf = 4 < 1
Hn
Note that in (2.17) ,\

= \ when x = 1. But at x = 1, ^

is not defined because G

dGn(x) •
for
this
value of x. Therefore for those values of x for which —^ is
i
s not
continuous
defined

0 < (Pn-l ~ qn-ixf = i < 1

(2-18
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Similarly a s i ^ p„nV^n 1 from the direction of ^ , and with n > 1,
u

yn~ryn—1

yn

,2
(Pn-l ~ gn-1^) -> ~
{qn + qn-i) 4

i

-1
75 < T

(2-19)

(In (2.19) w e have used the fact that g n and gn_i must each be at least equal to 1)
Hence,
1 1

{qn + qn-lf ~

4

Therefore substituting (2.18) and (2.19) in (2.16) yields | ^ £ 2 > 1 for all x strictly
within the domain of any part of Gn (x), that is, for all x for which

dG x

^ ' is define

2.7 Symmetry Partners

We now wish to identify parts from G (x) and its iterates that represent symmetry p
These partners, as we shall see, exhibit self-matching. They also are the basis for
self-matching that is described in Chapters 5 and 6.

Definition 35 The parts Gku^ik and G^lv..>mt are said to represent symmetry part-

ners if there is a h e [0,1] such that for all x G hx,.yk and (2h - x) e Imi,...,m
Iilt...,ik and Imi,...,mt

are the same len

9tK

Gt...,ik{x) = G*mi_mt(2h-x)

Moreover h is said to be the centre of symmetry.

Our aim is to show that h=\\s the only case for which symmetry occurs. Thus, if
part from Gk has a symmetry partner in Gk+l with centre of symmetry h = \, then

a
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Gkx ...tik (x) = G£+i. .mfc+1 (1 - x) for some positive integer values ii,...,zfc and mi,... ,mk

Note that Definition 35 implies that symmetry partners are the mirror image of eac
around some centre of symmetry.

We firstly show the symmetry that exists between G and G2 and extend our result to
the general case.

Let us seek to find a symmetry partner for a part within G, say the kth part. Assum
that this partner is in G2, say the (i,j)th part, then by Definition 35, we require

Gk (x) = G2tj (2/i - x) (2.20)

Now

Gk(x) =

\-k

1 — kx

(2.21)

x

and
+ iJ) J
G2 (2h-x)-{2h~xHl
"
Gijiln x ) - l_i{2h-x)

(2-22)
K
'

Equating (2.21) and (2.22) yields

(ik _ ij - i ) x 2 + (2h + 2hi (j-k)-j-i

+ k)x-(l-

2hi) = 0

(2.23)
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which is a quadratic polynomial in x. Since (2.23) holds for all x G Ik, solutions for (2.23)
exist when each of the coefficients of powers of x equal zero. Thus

1 - 2hi = 0 => 2hi = 1

2h + 2hi (j — k)—j — i + k = 0, (where 2hi = 1) => i = 1 and thus /i = ik — ij — 1 = 0 (where z' = l)=>A;=j-|-l

from which it follows that the only solution for (2.20) is

Gj+i (x) = G2:j (1 - x)

Note that a necessary condition for these parts to be symmetric is that their domai
possess the same width, that is,
Wij = Wk

(2-24)

From (2.11) with ji = k
1

Wk =

k(k + l)

Similarly,
Wi j

'

(l + i + ij)(l+ij)

Therefore by (2.24)we require

(l + i + ij)(l + ij) = k(k + l)

W e confirm that for z = 1 and k = j + 1, a solution for (2.25) exists.

(2-2
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It follows that G 2 • (1 — x) and G ] + 1 (x) represent symmetry partners. Note that for
each of these parts,

WlJ

= W'+l

=

0 + 1)0 + 2)

Note also that the centre of symmetry h, must fulfil the requirement that

Li,j - h = h- Uj+i

Hence

2/i =

Lltj + Uj+i

j 1

1+3

+

1+3

= 1

confirming that /i = 2Summarising, we have the symmetry

Gj+i(l-x) = G^x)
where Li 7 (x) =

- ^ — < a; < T T — 7 = ^i,j (*)

That is, Lij (x) = {0; 1, j}, and

Uij(x) = {0;l,j + l}
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And with y = 1 - x,

Gj+1(y) = Gl3(l-y)
where Lj+1 (y) = j^- < y < —j = Uj+1 (y)
That is, Lj+i (y) = {Q;2+j}&nd
Uj+1(y) = {0;j + l}

Example 36 In the particular case where j = 1,

= G2(l-x)

2.8 Conditions for Symmetry

The previous section identified a necessary condition for symmetry partner

they must first be width partners. The converse is not necessarily true. So

conditions must exist for width partners to be also symmetry partners? Thi
explore.

Theorem 37 Let Gnu^n (x) and Gkmx^mk (2h - x) be symmetry partners with ce
symmetry h and k > n.

Let also 2*. (for t < n) be the tth convergent of all values within hlr..,in,
t < k) be the tth convergent of all values within 7mi,...,mfcThen
Qn-l = Qk-1
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and
Pk-i = 2hqn-i - Pn-i

where k = n + 2m + 1 for m = 0,1,2,...

Proof. Since Gf

{

(x) and G^ll

mfc

(2/t — x) are symmetry partners, they must

have slopes with opposite signs. Therefore by Theorem 33, k and n cannot b
or odd. Since k and n cannot both be even or both be odd, it follows that
where m = 0,1,2,...
From (2.16) within the domain of G™

in,

*%,...,<, (x) _ (-1)"
dx (pn_x - gn_ix)2

Similarly, within the domain of G*^...^ (y) where y = (2h - x)

(-i)n+1

^lf...,mfc (y)
*v

(p'k-i-q'k-iyy
(-i)n+1
(pi_i - q'k-i (2h - x))

But this means that, for symmetry to be in existence,

(Pn-l ~ 9n-ix)2 = (?*_! - i-l(2^ ~ *))

That is,
Pn-i - qn-ix = ± (p'fc-l - <?Ll(2^ - *)) (2-26)

Consider the two cases:
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Case 1:
Pn-l ~ qn-ix = p'k-i - q'k-i{2h - x). (2.27)

Since within Iilt...tin, pn-i and qn-i are fixed, and within Imi,...,mk, Pk-i

and

q'k-i

fixed, we can equate coefficients of powers of x in (2.27).
That is,

Pn-l = p'k-i ~ 2hq'k_1 and

Qn-l = -qk-i

an impossibility since qn-i and qk_1 are both positive.
Case 2:
gn_ix - pn-i = p'k-i - q'k-i(2h - x) (2.28)

Since within hu...,in, pn-i and gn_i are fixed, and within Imi,...,mk, Pk-i and gfc-1 a
fixed, we can equate coefficients of powers of x in (2.28).
That is,

pn_i = 2hqk_l-pk_l and

qn-i = qk-i

Corollary 38 Let G£r..jin (x) and Gkmiy„iTnk (2h - x) be symmetry partners with centre
of symmetry h, and k > n.

Let also ft be the tth convergent of all values within Iilt...,in. and h be the tt
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of all values within 7mi>...,mfc.

Then
qn = q'k

where k = n + 2m + 1 and m = 0,1,2,...

Proof. From Theorem 37, k = n + 2m + 1 for some positive integer m.
Also since G £ .>in (x) and G%lu_>mk (2h - x) are symmetry partners the widths of
their domains are identical. Hence

W/ii,...,i„ — V*mi,...,mjfc

That is,

1
qn (qn + qn-i)

, ,,
, , by (2.11)
?fc {qk + qk-i)
by Theorem 37
% (% + 9n-i)

Therefore
(q'k)2+qn-iq'k-(qn + qnqn-l)=0 (2-29)

Solving for q'k in (2.29), we have,

,

-gn-i ± (gn-i + 2gn)

qk =

n

And since qk must be positive,
qk = qn
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T h e o r e m 39 Let G f

in

(x) and Gkni;mk

(2/i - x) be symmetry partners with centre of

symmetry h, and k > n.

Let also ^ be the tth convergent of all values within /*!,...,;„ and ^f be the tth conv
of all values within Imi,...,mkThen the following must be true
i) Pk-i

=

2hqn-i - Pn-i

ii) pk = 2hqn - Pn
iii) 2/i is an integer

Proof. p'k_x — 2hqn-i - pn-i was proven at Theorem 37, establishing i).
Since G£ ^ and G!°u^mk are symmetry partners, h lies equidistant between ^ and
^ on the x-axis. Accordingly h is rational, and

?± =
2/i-^
qk
qn
2hqn — pn (2 30)
qn

B y Theorem 38, q'k = qn- Substituting in (2.30) gives

pk = 2hqn-Pn (2-31)

which establishes part ii). Accordingly, since pk is an integer, 2hqn must also be a

It follows that h in its reduced form has a denominator that is a factor of 2gn and b

2gn_i. By (1.7), the denominator of h must also be a factor of 2gn_2,2gn_3,..., 2g0 = 2

Thus the denominator of h is 1 or 2, and so 2/i is an integer (establishing part iii)
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Summary

Summarising our results:

Summary 40 (Symmetry Criteria) Let Gf

in

(x) and G^

mfe

(2/i — x) be symme-

try partners with centre of symmetry h.

Let also ^ be the tth convergent of all values within Ii, ; and fy be the t
qt

o

J

i,..-i n

^

of all values within Imi,...,mkThen each of the following must be true:
i) Pk-i

=

2hqn-i - pn-i

ii) p'k = 2hqn - pn
Hi) q'k-i = Qn-i
iv) q'k = qn
v) k = n + 2m + 1 for some m = 0,1,2,...
vi) 2h is an integer

Remark 41 It may seem tedious that we have devoted so much attention to the
conditions that govern the existence of symmetry partners. However, merely

finding two parts that possess domains with the same width is not a suffici

condition for symmetry. For example, i = 1 and k = j + l is but one solutio
to (2.25). Another solution to (2.25) is i = 59, j = 1 and k = 84. However

where i, = 59, j = 1, we have q2 = 60, and for Gk where k = 84, we have gi =
It follows by Summary 40 iv), that G§9)1 and G84 do not represent symmetry
partners even though we can affirm that they are width partners.
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Euler Bracket Functions

We turn our attention to a relatively little known set of functions called Euler Brac
Functions (otherwise known as continuants). These functions are intimately connected

the theory of continued fractions and for our purposes have special usefulness to dis

symmetry partners in the Gauss Map and its iterates. We will make further use of Eule
Bracket Functions in Chapter 3.
Following Roberts [4] and Graham et al [5] we consider the n + 1 terms

XQ, X\, X2, ..., xn

Now list all sub-products remaining when we have excluded zero or more disjoint pairs

consecutive terms. When the number of terms is even (that is, n is odd), we include 1

a sub-product but we will not exclude all pairs (that is, we do not consider the empt

to be a sub-product). It follows that as we can always omit zero pairs we always incl
as a sub-product xoXix2...xn.
Let us now consider specific examples by excluding one or more pairs.
With n = 1 we look at the product x0xi. Since n is odd we include 1. Accordingly our
list of sub-products is:

{l,x0xi}

For n = 2, omitting zero pairs, we include the product x0xix2. then by excluding x0X!

we include x2. By excluding xix2 we include x0. As there are no other consecutive pair
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and n is even, this completes the listing:

{x0, x2, x0xix2}

For n = 3 we include the product x0XiX2x3. Excluding x0xi we include x2x3. E

x2x3 we include xrjxi- Excluding Xix2 we include xrjx3. Since n is odd we inc
Accordingly our list of sub-products is:

{1, xoxi, x0x3, x2x3, x0xix2x3}

We note that we cannot remove the two pairs x0xi and xxx2 as they are not di

However if we were considering say XoXix2x3x4x5X6, then we could include the

remaining, that is x2x5x6, when we exclude the two disjoint pairs x0xi and x3

We define the Euler Bracket Function E (x0,xi,x2, ...,xn) as the addition of
permitted sub-products. Thus

E (x0) = x0
E(xo,x{) = l + xoxi
E{x0,xi,x2) = x0 + x2 + x0xix2
E(x0,xi,x2,x3) = 1 + x0xi + X0X3 + X2X3 + X0X!X2X3
£,(xo,xi,x2,x3,x4) = x0 + x2 + x4 + x0x1x2 + xoX!X4 + x0x3x4
+X2X3X4 + XQXIX2X3X4

Note that the basic recurrence is:
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T h e o r e m 42 (Graham et al [5])

E (x0,xi,x2,...,XJ) = XjE {x0,xi,x2,...,Xj_i) + E (x0, xx,x2,...,Xj_2)

Proof. Since l?(xo,xi,x2, ...,Xj) consists of the addition of all sub-products form

by the removal of zero or more disjoint pairs of consecutive terms, then each sub-p

either contains the term Xj or it does not. Hence let us consider the two possibili
i) Sub-products oi E {XQ,XI,X2,...,XJ) that do not contain the term Xj.
Since we are deleting pairs of consecutive terms to form E (x0,x\, x2,..., Xj), the

pair that contains Xj as a consecutive term is the pair (xj_i,Xj). But this require
the sub-products of E(XQ,X\,X2, ...,XJ) that do not contain the term Xj must also not
contain the term Xj-\. The sum of these is simply E (x0,xi,x2, ...,Xj_2).
ii) Sub-products of E (x0,xi,x2, ...,Xj) that do contain the term Xj.
Sub-products that have XJ as a factor contain all the possible combinations of the

elements x0,xi,x2, ...,Xj-i as legitimate cofactors. This range of possible cofacto

simply the sub-products that are used in the formation of E (x0,xi,x2, —,Xj-i) • The

sum of these sub-products containing Xj as a factor is therefore XjE{x0,xi,x2, ...,X
Combining i) and ii) completes the proof. •

Corollary 43 If x = {a0;ai,a2,...} or {a0;a1,a2, -,an} where n>k, then

qk = E{ai,a2,...,ak)
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Proof. Since go = 1, gi = a\ = E [a\) and qk = akqk-i +qk-2 the result follows easily
by induction. •

Corollary 44 If x = {ao;ai,o2,...} or {ao;ai,a2, ...,an} where n>k, then

Pk ~ E{ao,ai,...,ak)

Proof. Since p0 = a0 = E (a0), pi = 1 + a0ai = E (a0, a{) and pk = akpk-i + Pk-2,
the result follows by induction •

The following is a key result within the theory of continued fractions which we ha

already used and will continue to use in later chapters. Our proof is novel in tha
employs Euler Bracket Functions.

Theorem 45 (Theorem: Khintchine [8]; Proof: Original) If ^ = {a0;ai, ...,afc} , the

Pk-iqk ~ Pkqk-i = (-1)

Proof. By Theorem 42 and Corollaries 43 and 44,

pk = E{a0,...,ak)

qk = E{ai,...,ak)

E (a0,..., ak) = akE (a0,..., afc_i) + E (a0,..., afc_2) (2-32)
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and therefore
E{ai,...,ak) = akE(ai,...,ak-i) + E (ax, ...,afc_2) (2-33)

Therefore, repeatedly applying (2.32) and (2.33) we have
Pk-iqk -PkQk-i

= E {a0,..., ajfc_i) E (oi,..., ak) - E (a0,..., ak) E (a1;..., ak-i)
= E (a0,..., ofc_i) E (ai,..., Ofc_2) - E (a0,..., afc_2) E (ai,..., ak-i)
= E (a0, -.., afc_3) E (ai,..., Ojfe_2) - E (a0,..., afc_2) E (ax,..., afc_3)
= E (a0, -., afc_5) E (ai,...,afc_4) - E (a0,..-, afc_4) E {au ..., afc_5)

E(a0,ai)E(a1,a2)-E(a0,ai,a2)E(a1) for A; even
E(a0,ai,a2)E(ai,a2,a3) -E(a0,ai,a2,a3)E(ai,a2) for k odd

1 for k even
— 1 for k odd

and so our theorem is proved. •
As an interesting aside, we also use Euler Bracket functions to show that:

Theorem 46 (Theorem: Olds [9]; Proof: Original) If {a0;ai,a2, ...,an} = ^, then

Pn
r
\|an;an_i,an_2,...,aoj- — Pn-l

and
{an;an_i,an_2,...,ai} —

qn
qn-i
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Proof. Let %f- = {an;an_i,an_2, ...,ao} , then by Corollaries 43 and 44,
9n

Pn

_ E{an,an^i,...,ao)

q'n
E(an_i,an_2,...,ao)
E(a0,ai,...,an)
E(ao,ai,...,an_!)
Pn
Pn-l

That is,
\
Pn
r
(an;an_i,an_2,...,aoJ- = Pn-l
Similarly, -M^ = {an;an_i,an_2, ...,ai} , and
9n-l

pn_x
qn-i

E(an,an_i,...,ai)
E(an_i,an_2,...,ai)

E(ai,a2,-,an)
E(ai,a2,...,an_i)
qn
qn-i

W e now set forward an important result:

Theorem 47 E{ai,a2,...,an) = E(l,ai - l,a2,...,an) forn> 1.
(Note that the LHS has n terms and the RHS hasn + 1 terms)

Proof. We prove this by induction.
The theorem is true for

E{a{) = ai = E(l,ai-l), and
E(ai,a2) = l + ai.a2 = E(l,ai-l,a2)
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Let the theorem hold for some n — k and also for n = k + 1 where k > 1.
By Theorem 42,

E(ai,a2,...,ajfc+2) = afc+2E(ai,a2,...,afc+1) + E(ai,a2, ...,ak)
= ak+2E (1, ai - 1, a2,..., ak+i) + E (1, a1 - 1, a2,..., ak)
= E(l,ai - l,a2,...,afc+2)

Therefore our theorem is proved. •

Corollary 48 Let qn be associated with x = (0; ai,a2,...}
and qn be associated with x = {0; 1, a\ — 1, a2,a3,...} ,
then for n > 1,
qn = 9n+l

Proof, (by Euler Bracket Functions)
Since by Corollary 43,
qn = E{ai,a2,...,an)

and
q'n+1 = E (1, ai - 1, a2,..., an)

the result follows by Theorem 47 •
Proof, (by Induction)
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W e note that

g1 = 1 = go and
q2 = «i = qi

Suppose for some k,

q'k = qk-i and
gifc_i = gfc-2

By (2.3),
/

III

9fc+i = afc+i°fc + °fc-i

Now for k > 2, ak = ak-iTherefore for k > 2,

qk+i = akqk-i + qk-2

= qk by (2.3)

and so our theorem is proved. •

Corollary 49 E{a1,a2,...,an) = E{l,0,a1 - l,a2,...,an)

Proof. This follows trivially by applying Theorem 47 twice •

Corollary 50 E (1, a2,..., an) = E (1 + a2, a3,..., an)
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Proof. W e have

E(l,a2,...,an) = E(l,0,a2,a3,...,an) by Theorem 47
= E(l + a2,a3,...,an) by Corollary 49

•

2.10 Symmetry Partners within Gk and Gk+1

We now show that every part in Gk has at least one symmetry partner in Gk+1 and that
x = \ is always the centre of symmetry.
Theorem 51

Wi,j2,...,jk = Wh+hJ3iU,...,jk fork>\

This theorem indicates that the width of the domain of the (1, j2, ...,jk)th part in

is identical to the width of the domain of the (j2 + 1, j3, J4, -,jk)th part in Gfc-1

h,j2,...,jk C [1,1) and IJ2+i,h,J4,...,jk C (0,1] these width partners are found in o
halves of the unit interval (0,1).

Proof. Using Euler Bracket Functions, and denoting as qk, the irreducible denominator of the kth convergent of

x = {0;l,j2,...jk,ak+i,o-k+2,---}
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(where each of j2, ...,jk arefixedand the ak+i terms are allowed to vary), we have

qk = E{l,j2,...,jk) from Corollary 43
= E (j2 + 1, J3, -, jfc) by Corollary 50
= dfc-i, the irreducible denominator of the {k — if convergent of
{0-,J2 + l,J3,JA,-}

Similarly,
qk-i = dk-2

From (2.11)

W l,h,-,h

qk{qk + qk-i)
1
dk-i {dk-i + dk-2)
=

Wj2+ij3,...,jk

and so our theorem is proved •
Having identified two parts in Gk and G f c + 1 that are width partners w e now show that
these width partners are in fact symmetry partners.
We now demonstrate that the width partners described in Theorem 51 are symmetric
about a centre at 1. We begin with an important result.

Theorem 52 If x G Ijlt...,jk and x' G Ii,h-i,J2,J3,...,^ Cm = £ and C'm = fe are t
mth convergents respectively of x and x';
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then for 1 < n < k,
j

Pn+l =qn~ P:n

Proof. W e prove this by induction.
We know that p2 = gi —p\.
Assume p'k+1 = qk — Pk is true.
Since p'k+2q'k+1 -p'k+iq'k+2 = {~l)k+1,
we have
, P'k+A+2 + (~l)fc+1
Pk+2 ~

-j
°fc+l

Now from Theorem 47 and Corollary 43,

q'k+i = qk

an

d,

q'k+2 = qk+i

Hence

qk+i{qk-Pk) + {-l)k+1
Pk+2

~ ~q~k

{-i)k +Pkqk+i
= qk+i
qk
Pk+iqk
=

qk+i

—
Qk

= Qk+l-Pk+1-

And so our theorem is proved. •
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L e m m a 53 If
x = {0;ai,a2,...}

then
l-x = {0;l,ai -l,a2,a3,...}

Proof. (By Limits) Let Cn = ^ = {0;ai,a2, ...,an}
andC^ = ^ = {0;l,ai - l,a2,a3, ...,an-i} .
Then by Theorem 52 and Theorem 47,

ni

_ Pn+l
qn+i
qn-Pn
qn
1_Pn

qn
= 1-Cn

Since Cn —• x as n —> oo,
we have C'n+1 —> (1 - x) as n —• oo.
We conclude that 1 — x = {0; 1, ai - 1, a2, a3,...} . •
Proof. (By continued fractions)
Let j3 = {0;a2,a3,...}
Now

x

=

{0;ai,a2,...}
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ai+P

Therefore
ai+P-1
1-x =

-—

ai+0
Now

{0;l,ai - l,a2,a3,...}
1
1
1 + (ai-l)+/5
ai+/3-l
ai-F/3
1-x

In the particular case where a\ = 1, we have

\-x = {0;l,0,a2,a3,...}
= {0; 1 + a2,a3,...} by Corollary (49)

We are now able to demonstrate the main self-matching result for this chapt

Claim 54 The graph of Gn over [0, \] is symmetric to the graph of Gn+l over

This claim tells us that for the graph of Gn, each part to the left of x =

symmetry partner. This symmetry partner is found equidistant from but to t
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x — \ in G n + 1 . It follows that the only part that does not possess a symmetry partner is
the first part found in G, that is, G\.

Theorem 55 For x G [0, \],

Gn{x) = Gn+1(l-x)
where n — 1,2,3,....

Proof. (By irreducible fractions)
Let x G (0, \] . That is, x = {0; ax,a2,...} with ax > 2.
By Lemma 53,

1-x = {0;l,ai - l,a2,a3,a4,...}
= x' say, where x' G -, 1

Now the half-closed interval (0, \) is the same size as the half-closed interval
From Theorem 27,

Gn{x)

''"''

''"

Pn-i - qn-\x

where qn and pn are the irreducible denominator and numerator respectively, of the n

th

convergent of x.

Let qn and p'n be the irreducible denominator and numerator respectively, of the n
convergent of x'
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It follows from Theorem 27 that

Gn+1 (V) =

gn lX

+

~pn+i
^

P'n-q'nX'
q'n+1 {1-X)~

Pn+l

Pn ~ q'n{l ~ X)
qn (1 - x) - (gn - Pn)
{qn-l - Pn-l) ~ qn-l (1 - x)
(by Theorem 52 and Theorem 47)
qnX Pn
Pn-l ~qn-lX
Gn{x) for n = 1,2,3, ...

=

Since also by (2.6), Gn (0) = Gn+1 (1) = 0, our theorem is established.
Proof. (By left-shift operator)
Let x G (0, \] . That is, x = {0; ax, a2,...} with ax > 2.
By Lemma 53,

1-x

=

{0;l,ai - l,a2,,a3,a4,...}

= x' say, where x' G

V

W e observe that the half-closed interval (0, 5] is the same size as the half-closed interval

[!.!)•
Now, for n > 1,

Gn+l(x') = Gn+1({0;l,a1-l,a2,a3,a4,...})
= {0;an+1,an+2,an+3,...} , by Theorem 11,
= Gn (x) by Theorem 11 again
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Therefore for x G (0, |] , and n > 1,

Gn(x) = Gn+1(x')

= Gn+1(l-x)

Since also by (2.6), Gn (0) = Gn+1 (1) = 0, our theorem is established. •

Remark 56 Theorem 55 tells us that Gn (x) and Gn+1 (1 — x) are symmetry part
with centre of symmetry ^.
Therefore for x = {0; a\, a2,...} with a\ > 2, and

1-x = {0;l,ai - l,a2,,a3,a4,...}
= x', where x' G —, 1

tfie following must be true by Summary 40 where k = n + 1 and /i = 5*>> Pn = 9n-l - Pn-l

fTTizs zs proven at Theorem 52)
i{

) Pn+l =qn-Pn

(This is proven at Theorem 52)
™) q'n = qn-i
(This is proven at Theorem 4.8)
iv

) q'n+i = qn

(This is proven at Theorem 48)
v)k = n + l = n + 2m + 1 when m = 0
vi) 2h = 1 is an integer
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In fact, we could have obtained h = 1 much earlier without recourse to Theorem 5

Definition 35 requires h G [0,1] and Summary 40 reveals that 2/i must be an integer

only possible solutions are h = 1 or h = \. For h = 1 we have the trivial case (the
domain that can be mirrored at the upper boundary of [0,1] is x = 1) leaving h = \
centre of symmetry.

Example 57 Two examples of this symmetry are shown at Figure 2.2. A and B represent

the first and second parts of G. A and B' are their respective symmetry partners, n

G\x and G22, found in G2. Note that the centre of symmetry is x = \ which agrees wit
our earlier results.

Corollary 58 For j\ > 1,

L

hh-i,32,-,jk = 1 ~ Ujx,...jk and, (2.34)

^lj'l-lj2,-Jfc

=

1 ~ ^3\,--;3k

Proof. Since, by Theorem 55, each part to the left of x = \ is reflected around x =
in the next higher iterate, the result follows. •
We note that the restriction j\ > 1 in Corollary 58 is strictly not required. When
ii > 1, then -^1,^-1,72,...,^

an

d Uij1-ij2),..jk refer to the {k + l)th iterate and Ujl

Lji,...,jk refer to the kth iterate. Thus the left-hand side of (2.34) refers to the

of the {k + l)th iterate, and the right hand-side refers to the left half of the kth
But what happens when ji = 1?

Figure 2.2: Symmetry Partners between
the First and Second Iterates of y = G(x)

G2(x)

G(x)
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Since for j\ = 1,

{0; 1,-ft - l,j2,-..,in} = {0;l+j2,j3,...,jn}

then ^iji-i,i2,...jfc and f/iji-ija,...,^ refer to L1+J2^..^k and r/i+j2j3,...,jfc respectivel
the (A; — 1) iterate. Since j2 > 1, we have 1 + j2 > 2. But this means that Li+j2,h,...,ik
and Ui+j2tj3,...jk are each found to the left of x = \ in the (A; — 1)* iterate. Thus for

ji = 1, the left-hand side of (2.34) refers to the left half of the {k - l)th iterate, and t
right hand-side refers to the right half of the kth iterate. Hence only the iterates being
compared in (2.34) change when ji = 1, not the truthfulness of the corollary.

Theorem 59 Let ajuj2y.„jn be the fixed point of GjUJ2^jn , where j\ > 1. Then the
fixed point of G^^

J2t_tjn,

designated as alt ^-i, J2i...jn , is

qn-i - Pn-i -qn + y{qn-i - pn-i - qn)2 + 4gw-i {qn - pn)
a

i, ii-i, h,--,jn ~

2q,
n-1

{0;1, jl -1, J2,-Jn}

where &=i = {0-JiJ2,-,jn-i} and ^ =

{QJiJ2,-Jn}

Proof. By Theorem 55,
For x = {0JiJ2,-Jn,an+i,an+2,-} where ji > 1,

Gn(x) = Gn+1(l-x)
where n = 1,2,3,....
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Now from (2.14)

»-i ~qn + \J{Pn-i - qn)2 + 4g,
Pn-l ~qn + y [Pn-l - qn) i" ^n-lPr,
a

3l,32,-,jn

=

7T

£qn-i

where | ^ = {0;ji,j2,...,jn-i} and ^
Thus by Remark 56, with ^

= {0;ji,j2,...Jn}

= {0; 1, ji - l,j2, ...Jn-i} and fr = {0; 1, ji - \,j2,

in—i

In

Pn ~ q'n+1 + V (Pn ~ 9n+l)2 + Hrfn+1
" 1 , Jl-1. 32,-,3n

2q'n
qn-i - Pn-i -qn + yj{qn-i - pn-i - qn)2 + 4gn-i (qn - Pn)
2qn-l

Note that by comparing (2.7) and (2.8) with Definition 15 the following remark can
be made.

Remark 60 Let jx > 2
For n odd,

Ih,-,3n

=

{Lh,...,jni Ujlt...tjn\

Iljl-l,J2,~.,3n — [Ll,jl-l,J2,-,3n, ^1 ,ji-l,j2)- Jn J

For n even,

IjlvJn

~

[Ljl,...,jnl Ujl,-,3n)

h,h-l,j2,-,jn = {Ll,h-l,J2,-,3y ^l,Jl-l,i2,-JnJ
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Hence symmetry exists between the domains of symmetry partners. That is, the half-open

domain of one symmetry partner (including the positioning of the closed and open ends of
the domain) is mirror-reversed to represent the half-open domain of its partner.

Chapter 3

Self-Matching and Interleaving:
The Stern-Brocot Tree

3.1 Introduction
The Stern-Brocot Tree was discovered independently by Moriz Stern [1], a German math-

ematician, and Achille Brocot [2], a French clockmaker. Our interest lies in examining

interleaving and self-matching properties of the tree. Much of this self-matching cons

in the repetition of parts of the tree within other parts of the tree. However, as Fig

3.1 shows, the first and most obvious indication of self-matching lies in the configur
of entries in the tree itself. These entries are fractions. Choose a term in the tree

than j or ^. Any part of the tree below and including this particular term has the sam
shape as the tree itself. In the following chapter we make some direct comparisons of
Stern-Brocot Tree and the Gauss Map.

As will be seen in this chapter, the Stern-Brocot Tree is based on a simple interleave
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operation. B y understanding the tree in this way, a number of interesting properties of
the tree can be discovered.

3.1.1 Mediants

The Stern-Brocot Tree is an infinite binary tree made up of mediants. A mediant is

a fraction that is formed from two other fractions by simply adding their numerator
obtain a new numerator and adding their denominators to obtain a new denominator.
(This algebra is known as child's addition, presumably because of its naive method

adding fractions compared to our normal method governing the addition of fractions)
example, the mediant of | and | is

3 2 3+2 5
8 + 5 ~ 8 + 5~13

Note that throughout this chapter, unless there is a need to make a distinction, t

+ when applied to two fractions denotes child's addition. For our purposes we rest

fractions in this algebra to those possessing non-negative numerators and denomina
This constraint is relaxed in Chapter 6.

Theorem 61 (Graham et al [3]) (Ordering of Mediants)

If
m
n

m!
n

then
m
n

m + m'
n + n'

m!
n
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Proof. Iff < ^ ,
then mn' < m'n
and van' + mn < m'n + mn.
That is, m{n + n') <n{m + m').
Hence * < ^.
Also since mn' < m'n,
we have mn' + m'n' < m'n + m'n'.
That is n' (m + m') < m' (n + n').
Hence *±£ < W .
Theorem 61 tells us that any mediant lies between the fractions from which it was

formed. Imagine two "fractions" f and 1 that form the ordered sequence bas

creasing values, (f, 1). The mediant of f and 1 is f±l = 1 which we will p
the two "fractions". Thus we now have the sequence: (°,T» J") '

with

T

bein

S

th

recently arrived fraction. We continue this process by creating mediants f

new sequence and inserting them into the sequence to create an enlarged se

in the next formulation of mediants, a new sequence is formed, namely, (y,2

The Stern-Brocot Tree is a set of levels that are related to these sequenc

formed set of mediants constitutes the terms of the newest level. Thus the

we designate as level 0, has two terms £ and 1. The next level down, calle

of the fraction ±. The third level, called level 2, consists of \ and f. W
graphically in Figure 3.1.
We now formalise this system algebraically.
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T h e Stern-Brocot S e q u e n c e

Definition 62 Let Ao = (ao,i,ao,2) represent an ordered sequence consisting of two ar
trary terms, and define for n > 1,

An = \dn,l,an,2, •••,an,2n+l)

as the sequence for which,

an,2k-i = an-i,k and (3.1)
an,2k = an-i)k + an-ijk+\ (3.2)

Similarly let Bo = (60,1,60,2) represent another sequence consisting of two arbitrary
terms, and define for n > 1,

Bn = (6n,l,6n,2,---,6n,2"+l)

as another sequence for which,

bn,2k-i = K-i,k and (3.3)
6n,2fc = K-i,k + 6n-i,fc+i (3-4)

Then the sequence defined by Hn = {hn,i,hn,2,-,hn,2"+i)

where h

n,i = ^7

and H

o =

(f, 1) is called the Stern-Brocot Sequence of order n. It represents the ordered seq
containing both the first n generations of mediants based on H0, and the terms of H0
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itself. We call an_1>A; the antecedent o/an>2fc_1; and an_ljjfc and an_1>fc+1 the left and

right parents respectively ofan>2k- Similar nomenclature applies to terms that are based
on b and h. That is, we call hn-i,k the antecedent of hn,2k-i; and hn_ljk and /in_1)fc+1
the left and right parents respectively of hn>2k. Note that a parent of a term of Hn is
either of the fractions from which the term is formed as a mediant.

Definition 63 If
Hn-i = (/in_i)i,nn_i)2,...,/in_12n-i+1)

we define medHn-i as

medHn-i = ({hn-i,i + /in-1,2), {hn-i,2 + ftn-1,3), •••, (^n-i,2»~i + hn-i,2n-i+1)) •

Definition 64 Let HQ — (f,^) represent the zeroth level of the Stern-Brocot tree. The
nth level of the Stern-Brocot tree is defined as medHn-i-

Definition 62 implicitly incorporates the operation of interleaving. We now give formal
definition to the operation of interleaving.

3.2 Interleaving and the Stern-Brocot Tree
Recall from Chapter 1, our definition for interleaving:

Definition 65 We denote by #, the interleave operator acting on two ordered sets
A= (a1,a2,...,ak+1) and
B = (6i,62, -.,bk), such that
A#B = C where C = (a1,b1,a2,b2,...,bk,ak+1) .
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reappear as consecutive od

terms in An- Thus An-i interleaves with the even terms of An to form An. Similar

comments exist for Bn and therefore for Hn. This gives rise to the following theore
concerning Hn based on the interleave operation in Definition 65.

Theorem 67 Let H0 = {%,%).
For n > 1,
Hn = Hn-i#rcvedHn-i

Proof. By Definition 62

hn,2k-i = hn-i,k and
hn,2k = hn-l,k + hn-l,k+l

Now
medi/n-i = (hn,2, hn,4, •••,hn2n-i)

And

Hn-1 = (hn,lhn,3,—,hn,2n+l)
= (hn-l,l,hn-l,2, ••••>hn_it2n-1+l)

where H0 = (?,!)
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Since from Definition 62,

Hn = {hn,i,hn,2,—,hn,2n+i)

we have by Definition 65,
Hn = i7n-i#niediJn_i

where Ho = (j, $) •
Theorem 68 (Relative Primality of Stern-Brocot terms)
Let

hn,i = -r^

and

®n,i
, _ an,i+l
hn.i+l

—

7
On,i+l

be two consecutive terms in Hn- Then for all i,

a

n,i+lbn,i ~~ an,ibn,i+l

=

1

Proof. We prove this by induction on n.
For n = 0, the relation is true (1.1 - 0.0 = 1).
Suppose, for some value m, our theorem holds.
Now for z odd,
am+l,i+lbm+l,i ~ <bn+l,ibm+l,i+l

= (V¥+v*+.) »-.* -«-.* ("-.*+»-.*+0by M and (3'
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= 1
And for z even,
0m+l,t+l6m+l,» — ttm+l,i6m+l,i+l
= fl

m,|+l (bm±+bmi + l) ~ ("m,| +am,f+l) &m,|+l b^ C3"1)

alld

(3"3)

= a

m,i+lbm,i ~~ am,|67n,i-)-l

= 1 •

R e m a r k 69 Theorem 68 indicates that not only are an^ and bnj relatively prime for a

n and i, but an^ and an,i+i, and bn^ and 6^+1 are also relatively prime for all n an

It follows that the mediant of hn,i and hn^+i is in its reduced form. Moreover since

i are not fixed, it follows that all terms in the Stern-Brocot tree are in their r

3.3 Total and Partial Convergents

Following van Ravenstein et al [4] , we explore the connections between the partial

vergents of an irrational number a and the Stern-Brocot Tree. We first make explici

notation. Recall from Chapter 1 that a simple continued fraction is a way of descr
number entirely by the use of integers.

Thus
67

29

n

=2 +

3+
1

4+ —
2
or in abbreviated continued fraction notation: §| = {2; 3,4,2}. Note that all irrational
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numbers can also be represented as a continued fraction expansion. They simply do not
terminate in their expansion. Thus

1+

5
2^

= {1; 1,1,1,...} . See Khintchine [5] for d

Recall from Chapter 1, Definition 5 and (1.9):
If a = {ao;ai,a2,...} then the partial convergents of a are defined as

— P{>3

n

qij
Pi-2+jPi-l
qi-2 + jqi-i
=

{a0;ai,a2,...,aj_1,j}

Similarly from (1.6),

Pi - pi-2 + aiPi-i (3.5)

qi = g^_2 + aig^-i

where p_i = g_2 = 1, P-2 = q~i = 0

Note that we usually restrict j to be less than or equal to a; in Definition 5. Thi

restriction exists primarily to remove ambiguity of notation. For suppose j = a{ +

Pij_ _

c
hJ

q%,j

Pi-2+JPi-l
qi-2 + jqi-i

Pi-2 + {ai + l)Pi-i
qi_2 + {ai + 1) gi-i
=

Pi+Pi X

- by (3.5)
qi + qi-l
=

That is, the partial convergent, dj

Ci+i,!

not only exceeds the total convergent d, but can be
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alternatively represented as the partial convergent Gj+i^. Thus for j = a*,

r<

—

P{>3
qi,3

ta
qi
= Ci

Where no confusion exists in our later discussion we relax the restriction that j < a;. Total

and partial convergents assist in describing particular movements from term to ter

tree. These movements are useful in obtaining a particular rational number or obta
an approximation to an irrational number.
We now examine the ordering of total and partial convergents.

Theorem 70 (Ordering of Total and Partial Convergents)
Let a = {ao; a\,a2,...} .
For i odd:

Ci+1 < Ci+3,1 (= Ci+2,ai+2+l) < Gi+3,2 < • • < Gi+3,ai+3-l < Gi+3 < •••
< a< ...< Ci+2 {= Gi+2,ai+2) < Gi+2,ai+2-l < • - < Gi+2,2 < Ci+2,1 < Ci

Proof. For i odd:
Ei±L < El by Theorem 7.
qi+i
qi

W e have by Theorem 61,

Pi+i

Pi + 2pi+i

Pi + Pi+i < Pi.

qi+l " qi + 2qi+i " qi + qi+i qi
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Repeating this process of obtaining mediants yields:
Pi+i ^ Pi+ai+2Pi+i ^ Pi+(ai+2-l)Pi+i ^ ^ pi+2pi+i Pi+Pi+i ^ £i
9i+l
gi+aj+2gi-|-i
gi + (a i+2 -l)gi + i
*"
qi+2qi+1 ^

qi+Qi+i

qi

That is,
Gi+i < G^+2 < Ci+2jai+2-i < ••• < Ci+2j2 < Ci+2ti < Ci

Again using Theorem 7

Ci+i < ... < a < ... < G;+2 < Gi+2,ai+2_i < ... < Gi+2,2 < Ci+2,i < Gi (3.6)

Similarly,
El±i < El±2

by Theorem 7

ft+i <2i+2
We have by Theorem 61,
Pi+l ^ Pi+l+Pi+2 <- Pi+l+2pi+2 Pi+l + (aj+3-l)Pt+2 < Pi+l+ai+3Pi+2
qi+i "^ gi+i+qi+2
9i+i+2gi+2
'"
gi+i+(ot+3-i)gt+2

<

Pi+2
gi+i+oi+3gi+2

qi+2

That is,

Ci+i < Gj+3,1 < Gi+3>2 < . . . < G;+3,ai+3-l < Ci+3 < Gi+2

Again using Theorem 7

Ci+i < d+3,1 < Ci+3,2 <••< Ci+3,ai+3-l < Ci+3 < - < a < ... < Ci+2 (3.7)

Combining (3.6) and (3.7) gives the result. •
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Mapping the Stern-Brocot Tree into R 2

3.4.1 Collinearity of Convergents

Definition 71 Let dj = ^ be represented as the point Qij : (qij, pij) in R2 where j

is allowed to range through the integer values 0 to ai+2 + l. Let also Ci = ^ be re
Qi

as the point Qi : (g^, pi) in M.2.

Theorem 72

Qi+2,0 (= Qi) ,Qi+2,l,Qi+2,2,Qi+2,3,---,Qi+2,ai+2{= Qi+2),Qi+2,ai+2+l{= Qi+3,l)

represents a sequence of consecutive collinear points found on the line

y

=

Gi+i^H

if i is odd
qi+i

or
y = Gi+ia; if i is even.
qi+i

These points are equally spaced with spacing
OQi+l , where OQi+i

denotes the magni-

tude of the vector OQi+i.

Proof. Each of the convergents
Qi {= Qi+2fl) ,Qi+2,l,Qi+2,2,Qi+2,3,---,Qi+2,ai+2{= Qi+2),Qi+2,ai+2+l{= Qi+3,l)

has coordinates of the form {q{ + qi+it, p{ + pi+it) where t ranges through the inte
values 0 to ai+2 + 1.
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Hence these convergents lie on the line

Pi+l ,

V =

N.

{x-qi)+Pi
qi+i

which is the line,
y = Ci+ix +

Piqi+i -pi+iqi
ft+i

From (2.5),
\i+l

(-1) = Piqi+i - Pi+iqi,

Thus we have
y = Ci+ix +

i+l
{-!)
Qi+i

Also the distance, d, between the consecutive points

(q{ + qi+1t, pi + Pi+it)

and
(Qi + qi+1 (t + 1), Pi + Pi+i (t + 1))

is

d

\/p2+i+q2+i
OQi+i

Thus:

For i Odd: Qi,Qi+2,l,Qi+2,2,Qi+2,3,-,Qi+2,ai+2i= Qi+2),Qi+2,ai+2+l{= Qi+3,l
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resents a sequence of consecutive points lying on the line y = Ci+\x + -^— and spaced
yi-|-l

OQi+i units apart and;
For i even: Qi,Qi+2,i,Qi+2,2,Qi+2,3, —,Qi+2,ai+2{:= Qi+2),Qi+2,ai+2+i(= Qi+3,i) rep-

resents a sequence of consecutive points lying on the line y = Ci+ix — —1- and space
yi+i

units
OQ i+lapart. •

3.4.2

Pivots a n d C o m p l e m e n t a r y Lines

Definition 73 (Pivots in
We define Qi as the pivot for each of the lines

y = dx ± —
qi

These lines are called complementary

lines because they share the same pivot but have

y-intercepts that are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

The term pivot is used of Qi = fa,pi) because each of the sets of collinear points

(qi-! + q{t, Pi_! +p{t) and (qit - ft_i, Pit - Pi-i) are found on the lines y = dx+± a

y = dx - - respectively; and the parameterisation in t for both of these sets is wei

by the coordinates of Qi, namely, the values qt and pt. Additionally, the coordinates

also determine the spacing of each set. That is, each set contains elements that are

spaced at Jq2 + pf units along either line. Thus, because Qi plays such a determinin
in the formulation and placement of points along the lines in Definition 73, it is

pivot both for these lines and the points fa-i + qit, pi-i + Pit) and fat - g»_i, Pi

that parameterise these lines. Note that every point with integer coordinates is a p

for two complementary lines. We show in Subsection 3.5.3 that complementary lines ar
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analogous to complementary branches within the Stern-Brocot tree.

Theorem 74 The lines y = d-Xx + ("^ and y = dx + ^- intersect at the point
Qi+i,i-

Proof. Solving for y = Ci-ix + ("^ and y = dx + ^^- and substituting Pi-iqi Piqi-i = (-1)1 yields

(x,y) = fa + qi-i, Pi+Pi-i)
= Qi+1,1

as the point of intersection. •

Example 75 Let
a = {a0;ai,a2,...}

be an irrational number, and,

Ci = — = {a0;ai,a2,...,aj
qi

The points Qi, G/3,i, G/3,2, —, Q3, Q4,i,are pivoted upon the point Q2- Since Q^ is t

of intersection of the lines y = C2x + — and y = C3X — ^ it is pivoted on both Q2 and
Figure 3.2 shows the collinearity of Qi,Q3,i,Q3,2, —,Q3,QA,I on the line y = C2x + ~.

It also shows that the intersection of the lines y = C2x + ^ and y — C$x - ^ occurs a
QA,I-

Note that Q41 is the only convergent in the set Qi,Q3,i,Q3,2, • ••,Q3,QA,I that is

the lower side of the line y = ax, and Q3 is the last convergent on the line prior to
intersection with y = ax.

KO

a;
fl

H

efl

©

u
fl
C3
fl
OX)
'mm

>
fl

o
U

I
bij
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T h e o r e m 76 If a = {ao;ai,a2,...} , the line y = ax is intersected by the line containi
the points
(Qi,l,Qi,2,Qi,3, •-,Qi,ai(= Qi),Qi,ai+l(= Qi+l,l))

at a point between Qi and Qi+i,i

Proof. From Theorem 7,

C2i < C2i+2 < C2i+4 < ... <a < ... < C2i+5 < C2i+3 < C2i+i (3.8)

Consider convergents of the form Gj+i^, that is,

Pi-! + tpj
qi-! + tq{

For t = 0, Gi+i,t = Ci-i
For t = ai+l, Ci+i^t = Ci+i
Thus for z even:

Gi+i < Ci+itai+1-i < ... < Ci+1,2 < Ci+1,1 < Ci-1

And for z odd:

Ci-l < Ci+l,l < Ci+1,2 < - < Ci+l,ai+1-l < Ci+l
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Utilising (3.8), for i even:

d < ... < a < ... < Ci+i < Gi+i,oi+1-i < -•• < Gj+i,2 < Gj+1,1 < Ci-i

And for z odd:

Gi_i < Gi+i,i < Ci+1,2 < ... < Gi+i,ai+1_i < Gi+i < ... < a < ... < G»

It follows that the gradient of the line y = ax lies strictly between the
lines OQi and OQi+iti. Hence the line y = ax intersects the line connecting
at a point between Qi and Qi+i,i. By Theorem 72, the line connecting Qi and
contains the points

Qi,i, Qi,2, Qi,3, -, Qi,ai(= Qi),Qi,ai+i(= Qi+i,i)

•

3.4.3 Summary

In general,

Summary 77 For the irrational number

a = {a0;ai,a2,...}

where
Pi "1

d = — = {ao-ai,a2,...,aij
qi
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the set of collinear points

(Qi-2,Qi,l,Qi,2,Qi,3, —,Qi,ai(— Qi),Qi,ai + l(= Qi+l,l))

i -i \i—1

is found on the line y = Ci-\x + -^ '

. The line y = ax intersects the line y = Gj_ix

^—^— between Qi+i i and Qi. Accordingly, the point Qi+i,i is found on the opposite si
Qi — 1

of the intersection of the lines y = ax and y = Ci-ix + ("^ to every other element

of this set. Also Qi+i,i is found on the line y = dx + ^-. Thus Qi+i,i is found at the
intersection of two different lines pivoted by Qi-! and Qi respectively.

Figure 3.3 illustrates complementary lines based on successive convergents of the lin

y = ax where a = {a0;ai,a2,...} . If we designate the line y = dx + ± as the uppermost
line, and y = dx - -1 the lowermost line of the complementary lines y = dx ± j- then

lines y = dx + ^—^- for increasing i represent a succession of uppermost and lowermos
Qi

lines from successive sets of complementary lines. Figure 3.3 shows that this success

of uppermost and lowermost lines from successive sets of complementary lines (that is
y

= dx - J-, y = C2x + ^, y = C3x - j-,... ) gives increasingly better approximations

to the line y = ax.

3AA The Integer Lattice
We now show that the parallelogram formed by the lines OQi-i and OQi contain no
interior points with integer coordinates.

Definition 78 The integer lattice is the set of points in R2 that have integer coordi

We state, without proof, Pick's Theorem.
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L e m m a 79 (Varberg [6])
Let a polygon P be drawn so that its vertices are on the integer lattice. Then

A(P) = I(P) + ^p-l

where
A(P) is the area of P,
I(P) is the number of lattice points in the interior of P, and
B(P) is the number of lattice points on the boundary of P.

Theorem 80 Let
a = {a0;ai,a2,...}

be an irrational number, and

Pi ^

d = — = {a0;ai,a2,...,aij
qi

Let also Q =

a

be represented as the point Qi : fa,Pi). Then the parallelogram formed

Ii

by the lines OQi-i and OQi has
i) area equal to 1; and,
ii) does not have any interior points with integer coordinates.

Proof. .
i) From basic geometry, the area of the parallelogram formed by the lines OQi-i and

OQi has area 8, equal to \qi-iPi - Pi-\q.\ • This parallelogram has vertices at 0,Qi
and Qi+i,i. Since by (2.5), qi-iPi -Pi-iqi = ±1 we have 6 = 1.
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ii) W e n o w show that within this parallelogram there are no interior points with
integer coordinates.
Since pi and qi are relatively prime, the line segment OQi contains O and Qi as its

integer points. It follows that the parallel line segment Qi-iQi+1,1 contains the in
points Qi-i and Qi+i,i as its only integer points.
A similar argument holds for the parallel line segments OQi-! and QiQi+itiTherefore the parallelogram formed by the lines OQi-i and OQi contains 4 integer
points on its boundary.

Thus with 4 lattice points on its boundary and an area equal to 1, by Lemma 79, this
parallelogram has no interior points with integer coordinates. •

3.5 Branching within the Stern-Brocot Tree

In this section we apply our understanding of total and partial convergents to the S
Brocot Tree.

3.5.1 Left-Right Notation

Let us return to our earlier discussion of the Stern-Brocot Tree. Recall that the tr

generated from the two "fractions" j and J. We now introduce a new notation which we

will call the Left - Right notation or LR for short. This notation we have adapted f
Graham et al [3].

Moving downwards from \ in Figure 3.1 we can go either to the left, down one side of

the tree, or to the right, down the other side, to find a particular term in the tree

we go to the left. The term to the left of \ in the next level is ±. Now it can be r
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seen that a unique sequence of L's and .R's will locate a unique term in the tree be
1. That is, there is a one-to-one relationship between a particular sequence of L's

and a term in the tree below y. Thus the sequence L corresponds to \, since it is on

down and one position to the left of \; LR corresponds to |; LRR = LR2 corresponds to
|; and LRRL = LR2L corresponds to |. For simplicity we write LRRL = LR2L = |.
It follows that Ra°LaiRa2...Lai-X denotes a unique term in the tree, where R and L
alternate and a0 > 0,ai > l,a2 > l,...,a;_i > 1. For example, by the term Ra°LaiRa2

we mean the term that is found in the tree when beginning with j in the tree we proc
right-and-down, ao times; then left-and-down, ai times; and finally right-and-down,
times.

3.5.2 Left and Right Branches

We can formalise this process, by introducing the inter-related ideas of a branch an
path and the concept of left and right mediants.

Definition 81 A left mediant is the mediant formed in level k + 1 that is smaller th
its parent found in level k.

A right mediant is the mediant formed in level k + 1 that is greater than its parent
found in level k.

Definition 82 Let pi be a term in the Stern-Brocot Tree. The left branch of /x is th

set of all successive right mediants generated from ph the left mediant of \i\ and t

branch of ft is the set of all successive left mediants generated from [iT, the righ
of \i.
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a
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left branch of the term |. It is a branch

up of successive right mediants of the left mediant |.

Definition 84 Two branches are connected if they share a common term. A path is a

sequence of consecutive terms that is found along a branch or connected branches o
Stern-Brocot tree. A path can begin at any term in the tree. A path branches when
changes direction.

Example 85 The path (T,5,§,|,f,n)

re resen s

P

t the set of successive terms that are met

when, beginning with \, a right branch of y is followed till the term ^, followed

branch of\ till the term |, followed by a right branch o/§ till the term f, follo

branch of\ till the term yy. In this example, since yy = LR2LR, the path (i,^,§,4,f
can also be represented by LR2LR as it describes the unique path commencing from y

concludes at yy. That is, beginning at y we move to the left and down once, then t

right and down twice, then to the left and down once, and finally to the right and
conclude at yy.

Example 86 The path (§, |> A' IS' S) represents the set of successive terms that a

when, beginning with §, a left branch of § is followed till the term §, followed b
branch of § till the term ±±, followed by a left branch of y| till the term ±f.

We now show that there is an interesting relationship between the set of indices
(a0,ai,a2,...,aj_i) and the continued fraction expansion

{ao;ai,a2,...,aj_i + 1}
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given by
{ao;a!,a2,...,ai-! + l} = Ra°LaiRa*...Lai-i

where ao > 0, ai > l,a2 > 1, ...,aj_i > 0. Note that for the terms in the left half of the

tree, ao is always equal to zero. This denotes that we go to the right zero
go to the left ai times.
However we first establish the following results:

Lemma 87 (Graham et al [3]) Let

1 0

n=
1 1

Then for n > 1,
1

0

TC'
n 1

Proof. The proof follows easily by induction.

L e m m a 88 (Graham et al [3]) Let

1 1
0 1

Then for n>l,
1

n

Cn =
0 1
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Proof. The proof follows easily by induction. •
Now let the term % = Z where Z is the R — L notation of |. Let also | be
of ^ and 4- where £ < *£. It follows that
n

n

n

n

=

Z

a m + m
T = i—~
b
n+ n

Define
K(Z) =

n

n

m va
where we note that
1 1

"i

=£
0 1

and

"'?

1 0

=n
1 1

Then

ZL

=

(m + mm j
m+ im
and
n + (n + n)
n n + n

K(ZL)

=
m m + m
n n 11

=

m m
K(Z).C

0 1
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Similarly, it can be shown that

K (ZR) = K (Z) .K

Thus if
Ra°Lai...Ran-2Lan-1

Z =

where ao > 0,ai > l,a2 > 1, ...,an-2 > l,an-! > 0, by L e m m a s 87 and 88

1

1 a-\

0

1

0

1 an-!
(3.9)

K(Z) =
0 1

ao 1

0

an-2 1

1

Lemma 89 For n = 2m + 4 where m = 0,1, 2,
-

"

1

0

—

1

ao 1

1

ai

0 1

0

1

an—1

an-2 1

0

1

E(ai,...,an_2) E(ai,...,an_i)
E(a0,-.,an_2) E(a0,...,an_i)

where E (a0, —, an-i) is the Euler Bracket Function associated with the sequence a0,...,

Proof. W e prove this by induction.
W e have

1

0

1

ai

1

0

1

a0

1

0

1

a2

1

0 1

03
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1 + aia 2

0 1 + 0 3 + a-!a2as

ao + a2 + aoaia2

1 + aoai + aoa3 + a2a3 + aoaia2a3

E(ai,a2) E(ai,a2,a3)
E(a0,ai,a2) E (a0,ai,a2,a3)

Let
-

-

1

0

"
1

ai

1 Ok-l

Ak

a0 1

0 1

-

ak-2

1

0 1

E(ai,...,afc_2) E(ai,...,afc_i)
E(a0,...,afc_2) E(a0,...,afc_i)

Then
Ak+2

E(ai,...,afc_2) E(ai,...,afc_i)

1

E(a0,...,ak-2) E(ao,...,afc_i)

ak 1

0

1 Ofc+i
0 1

E (ai,..., ak-2) + akE (ai,..., afc_i) E (ax,..., afc_i) 1

ak+!

1
E (a0, -.., afc_2) + akE (a0,..., afc_i) E (a0,..., afc0_i)

E(ai,...,afc) E(ai,...,afc_i) 1 ak+i
E(a0,...,ak) E(a0,...,afc_1) 0 1
(by Theorem 42 of Chapter 2.)
E(ai,...,afc) E(ai,...,afc+i)
E(ao,-,afc) E(a0,...,afc+i)
(again by Theorem 42 of Chapter 2.)
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And so, our theorem is proved for all n = 2 m + 4 where m = 0,1,2,

Theorem 90 (Graham et al [3]) For n even,

{ao;a!,a2,...,an-i + l} =

RaoLa^Ra\..La^

where OQ > 0, ai > 1, a 2 > 1,..., an-i > 0.

Proof. Let
Z = Ha0LOl...ilOn-2Lan-1

where ao > 0, ai > 1, a 2 > 1,..., a n _ 2 > 1, an-i > 0.
Now Z is able to represent any term in the Stern-Brocot Tree for suitable
and L and suitable n.
Utilising (3.9) and Lemma 89

E(ai,...,an_2) E(ai,...,an_i)

K(Z) =
E(a0,-..,an_2) E(a0,...,an_i)

where if

a

m + m

Z = — =

b

• r,

n+ n

then

K(Z) =

n

n

m

m

But this means that
= E(oi,...,a
n-2) ,n' = E(oj,...,an_i), m = E (a0, -,an_2), andm' = S(a0,...,an_i)
n
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Accordingly,

E (ap,..., an_2) + E (q0,..., an-i)
Z
=
E(qi,...,qn_2) +E(ai,...,an_i)
E(ao,.--,an_i, 1)

by Theorem 42 of Chapter 2

(3.10)

E(ai,...,an_i,l)

N o w by Corollaries 43 and 44 of Chapter 2:
If x = {ao;qi,q2,...,qn-i + 1} , then

pn

=

E(a0,...,an-i,l) and

qn = E(qi,...,qn-i,l)

then 2s. = {q0;ai, ...,an_i, 1}
Substituting (3.11) in (3.10) we have

z =

Pn

which implies that

Z

=

{ao;ai,...,an_i,l}

= {a0;ai,...,an-i + 1}

And since
Z =

RaoLai...Ran-2Lan-1

(3.11)
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it follows that
{ooja!,...,^-! + 1} = Ra°LaK..Ra^La^

where ao > 0,ai > l,a2 > l,...,an_2 > l,an_i > 0. •

Remark 91 Consider the case when an-i > 0 in Theorem 90.
We have, for n even,

{ao;a!,...,an-i + 1} - Ra°LaK..Ra-2La^

Similarly, for n odd,

{a0;ai,...,an_i,0 + 1}

{a0;ai,...,an_i + 1}
=

r0
RaoLai...R•aann-i
-lL

_

moLai___Ran-i

And so,

{RaoLaiRa2...Lan-1 forn even; and
RaoLaiRa2...Ran-1 forn odd

where ao > 0,ai > l,a2 > l,...,an_i > 1.

More generally,

99
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Corollary 92 Given a = {ao; ai,a2,...} and 1 < j < ai

Ra°LaiRa2...L^-iR^-^lJ-1,

fori odd

Ci,j
Ra0LalRa2 Rai-2Lai-lRj-l^ fQri

even

Proof. B y Definition 5,

Ci,j = {ao;ai,...,ai_i,,7 -1 + 1}

So by Theorem 90, with ai = j - 1 we have the result. •
From Corollary 92,

Giri = d-i^i-i + l
Ra°LaiRa2...Lai-2Rai-x, for z odd

(3.
RaoLaiRa2...Rai~2Lai-1, for z even

and

Gi-i = {a0;ai,a2,...,ai-i}
{a0;a!,a2,...,(ai-i-l) + l}
Ra°LaiRa2...Lai-2flai-1_1, for i odd

(3
Ra°LaiRa2 ...Rai~2Lai^1~l, for z even
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Comparing (3.12), (3.13) and Theorem 92 we observe that for i odd, the path containing the terms:

d-i = {ao;ai,a2, ...,ai_1} = R^L^R^.-.L^R^-1,
Ci,i ={a0;a1,a2,...,ai_1 + l} = Ra°LaiRa2...La*-2Ra^,
Ci,2 = {ao;ai,a2,..,ai_i,2} = Ra°L<^Ra2...L<*-2Ra^L,
d,3 = {ao;ai,a2,...,ai_i,3} = RaoLaxRa2...L^-2Ra^L2

changes direction at the term Gj,i and that d-X is the term one back from this direct
change. Similar comments exist for i even.
Now, as before, let dj be represented by Qij = faj,Pij) in R2.

Remark 93 Any term § in the Stern-Brocot tree can be represented, for some i, j, as

a = pij

6 = qi,j

such that
^.^thL^ {a0;a1,a2,...,ai_i,j}
6

qij

Also

Ra°LaiRa2...Lai-2Rai-lLj~1

or
Rao L<H R*2 Rai-2 Lai-i R3-l

is the R — L representation of |.
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W e n o w have an interesting correspondence between the Stern-Brocot Tree and the
x — y plane.
We know from after Theorem 72 that in R2, the set of collinear points

(Qi,i,Qi,2,Qi,3,-,Qi,ai(= Qi),Qi,ai+i(= Qi+i,i)) (3-i4)

IS found on the line y = Gi-ix + ^--y for i odd.

Table 3.1 shows the set (3.14) as the image of terms in the Stern-Brocot Tree. (Note:

To make the exposition less cluttered we have only shown the i odd case in Table 3.1.
remarks equally apply to the i even case.)

Table 3.1: M a p p i n g dj

-»• Qitj for z odd

Cij! = RaoLaiRa2...Lai-2Rai-1 -» Qi,i
Ci;2 = RaoLaiRa2...Lai-2Rai-1L -> Qi,2
Ci£ = Ra°LaiRa2...Lai-2Rai-1L2 -» Qi,3

Ci = RaoLaiRa2...Lai-2Rai-lLai-1 -» Qi,ai{=Qi)
Ci+i,i =i?a°Laiii:a2...Lai-2ilai-1Lai -»• Q*,oi+i(=Qi-i-i,i)
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From Table 3.1, the set of collinear points

(Qi,i,Qi,2,Qi,3, —,Qi,ai(= Qi),Qi,ai+i(= Qi+i,i)) (3.15)

found on the line y = Ci-ix + ^-^— and having Qi-i as its pivot, is equivalent to t
set of terms
(Citi,Cit2,d,3, —,Ci,ai(= Ci),Citai+i(= Gi+i,i)) (3.16)

found on the branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree that begins with dt\.

3.5.3 Pivots and Complementary Branches

Definition 94 The pivot for the branch (G;,i,Gi]2,...) is d-\

Theorem 95 (Pivots in the Stern-Brocot Tree)
The common parent of every term in a branch is the pivot of the branch.

Proof. From Definition 94, the pivot of (G;,i,Gj,2,...) is d-\.
Now

in n \ - lVi^

Pi 2

' \

(d,i,d,2,...) - ^ — , — ,-J
/pi-1+Pi-l Pi-2 + 2pi-i \
\ qi-2 + qi-i' qi-2 + 2 ^ - i ' /

Thus each term in the branch is the mediant of the immediately prior term in the br
and

£i=i. That is, each term in the branch has common parent d-i, and so our theore

is proved. •
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W e observe that Qi-i is the pivot for the collinear points in (3.15) and Ci-\ is the pivot

of the corresponding points (3.16) on a branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree. T

a branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree are mapped to points on a line in R2 and

the branch is mapped to the pivot of the collinear points. Both pivots ful

in their respective systems. Each element in the set in (3.15) is formed f

of the coordinates of Qi-i; each element in the set in (3.16) is a mediant

d-\.

Since every term in the Stern-Brocot Tree, except the terms y and jjj, spa

a left and a right mediant, every term except y and ^ possesses both a lef

branch. Thus each term, except y and g, is a pivot for both a left and a r

Let us imagine that the pivot for a left branch is d = |i and that the lef

d is d-i. Then the left branch of d, designated as Biti is the set of fracti

., = {2izl±Pl\t>l
y qi-l + q{t

{d+ij | j > 1}

W e show in Theorem 165 (where our development of the theoryfirstallows us to demon-

strate the result), that the right branch of d is also a set of fractions,

i r

' \ffi(* + i)-«-i' j

If in the above, d-\ had been the right parent of d, then

(pi-i+Pit

\t>l\
OJ_I

+ qit

and
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'

lt

~ U(t + l)-*-l -\

N o w either the left parent or the right parent of Ci has to be Ci-\. This is because the
pivot d must itself appear on a left or right branch and the pivot for this branch

Ci-\. It follows that for any pivot d, the two branches that are generated from thi
are

(Plzl + Pit |tGNjand
fft(* + l)-ft-l

(317)

( qi-l + qit

J

\ g* (t + 1) -

ft_i

|tgw|

J

Notation 96 We denote the set {/ (t) \ t G N} 6y i/ie abbreviated notation

(fit))

Thus /£|=i±2j!\ wzZZ 6e used to represent the branch j^+g | £ e NJ .

Definition 97 T6e Ze/t and ri^t branches of a pivot are called complementary branch

We formalise the relationship between complementary lines and complementary branche

through the following theorem. We show that each set of complementary branches in t
Stern-Brocot Tree has a corresponding set of complementary lines in R2.

Theorem 98 Let X : Q —• R2 be defined as

X

(f)=(M)

Then X maps all terms in the complementary branches pivoted on Ci to points on the
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complementary lines

y = dx ± —
qi

That is complementary branches pivoted on Ci map to points on complementar
pivoted on Qi.

Proof. We have seen in (3.17) that for any pivot Ci, the two branches that
generated from this pivot are

=

/Plzi+P£\

and

\ qi-i + qit I
, lpj(t + l)-pi-i\
Ui
\qi(t + l)-qi-il

Now A applied to the set B;, gives another set

{fa-i+qit,

Pi-i+Pit)\t>l}

(3.18)

and A applied to the set B^, gives another set

{fa (t + 1)- qi-i, Pi(t + 1) ~ Pi-i) \t > 1} (3-19)

But the right hand side of (3.18) is the parameterisation of the line

(-1Y
qi
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while the right hand side of (3.19) represents the parameterisation of poi

y = CiX- ±—L
Qi

And so our theorem is proved. •

Theorem 99 Let
a = {a0;ai,...}

be an irrational number. Then the distance of the point <3;,i from the lin
to 0 as i increases.

Proof. By simple geometry, the orthogonal distance between the point Qi,i a
line y = ax is
qi,ia-Pi,i
yfrf + 1
Now
qi,i<x-Pi,i _ fa-2Qt - Pi-2) + fa-iaj^Pi-i}

yfa^+l ~ Va2 + 1
and since from Theorem 9, faa - Pi) -»• 0 as z -»• 00, we have

qi,i<* ~ Pi,i _^0

v/o7TT
as z —> 00, and so our theorem is proved. •

Theorem 100 For a = {a0;ai,a2,...} the set of points {Qi,i} alternate above
the line y = ax.

Proof. From Theorem 70,
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For i odd:
a < Ci < Gi,i

For z even:
Ci-2 < Ci:1 < a

It follows that for z odd, points on the line y = C^\ x lie above the line y = ax an

i even points on the line y = d,\ x lie below the line y = ax. Since Q;,i lies on th

= Ci,i x, it follows that {Qi,i} alternate above and below the line y = ax as z inc

y

•

3.5.4 Summary
Summary 101 .

1. For a fixed i, points of the form Qij along a line in R2 correspond to terms of th
form dj within a branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree. (See Table 3.1)
2. For a fixed i, points of the form fa (j + 1) - ft-i, Pi (J + 1)~ Pi-i)

are

found

on

the complementary line to the line containing points of the form Qij. Terms of the f
PiQ+l)-Pi-i
«i(j+l)-<2i-l

are

found

on

the complementary branch to the branch containing terms of

J

the form dj. Accordingly, a pair of complementary lines in R2 based on the pivot Qi,

correspond to a pair of complementary branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree based on the
pivot d. (Theorem 98)

3. In any path of the Stern-Brocot Tree, the term one back from a change of directio

of the path is the pivot for the branch along which the path then proceeds. (Theorem
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],.. If a = {ao;ai,a2,...} the line y = ax is intersected by the line containin

(Qi,l,Qi,2,Qi,3, —,Qi,ai(= Qi),Qi,ai+l(= Qi+l,l))

at a point between Qi and Qi+i,i • (Theorem 76)

5. The distance of the point Qi\ from the line y = ax decreases to 0 as i i

whilst Qiti alternates above and below the line y = ax for increasing i (Th
Theorem 100)
6. Except for the first term in a branch, all subsequent terms in a branch

mediants whose parents consist of the immediately prior term in the branch

of the branch. (This is simply a consequence of the parameterisation repres
terms in the branch).

Example 102 This connection between the Stern-Brocot Tree and R2 can be ill
for approximations to the irrational number

a=Y^02={0;2,l,l,2,l,l,...}

The sequence of total convergents for a is

1 1 2 _5_ _7_
(C0,Ci,C2,...) = (o,
2'3'5'13'18'

where d =
%

(3.20)

£i
qi

These yield increasingly better approximations to a. These total convergen
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the gradients for the network of lines

(-1Y
y = dx + ±—J- for i = 1,2,3,...
qi

where d = fi from (3.20).
The set of points of intersection of these lines are

(Qi,i,Q2,i,Q3,i,-) = ((1,1), (3,1), (5,2), (8,3), (18,7),...)

which alternate above and below the line y = ax and become progressively closer to the
line y = ax for increasing i.

3.5.5 Branching and Continued Fractions

We now explicitly link branching within the Stern-Brocot Tree to the continued fraction
expansion of terms in the tree. It follows from Theorem 90 that as we move downwards
along a branch, each subsequent term in the branch has a continued fraction expansion

identical to its predecessor except in the last term of the expansion. This last term, i
each of the continued fraction expansions, increments as we move along the branch. A

change in direction along a path represents a change in our choice of pivot. This is obv
when from Theorem 90 we have the term of the tree:

RaoLaiRa2

_jai-x

=

{a0; aUa2, ...,0^ + 1} (3.21)

which as part of the branch {{ao;ai,a2, ...,ai-2,t} \ t G N} is pivoted on Gj_2.

Note that, consistent with Notation 96, from hereon the branch {{ao; a\, a2,..., az_2, t)
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will be abbreviated as
({a0;ai,a2,...,a^_2,t})

Let us force a direction change. Using Theorem 90 again,

RaoLa1Ra2

_L<H-i

R =

r^. ^^ ...,«;_!, 2}

from which the segment of the new branch can be represented as

RaoLa1Ra2 X<H-IRj

= {a0; a1? a2,..., a;_!, j + 1}

where 0 < j < ai

and this new branch has Ci-i as its pivot.
Since
{a0;ai,a2,...,a;_i + 1} = {a0;ai,a2, ...,aj_i, 1} (3.22)

the left-hand side of (3.22) represents a term on a branch pivoted on d-2, while the r

hand side is a term on a branch pivoted on d-i- Notice that forcing a direction change
is equivalent to locking in a value for the term o»_i in (3.21). This is an important

because every branch is infinite in length. It is only when we change direction that w

limiting the size of the last term in the continued fraction expansion and then genera

a new last term. The key to branching then, lies in the duality of any finite continue
fraction expansion as portrayed in (3.22). Any finite continued fraction has a short

and long form. In (3.22) the left-hand side is the short form (it has i terms) whereas
the right-hand side has z + 1 terms.
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Summary

Summary 103 Whenever we branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree we simply rewrite t
at which we branch into its long form. The new branch is simply the set of

whose continued fraction expansions are identical to the long form of the f
branch except in their last entries of their continued fraction expansion.
increment as we move along the branch.

Example 104 The branch (3? §> f? §, •••) increments on the last term of the

continued fractions of its elements (see Figure 3.4, where we have underlin

cremented terms). We branch at | and therefore express | in its long form. T
| = {0; 2,3,1}. The new branch beginning with | = {0; 2,3,1} increments on
term of their respective continued fractions (underlined).

3.5.7 Referencing Within the Stern-Brocot Tree

In this section we examine the position of terms within any level of the St
and find some interesting patterns that are useful in later chapters.
Recall from Definition 81, a left mediant is the mediant formed in level k

smaller than its parent found in level k, and a right mediant is the median
level k + 1 that is greater than its parent found in level k.

Definition 105 An odd (even) term is a term that appears at an odd (even) p
along a level in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Lemma 106 Left mediants are odd terms. Right mediants are even terms.

Proof. We prove this by induction.
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Our theorem is true for level 2. Suppose for level n where n > 1, our theorem also
holds. By Definition 64, this level is exactly medi7n_i.
Now
medHn-i = (hn,2,hn,4,—,hn,2n)

because by Theorem 67, successive terms in medi7n_i represent every alternate term i
Hn beginning at the second term.

Consider now level n+1. By Definition 64, it is med Hn. Now in Hn+i, by interleaving,
the first and second terms of med Hn sit either side of the first term of med Hn-i-

the third and fourth terms of medHn appear either side of the second term of medHn_i
and so on for all terms in medHn and medHn-i as they appear in Hn+\. But this means
that in Hn+i every even(odd) term from medHn is immediately to the right(left) of a

term from mediln_i. That is, every even term in level n +1 is a right mediant and ev
odd term in level n + 1 is a left mediant. •

Theorem 107 Let

d = {a0;ai,...,ai}

represent a term in the Stern-Brocot Tree below level 0, where all terms other than
represented in their short form.
Then for i > 0,
i) If Ci is an odd term:
Ci has left branch ({ao;ai,...,a^,k}), and
complementary right branch ({ao; a\,..., ai — 1,1, k}).
ii) If Ci is an even term:
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d has left branch ({ao; a\,..., ai — 1,1, k}) , and
complementary right branch ({ao;ai, ...,aj,fc})

Proof. We prove this by induction on levels in the tree.
We show that the theorem holds for the first two levels.
The theorem holds for level 1 where there is only an odd term, y which has

{0; 1}. Thus the left branch of y begins with \ and by Summary 103 is made u

terms {0; 1, k} . The right branch of y begins with the term {2} which, aga
103, is the beginning of the branch made up of the terms {1; k} . Thus our
for level 1.

There are two terms in level 2, namely \ and \. The term \ is an odd term. I
left branch begins with the term \ because it is the left mediant of \ and

this branch are to the left of \ but greater than \. By Summary 103 this le

made up of the terms {0; 2, k} . Its right branch begins with the term § wh

mediant of \ and all terms in the right branch are less than §. Again by Su
the right branch of \ is made up of the terms {0; 1,1, k} . Similarly, the

is made up of the terms {2; k} and the left branch of \ is made up of the t
Thus our theorem holds for level 2.
For some level n:
i) Suppose d is an odd term for which our theorem holds.

Let d,i be the left mediant in level n + 1 of C{. (See Figure 3.5). By Lemma

is an odd term. Since d has left branch made up of the terms {a0; ai, ...,a;

Citi =

{ao;ai,...,Oj,l}

(3.23)

Figure 3.5 Left and Right Branches in The Stern-Brocot Tree
- A Schematic
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(3.24)

where (3.23) and (3.24) describe the long and short from respectively of d,i- Thus (3.2

is the beginning of the left branch of d whereas, by Summary 103, (3.24) is the form of

dj that places it as a consecutive term to Ci within another branch. It follows that th
left branch of dj, contains terms of the form {ao; a\,...,ai + 1, k) .
Similarly, the right mediant, C^i* of the term C^i is the term {ao;ai, ...,aj,2} and

thus, again by our branching rules in Subsection 3.5.5, the right branch of dj. contain
terms of the form

{aQ;ai,...,ai,l,k} = {a0; ai,..., fa + 1) -1,1, A;}

Now let Citr be the right mediant in level n + 1 of Ci. By Lemma 106 G^r is an even
term. Since Ci has right branch ({ao; a\,...,a^ — 1,1, k}),

Ci,r = {ao;ai,...,a; - 1,1,1}

This requires that the left mediant, C^r,i, of d,r is the term {ao;ai, ...,a; — 1,1,2}.

follows by our branching rules in Subsection 3.5.5, that the left branch of Gi,r contai
terms of the form {ao;ai,...,aj — 1,1,1,fc} .

Similarly, the right mediant, djr,r, of the term d,T is the term {ao; a\,..., ai — 1,

and thus, again by our branching rules in Subsection 3.5.5, the right branch of C^r con
terms of the form
{ao;oi,...,a» - 1,2,&}
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Thus our theorem holds for G^j and C^r.
ii) Suppose d is an even term for which our theorem holds.
By a similar argument to i) we can show that our theorem holds for dti and d,r where
as in i) C^i and C^T are the left and right mediants respectively of d.

But this means that if our theorem is true for all terms in level n it is also true fo
terms in level n + 1, and so our theorem is proved.

Note that the reason why we make a special case for y is that y is the only integer in

Stern-Brocot tree that is an odd term. \ has left branch ({0; 1, k}), and complementar
right branch ({1;&}) •

Example 108 The term ^ is a left mediant and so by Lemma 106 is an odd term (it is

the seventh term in the sixth level). Its shorter and longer continued fraction expans

are respectively:^; 2,2,2} and {0; 2,2,1,1} . Hence by Theorem 107 the left branch is

by ({0;2,2,2,fc}) and the right branch is given by ({0; 2,2,1,1, A;}) where k = 1,2,3,

Remark 109 Theorem 107 can be alternatively stated as:
Let d be a term in level t of the Stern-Brocot tree where t > 1. Express d in its

long or short form continued fraction depending on whether it is an odd or an even ter
respectively.
Then for k > 0 and i > 0,
Ci has left branch
({a0;ai,...,ai - 1,1,k})

and complementary right branch

({ao;ai,...,Oi,fc})
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Theorem 107 tells us that given two pieces of information surrounding a term in the
tree:
i) whether it is odd or even; and,
ii) its short and long continued fraction representations
we can construct every term in its-left and right branches. The following results show
that we can simplify this information further.

Theorem 110 When expressed in the shortest form of their simple continued fractions:

i) Left mediants possess continued fractions of the form {a0; ax,..., ak} where k is odd.
ii) Right mediants possess continued fractions of the form {ao;ai,...,ak} where k is
even.

Proof. We prove this by induction.
Using the shorter form of each continued fraction expansion, the only entry on the
first level is y = {1}. It has left mediant | = {0; 2} and right mediant \ = {2}. These

mediants entirely represent the second level. But this tells us that the 2nd level posses

an odd k value for its only left mediant, and an even k value for its only right mediant
Suppose in the hth level, left mediants have odd values of k and right mediants have

even values of k in their respective short continued fraction expansions. Since successi

entries in a branch possess continued fraction expansions that increment on the last ter

in the continued fraction, it follows that within any branch, all entries possess the sa
number of terms in their continued fraction expansions.
Similarly when a new branch is formed, all entries within this new branch possess

continued fraction expansions that increment on the longer form of the continued fractio
expansion of the first entry in the branch.
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N o w consider any left mediant in the (h + l)th level.

If it is a left mediant of a term which is itself a left mediant then it represents

successive entry in a branch and possesses the same k value in its continued fracti
expansion as that of its parent in the hth level.
That is, k is odd by our supposition.

If it is the left mediant of an entry which itself is a right mediant then a new br
has been formed and the k value of the entry in the (h + l)th level increments by 1

than the k value of its parent in the hth level. Since the k value is even in the ht
the k value must be odd in the (h + l)th level.
Similarly consider any right mediant in the (h + l)ih level.

If it is a right mediant of a term which is itself a right mediant then it represen

a successive entry in a branch and possesses the same k value in its continued frac
expansion as that of its parent in the hth level.
That is k is even.

If it is the right mediant of an entry which itself is a left mediant then a new br
has been formed and the k value of the entry in the (h + l)th level increments by 1

than the k value of its parent in the hth level. Since the k value is odd in the hth
the k value must be even in the (h + l)th level.

Thus we have shown that if the theorem is true for the hth level then it is also tru
the (h + l)th level.
It follows that our theorem is true for all levels of the Stern-Brocot Tree. •

The above theorem tells us that if we designate all entries in the Stern Brocot tre

that possess odd k values in their short continued fraction expansions as 1 and al
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that possess even k values as 0, then every level of the Stern Brocot tree represents an

alternating sequence of ls and Os. This feature will be revisited in Chapter
link the Stern-Brocot tree with the Paperfolding sequence.

Theorem 111 Let 2i±i = {a0;ai,...,ai,t} and £j±£ = {ao;ai,...,Oi - 1,1,t)
1i+l

1i+2

Then
Pt+i _ tpj+pi-i
qi+i

tqi + Oj-i

Pi+2 __ (t + l)Pi-Pi-i
q'l+2 ~ (* + l)9i-*-i

Proof. By (1.6) and (1.7) we have

Pi+i

=

tpi+Pi-i
qi+i

tqi + qi-i

Similarly, by the repeated use of (1.6) and (1.7) we have

V

J±1 = {a0;a1,...,ai-l,l,t}
Qi+2

tp'i+i+Pi
tq'i+i + q'i
t(p'i+Pi-i)+p'i
t(q'i+q[-i)+q'i
(t + l)p- + tpj_l
(t + Vq'i+tq'i-i
(t + 1) (fa - 1)PJ-1 +Pi-2)+tpi-l
(t + 1) (fai - 1) qi-i + qi-2) + tqi-i
(t + l)(pj-pi-l)+tpi-l
(t + l)fa-qi-l)+tqi-l
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(t + 1) pj - pi-x
(t + l)qi- qi-i

•

3.5.8 Summary

Theorems 106, 107, 110 and 111 reveal that the continued fraction expansion of a t

in the Stern-Brocot tree uniquely determines the form of its left and right branc
combine these theorems into the following summary:

Summary 112 Let {a0; au ..., a.} be the short form of a term f. found in the Stern
tree below level 1. Then
i) If i is odd,
the left branch of £*• is given by

ltll±P^) = ({ao;al,...,al,t})
\ tq{ + gi_i /
and its complementary right branch is given by

/(t + l)ft-ft-i\H{flo;fll|„.|fl.-i,M})
\ (t + 1) qi - qi-i I

ii) If i is even,
the left branch of ^ is given by

/(t + l)Pi-P^\

= {{aQ.ai,_ai-l,l,t})

\(t + l)qi- qi-l j
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and its complementary right branch is given by

tpj+pi-i\
-[—--)
= ({ao;al,...,ai,t})

3.6

Diagonals in the Stern-Brocot Tree

In this section we explore the concept of diagonalisation in the Stern-Brocot Tree. T

concept is useful as it provides us with some analytical tools that can assist us an

question: "What is the nth term in the kth level of the Stern-Brocot Tree?" We begin b
introducing the concept of a left-diagonal.

3.6.1 Left-Diagonals

Definition 113 Fork > 0, the kth left-diagonal of the Stern-Brocot Tree is the sequenc

made up of each kth term from each level. We define y and ^ as the zeroth and first te

respectively from the left in the zeroth level. The left-diagonal is read from upper
lower left of the tree.

Example 114 The first, second, third and fourth left-diagonals are the respective sequences

' 1 1 1 1
,0' 1' 2' 3'"

'2222
,1'3'5'7''"
'3 3 3 _3_
2'5'8'11'
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3 3 3 3_
1'4'7'10'

Definition 115 (Sum

of

Diagonals)

Let

ax a 2 a 3

A =

\

\v&?6?'7 and

\di'd2'd3'"

denote two sequences of fractions
Then
A © -D —

,a\+ci
a2 + c2 03 + 03
b\ + d\' b2 + d2' 63 + d 3 '

w a sequence whose elements, when expressed in reduced form, represent the sum of A
and B.

Example 116 Let

Ms = (raSii,mSi2,mSi3,...) and
Mt = (mt,i,mti2,mt)3,...)

represent the sth and tth left-diagonals respectively. The sum of these two left-dia
is
Ms®Mt = (mS)i + mt,i,mS}2 + mt,2, mS)3 + mt)3,...) (3.25)

where addition in the right-hand side of (3.25) is child's addition, and all terms
right hand side of (3.25) are expressed in reduced form.
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E x a m p l e 117 Let
MSti = (mSti,m8ti+i,ms>i+2,...)

be the segment from the sth left-diagonal that begins at the ith term of the sth lef
and
Mt,j = {mtj,mtj+i,mtij+2,...)

be the segment from the tth left-diagonal that begins at the jth term of the tth lef
Then
Ma,i © Mtj = (m8ti + mtj,ms>i+x + mt,j+i,m8,i+2 + ™tj+2, •••) (3.26)

where addition in the right-hand side of (3.26) is child's addition, and all terms
right hand side of (3.26) are expressed in reduced form.

Definition 118 Two terms on the same level of the Stern-Brocot Tree that sum to uni
by child's addition are designated symmetric complements.

Lemma 119

an,k = bnt2n-k+2

for allk,l<k<2n + l

Proof. By induction on n.
We have for the cases n = 1 and n = 2,

«o,i = 0 = 6o,2

ao,2 = 1 = &o,i
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oi.i

=

0 = &i)3

«1,2 = 1 = 6l,2

0-1,3 = 1 = &1.1

Suppose the lemma is true for some n.
We know from (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) that

an+l,2l-l = an,l
O-n+1,21 = an,l + an,i+i
bn+i,2l-i = bn,i
bn+i,2l = K,l + bn,i+i

Consider the two possible cases.
i) k is odd. Let k = 21 - 1. Then by our supposition,

an+l,2Z-l = an,l
= &n,2"-Z+2
= &n+l,2"+1-2Z+3

ii) k is even. Let k = 21. Then by our supposition,

On+1,21 — an,l + an,l+l
= bn>2n-l+2 + bn,2n-l+l
= K+l,2n+1-2l+2

124
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And so the lemma is true for n + 1. •
Corollary 120

, L
^n,2n-

Proof. By Lemma 119, an,2n-k+2 = bn,k.
Hence

bn,2n-k+2
an,2n-k+2

1
n

hn,2 -k+2

U

Remark 121 (Symmetry of the Stern-Brocot Tree).

As a particular case of Corollary 120, terms on the same level of the Ster
that are equidistant from either end are symmetric complements.

An interesting alternative proof for the symmetry of the Stern-Brocot tree,
Right-Left notation, is given below.

Theorem 122 (Symmetry of the Stern-Brocot tree). Terms on the same level of

the Stern-Brocot tree that are equidistant from either end are symmetric co

Proof. (By L-R Notation). Terms that are equidistant from either end of a l
also be equidistant from the centre of the level. Hence, equidistant terms
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around y. Consider the term
H = Ra°LaiRa2...Lai-1

Let p! be the equidistant partner to p. Now p! must begin in the other half of the tr

to p and mirror the action of p. Thus a right movement that goes to form p is mirrore
as a left movement in the formation of p!', and; a left movement that goes to form p
mirrored as a right movement in the formation of p!.
Thus without loss of generality, if p is in the right half of the tree,

p! = R°LaoRaiLa2...Rai-1

where we have simply substituted L for R, and R for L, in p and added the initial mov
R° to generate p!.
Now from (3.21),

p = RaoLaiRa2...Lai~1
— {ao;a\,a2,...,ai-i + 1}
a

=

Hence

pi = R°LaoRaiLa2...Rai-1
= {0; ao,oi,o2,..., Oi-i + 1}
1

r

ay
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b
a

It follows that p and p! sum to 1 using child's addition. •

Lemma 123 Every left-diagonal, other than the first left-diagonal, is either
i) the sum of two earlier left-diagonals or
ii) a sum of infinite segments of two earlier left-diagonals,
where the two earlier left-diagonals can be the same left-diagonal.

On,2fc

Proof. From Definition 64, for n > 0, the kth term in level n is exactly hn,bn,2k
2k
where the notation hn,2k is defined in Definition 62.
It follows that, for n > 0,

hn,2k = hn-l,k + hn-l,k+l (3.27)
hn+l,2k = hn,k + hn,k+l
hn+2,2k ~ hn+l,k + hn+l,k+l
hn+3,2k = hn+2,k + hn+2,k+l

The left-hand side of the set of equations in (3.27) can be made to represent for

n, every kth left-diagonal other than the first left-diagonal. (Note that for k = n
of the first left-diagonal is obtained except its first term, ±). More generally,

side of the set of equations in (3.27) can be made to represent segments from every
left-diagonal.
Consider the two possible cases for k:
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i) k odd.

Since k +1 is even, the set of second terms in the right hand side of the set of equat
in (3.27) can, for suitable n, represent any (Qj^) left-diagonal and, more generally,
segment of the (^-) left diagonal.
Consider now the set of first terms in the right hand side of the set of equations in
(3.27). Since k is odd, by Definition 62,

hn—l,k — nn—2,m\

where k = 2rai — 1.
If m\ is odd, then
On—2,mi

=

"71—3,7712

where m\ = 2m2 — 1.
Repeating this process, except for the case when k = 1, there must eventually be an i

for which m^ is even. If this were not true, 1 = m{ = m^-i = ... = k, an impossibility
Hence
hn-l,k

=

hn-i-i,mi

But this means that the set of first terms in the right hand side of the set of equati

(3.27) can, for suitable n, be made to represent any (^f)^ left-diagonal. It must the

also be able to represent a segment of the (^f-)* left-diagonal that begins at the (?f

term in level n-i-1. Finally, for the case k = 1, each entry in the set of first terms
the right hand side of the set of equations in (3.27) represents the term y. Thus the
left-diagonal cannot be formed through the sum of two other left-diagonals or the sum
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segments of two other left-diagonals. Therefore for k odd, our lemma is proved.
ii) k even.

Since k is even, the set of first terms in the right hand side of the set of equation

in (3.27) can, for suitable n, represent any (|) left diagonal. More generally, it ca
represent any segment of the (|) left diagonal.

Consider now the set of second terms in the right hand side of the set of equations i
(3.27). Since k is even, by Definition 62,

On-l,fc+l = hn-2,mi

where k + 1 = 2m\ — 1, that is, k = 2 (mi — 1).
If mi is odd, then
^n-2,mi — On—3,m2

where m\ = 2m2 — 1.

Repeating this process there must eventually be an i for which m* is even. If this we
not true, 1 = m* = mj_i = ... = k + 1 which implies k = 0, an impossibility.
Hence
On-l,fc+l

=

hn-i-l,mi

But this means that the set of second terms in the right hand side of the set of equa

in (3.27) can, for suitable n, represent any (?f)th left-diagonal. It can therefore al
represent any segment of the (?f)th left-diagonal that begins with the (Jf)* term in
level

n

_ \ _ 1. Therefore for k even, our lemma is proved, and so for all k.
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Note that where the first and second sets of terms in the right hand side of (3.27)

respectively represent entire left-diagonals, they cannot be identical left
is because /in-i,fc 7^ hn-i,k+i for any n or k.

The part of the lemma where two segments are taken from the same left-diagon
corresponds to the case n = k = 2. (See Example 124 below) •
Example 124

M2 = Mi>2 © M\

Example 125

M3 = Mi>2 © M2
Example 126

M4 = Mi © M2

3.6.2 The "^ Rule" for Left-Diagonals

Theorem 127 (The "^ rule" for left-diagonals)

For n>l,let\be the kth entry in the (n - l)th level of the Stern-Brocot Tree.
i) The kth entry in the nth level is -^.
ii) The (2n-1 -k + l)th entry in the nth level is sj*

Proof. We begin by proving part i). Consider the first left-diagonal in the

Brocot Tree. Each successive term in the first left-diagonal is by definiti
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formed from the preceding term in this left-diagonal and the term y. Since A is the

first entry in the first left-diagonal, each term in the first left-diagonal has numer

equal to 1. Successive denominators in this left-diagonal will increment by 1, thereby

establishing the pattern that the typical term ^ is always followed by -^. (In the fir
left-diagonal a is always equal to 1). We call this pattern the l~rn; rule'. This rule

that successive denominators form an arithmetic progression with common difference equ
to the numerator.
Now the sum of any two left diagonals or their segments that abide by the '^yy; rule'
must itself also abide by the '^yj rule'. To demonstrate that this is so, let

,
M'

, c
—

c

c

d'c + d'2c + d'

be the two s u m m a n d s of the sum. Then

, ,/

M®M'

/e+ c
e+ c
e+ c
,
f + d (e + c) + (f + d)'2(e + c) + (f + d ) ' - /

which abides by the '^ rule'. Since by Lemma 123 all left diagonals, except the
first left-diagonal, are the sum of earlier left-diagonals or their segments, and the

left-diagonal abides by the '-—^ rule', it follows that all left-diagonals abide by th
rule'.
We now establish the link between left-diagonals and levels in the Stern-Brocot Tree.
The kth left-diagonal, or an infinite segment of it, represents the set of all the kth

successive levels of the tree. Thus if we designate the kth term in level n - 1 as | th
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kth term in level n is exactly ^ , since it is found adjacent to f in the kth left-diagonal.
Hence the first part of our theorem is proved.
Now since each level is double the size of its predecessor and level 1 has one entry,

are 2n_1 entries in level n. By Remark 121, the Stern Brocot tree is symmetric in the s

that terms equidistant from each end of any level sum to 1 under child's addition. The
terms are symmetric complements. Since, as we have just shown, the kth entry in the nth
level is ^ its symmetric complement must be 9~- . Since there are 2n~l entries in level
n, it follows that this symmetric complement represents the (2n~l — k + l) entry. This
completes the proof for the second part of the theorem, and so for the whole theorem.

3.7 Repetition and Symmetry

We suggested in the introduction to this chapter that the Stern-Brocot Tree is characterised by self-matching. We now explore another self-matching aspect, namely, the
repetition of parts of the tree in other parts of the tree.

Theorem 128 (Numerator Repetition) For n > 1, the nth level contains fractions

whose numerators are sequentially repeated as the numerators of all terms in the firs
of the (n + l)th level.

Proof. By Theorem 127, the numerator of the kth entry in every level is identical.

Now the (n + l)th level is twice the length of the nth level. Thus the numerators of the
terms in the nth level are identical to and follow the same sequence as the numerators
the terms in the first half of the (n + l)th level. •

Theorem 129 (Middle Terms of levels) Forn > 1, the middle entries in the nth level
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are ^^ and ^y respectively.

Proof. The first term in level n — 1 is ^y by Theorem 127. Therefore by Remark
121, the last term in level n - 1 is ^yl. Hence by Theorem 127 (the "^ rule" where

a = n — 1 and 0=1), the first of the middle terms in level n is I^. By Remark 121, th
second of the middle terms in level n is ^y. •

Theorem 130 (Identification of Terms within a level) The (2n-%)ih term in level
n of the Stern-Brocot Tree is

(i - 1) - n

(z-l)2-n(z-l)-l

where i = 1,2,3,... and n>i

Proof. Since the first term in level n is £, by Remark 121 the last term in level n,
that is, the 2n_1th term is f. Thus the last term, that is the 2n~2th term in level n
n-l
1 •

By the " ^ j rule" (Theorem 127), the 2 n ~ 2 th term in level n is therefore ^ .
Similarly the last term in level n - 2, that is, the 2n_3th term is 2=2.
Therefore the 2n_3th term in level n is -^ (by twice using the "^ rule"). Continuing

this pattern of converting the last term of earlier levels into level n by repeated
"a+5

ru e

^" >

we

generate the following pattern:

The 2n_Hh term in level n is

n - (i - 1)
(i - l)n - (i - l)2 + 1
(i - 1) - n
(i - l) 2 - n (i - 1) - 1
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which was required to be proved. •

Corollary 131 The (2n-1 - 2n~i + l)th term in level n of the Stern-Brocot Tree

(z-l)2-n(z-l)-l
(z - 1) - n

Proof. The symmetric property of the Stern-Brocot Tree (Remark 121) when app
to the result at Theorem 130 gives the required result. •
The above results are a direct outworking of the "^ rule" (Theorem 127) and

symmetric property of the Stern-Brocot Tree, (Remark 121). Equipped only wit
tools, we can describe the entire composition of a level if we already know
previous level. Suppose we designate the nth level as

[Uy}_

Un 2 U

>

n,2n~2 un,2n~2+l un,2n~l
\ Vn,l ' ^n,2 ' ' ^n,2"-2 ' vn,2n~2+l ' ' vn,2n~1

Then it follows from Theorem 127 and Remark 121 that the (n + l)th level is

/ «n,l Un,2 ^n.2"-1 "rt.2"-1 + Vn,2«-^ %,1 + ^n,l
\ Un,l + Vn,l ' Un,2 + Vn,2 ' ' Un^n,-\ + Vn^n-l '

"Un)2n-i

Example 132 The Ath level is

11 2 3 3 4 5 5 4\
\4'5'5'4'3'3'2'1/

Therefore the 5 level is:
/_1
2
3
3
4
5
5
4 _ 4 ± 1 5 ± 2 5 i 3 4 ± 3 4 ± 3 5 ± 3 5 ± 2 4+_l\
\ 4+1'5+2'5+3'4+3'4+3'5+3'5+2'4+1'
4 ' 5 ' 5 ' 4 ' 3 ' 3 ' 2 ' 1 /
-/I 2 3 3 4 5 5 4 5 7 8 7 7 8 7 5\
\5'7'8'7'7'8'7'5'4'5'5'4'3'3'2'1/

—

Un<i
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3.8 Further Diagonalisation within the Stern-Brocot Tree
We now extend the idea of a left-diagonal to a right-diagonal.

3.8.1 Right Diagonals
Definition 133 For k > 0, the kth right-diagonal of the Stern-Brocot Tree is the sequence made up of each kth term taken from the end of each level. We define ^ and y as

the zeroth and first terms respectively from the right in the zeroth level. The right
is read from upper left to lower right of the tree.

For example, the first right-diagonal is the sequence (y, y, y, y,...). The second righ
diagonal is (^, |, |,...)

3.8.2 The "^ Rule" for Right-Diagonals

Theorem 134 (The "^ rule" for right-diagonals)

For n > 1, let f be the kth entry from the end of the (n - l)th level of the Stern-Broc
Tree. Then
i) The kth entry from the end of the nth level is ^.
ii) The (2n_1 - k + l)th entry from the end of the nth level is -^.

Equivalently,

Theorem 135 For n > 1, let § be the kth entry of the (n - l)th level of the Stern-Broco
Tree. Then
i) The (k + 2n-2)th entry in the nth level is *j±.
ii) The (2n~2 -k+l)th entry of the nth level is ^.
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Proof, i) Let § be the kth entry of the (n - l)th level of the Stern-Brocot tree. By
Remark 121, £ is the (2n~2 -k + l)th of the (n - l)th level. By Theorem 127 ii), ^ is
the (2n~2 -I- k) entry in the nth level.
ii) Remark 121 applied to i) gives the result in ii). •

3.9 Locating Terms within the Stern-Brocot Tree
We are equipped to now answer the question: "If ^ is the reduced form of a fraction,

then where is this fraction located within the Stern-Brocot Tree?" We present the answ

through the following theorem. We also provide in a later section an alternative appr
that answers this question.

Lemma 136 Let ^ be on the nth level of the Stern-Brocot tree and the continued fraction
associated with ^ be {ao;ai,a2, ...,0^} , then

ao + ai + a2 + ... + a^ = n

Proof. From Remark 91, we have

{a0;ai,a2,...,Oj}

m

¥
{a0;ai,a2,...,(a; - 1) + 1}
{Ra^LaiRa'1...Lai'1 for z odd; and
RaQLaiRa2...Rai~l for z even
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But this means that after thefirstlevel within which y appears, we move down ao levels,

then another ai levels, followed by another a2 levels, and so on, before we r
within which ^ is found. Thus ^ is located on level

(l+a0 + ai+a2 + ... + ai - 1) = (a0 + ai+a2 + ... + a{)

•

Theorem 137 Let the continued fraction associated with ^ be {ao;ai,a2, ...,a

ao + ai + a2 + ... + a^ = n

and i is odd.
Also let

U (R^L^R^.-.U1*-1) = f(ai~V o ...ojW o /(ai) o o(ao)(l)

where f (x) = 2x — 1, and g (x) = 2x.

Then U (Ra°LaiRa2...Lai~l) represents the position that ?f occupies in the nth l

Proof. Beginning at y in the tree a right movement denotes that we move to a

in the next level that is twice the positional placement along the level fro

in the previous level. Similarly a left movement denotes that we move to a p
the next level that is twice less 1 the placement from where we were in the

Thus, corresponding to a right movement we have a placement function, o, tha
from position x in a level to position 2x in the next level. That is, g (x)
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for a left movement, f (x) = 2x - 1 corresponds to a movement from position £ in a lev
to position 2x - 1 in the following level. Since we start at y which is at position 1
1, we set x = 1 as the argument of the composition function.
Lemma 136 shows that ^ is located in the nth level. •

Theorem 138 Let the continued fraction associated with ^ be {ao;ai,a2, ...,a^} , where

ao + ai + a2 + ... + ai = n

and % is even.
Also let

U (R^L^R^.-.R^-1) = g^-V o ...ogW o /(ai) o 0(a°)(l)

where f (x) = 2x — 1, and g (x) = 2x.
Then U (Ra°LaiRa2...Rai~l) represents the position that j- occupies in the nth level.

Proof. The proof at Theorem 137 is identical to the proof required here except that
we have used the relation

U (.Ra0LOl.RO2....ROi-1) = G^"1) o ... og^ o /(°i) o g(ao)(l)

since it represents the i even form of the function found in Theorem 137. •
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Continued Fraction Form of Diagonals

Our attention now turns to converting diagonals into a continued fraction format. This

will assist us in the next two sections solve a further question regarding the locatio
terms in the tree.

3.10.1 Continued Fraction Form of Right-Diagonals

Theorem 139 Right-Diagonals possess terms whose continued fraction expansions are of
the form
{ao + t;ai,...,an}

where t = 0,1,2,... and successive terms are ordered on t.

Proof. If
- = {ao;ai,a2,...,an}

then

a+ b
b

_

=

a
b
{a 0 + l;oi,a2,...,an}

(3.28)

This result allows us to convert each right-diagonal within the Stern-Brocot Tree fro
fraction format to a continued fraction format.
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Beginning with the term f = {ao;ai,a2,...,an}, we have by repeated use of (3.28) the
following pattern

-

=

{a0;ai,a2,...,an}

d

b

e c + d
=

7

~d~

= |ao + l;ai,a2,...,an}
{ao + 2;ai,a2,...,an}

W e conclude that right-diagonals possess terms of the form

{a0 + t;ai,...,an}

(3.29)

where £ = 0,1, 2, ...and successive terms are ordered on £. •

3.10.2 Continued Fraction Form of Left-Diagonals

Lemma 140 {0; l,0,ai,a2,...,an] = {0; 1 + ai,a2,...,an}

Proof.

{0;l,0,ai,a2,...,an}

=

1+
0+

1
ai +

a2+
+1
an
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i-

1+

1
ai -I•+1

on

1
l + Oi +

1
a2+
•+1

an

{0;l + ai ,o2,...,an}

L e m m a 141 If § = {o0;ai,a2, ...,on},
then
{0;l,a0,ai,a2,...,an}
a+ b

In particular, for ao = 0, -^ = {0; 1 + oi, a2,..., an)

Proof. Since

a+b

=

a

b
a

= l-t-{0;ao,ai,a2,...,an}
= {l;ao,ai,a2,...,an}

then
a

{0;l,a0,ai,a2,...,an}
a+ b

By Lemma 140, for a0 = 0, ^ = {0; 1+ ai,a2, ...,an}

141
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Theorem 142 The left-diagonal beginning at {a0; ...,an} possesses terms of the

{0;£,a0,...,an}

where £ = 0,1,2,... and successive terms are ordered on t.

Proof. Beginning with the term {ao; ai,..., an}, by repeated use of the resul
141, it follows that left-diagonals possess terms of the form

{0;£,o0,...,on} (3.30)

where t = 0,1,2, ...and successive terms are ordered on £. •

Note that Theorem 142 would be valid for the first left-diagonal if it began

term y rather than Q. However, the first left-diagonal possesses terms of th

lim {0;£,n}
n—»oo

where £ = 0,1,2, ... and successive terms are ordered on £.

3.10.3 Summary

We summarise our findings.

Summary 143 Given that the nth level of the Stern-Brocot Tree is known and n

the continued fraction expansion of each term in the (n + l)th level is deter
following rule.
i) For entries in the first half of the (n + l)th level:
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If the mth term in level n has continued fraction expansion {o0; ai,a2, ...,an} then
the mth term in level n + 1 has continued fraction expansion {0; l,ao,ai,a2, ...,an}.
(Note that where ao = 0, {0; l,o0,ai,a2, ...,an} = {0; 1+ oi,a2,...,an}j.
ii) For entries in the second half of the (n + l)th level:
If the ml term in level n has continued fraction expansion {ao; ai, a2,..., an} then

the (m + 2n-1) term in level n+1 has continued fraction expansion {ao+1; ai, a2,..., an}

3.10.4

Diagonalisation a n d Basic Properties of the Stern-Brocot Tree

We now put the concept of diagonals to good use in proving some basic properties of th

Stern-Brocot Tree. One of these is that every reduced fraction is found within the tre

The following proof is based on diagonalisation within the tree. Another shorter proof
also follows which uses LR notation.

Theorem 144 Every reduced fraction is found within the Stern-Brocot Tree

Proof. (First Diagonalisation Proof). We prove this by contradiction.
Let the reduced fraction | be the first missing from the sequence

0 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 3
1'0'1'2' 1'3'1'3'2'"

(3.31)

where the sequence is formed by firstly rearranging each level in the Stern-Brocot tree
such that symmetric complements appear next to each other, and secondly, joining the
end of one level with the beginning of the next level to form a sequence.
Since f is missing, its symmetric complement £ must also be missing. Since y is in
the tree a ^ b. Accordingly, a < b.
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But if | is missing where a < b, so too must all terms of the left diagonal within
which f is found. By the u-^ rule" for left diagonals, ^- must also be missing, which
is impossible as this comes before f in our sequence. Hence the result holds. •
Proof. (LR Proof) We have from (3.21),

Ba°L^Ra2...La^ = {ao;a1,a2,...,ai-i + l}

The right hand side of this equation can for suitable a?s represent any reduced fraction

choose. Hence by the left hand side of the equation all reduced fractions can be uniquel
located within the tree. •

Corollary 145 Each entry in the Stern-Brocot Tree is unique.

Proof. Since, as before,

RaoLaiRa2...Lai-i = {a0;ai,a2,...,ai_1 + 1}

there exists a one-to-one and onto relationship with a continued fraction and its place
in the tree. Since each reduced rational number possesses a unique continued fraction
expansion, (except for the trivial case where a continued fraction appears in its short

long form), it must also possess a unique placement in the tree. It follows that it cann
appear more than once. •

Theorem 146 If j and jr are successive terms in any level after level 1 of the SternBrocot Tree, and j is found at an odd position within that level, then

h't - ht' = 3
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Proof. W e prove this by induction.

Level 2 consists of the successive terms \ and y, which, as a particular case, abides b
the theorem.
Suppose that the theorem is true for the nth level. Designate each term in this level

as £*• where i = 1,2,..., 2n_1, the subscript i indicating the position in the level. Th
i odd, by our supposition, ai+ibi — a^-j_i = 3.
From Theorem 127, the first 2n_1 entries in the (n + l)1 level are of the form

a
a J;b.

where z = 1,2,..., 2n_1 and the entries are ordered on ascending values of z.
Thus

a;+i(a; + bi) - ai(ai+i + 6i+i) = ai+ibi - a^+i
= 3

Similarly, by Theorem 135, the remaining 2n_1 entries in the (n + l)th level are of the
form £*#*• where i = 1,2,3,...
For z odd,

bi(ai+i + bi+i) - bi+ifa + bi) = ai+ibi - aibi+i
= 3

Thus if the theorem is true for the nth level it is also true for the (n + l)th level, an
our theorem is proved. •
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3.11 Additive Factorisation

Our interest turns to answering a basic question: "What is the jth term in the nth level

the tree?" To answer this question we will use our knowledge of left and right diagonal
But first we introduce the concept of additive factorisation.

3.11.1 Recurrence and Additive Factorisation
Consider the jth term in the nth level of the tree. We want to disaggregate j into its

additive factors {Ao, Ai,..., Afc} where Ao > Ai > ... > Afc. These additive factors ar
defined through the following recurrence:

There is a Ao such that [~log2 j] = XQ (Note: |~rr] denotes the smallest integer greate
than or equal to the real number x).
Therefore j < 2A°.
Consider the case where j < 2X°.
Set ji = 2A° - j.
Then there is a Ai such that |"log2 j{\ — Ai.
Therefore ji < 2Al.
Continuing in this way, there must eventually be a k > 0 and Afc > 0 such that

jk = 2Afe-1-jfc_i
= 2Xk
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Thus the additive factors {Ao, Ai,..., Afc} of j possess the property:

k

J = £(-!)'2*

(3-32)

i=0

The right hand side of (3.32) represents the additive factorisation of j based on the
additive factors {Ao, Ai,..., Afc} .
Note that the process yielding these additive factors can never generate Afc_i = Afc +1.
Suppose it did. Then (3.32) would end in

(_l)fc-12Afc+1 + (-l)fc2Afc

that is, we would have
jk-i = 2A*+1 - 2Afc

But this is 2Afc, so our algorithm would generate Afc_i = Afc rather than Afc + 1.
Thus for all j satisfying (3.32),

Afc_i > Afc + 1

Can we convert (3.32) into an expression that always yields an odd number of additive
factors? That is, can we in some way force k to be even? This would allow the last term
in (3.32) to be positive. We call this conversion normalisation.
Consider now the two sub-cases of (3.32):
i) k is even.
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Then w e are already where w e want to be. That is,

j = 2Ao -2Al +2A2 -... + 2}

= Ec- 1 )* 2 * 1
i=0

ii) k is odd.
Then
j = 2 A o - 2 A l + 2 A 2 - ... + 2Afc-! - 2Afc

(3.33)

Since
2Afc = 2 Afc+:l — 2Afc

replace — 2Afc in (3.33) with — 2 A f c + 1 +• 2Afc. (Note: W e can always do this operation since
Ak-i > Afc + 1.)
Therefore for k odd,

j = 2Ao - 2Al + 2A2 - ... + 2Afc-! - 2Afc+1 + 2Afc (3.34)
_

Q^O _ obl -)- 2^2 —

4- 2bfc~1 — 2^k + 2 bfc+1

where we have set bi = Aj for i = 0,..., k - 1; bk = Xk + 1 and bk+i = Xk. We now have an
even number of terms in the right hand side of (3.34), the last term of which is positive.
That is,

j

-

2bo - 2bl + 2b2 - ... + 2bk+1
k+1

i=0
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3.11.2 Normalised Additive Factorisation

Definition 147 Let {Ao, Ai,..., Xk}be the additive factors of an integer j.
i) For k even, the normalised additive factors of j constitute the set

{b0,bi,...,bk}

where bi = A^. (That is, fork even, the additive factors are the normalised additive f
and the normalised additive factorisation of j is

k

j = <T(-iy2b<
i=0

ii) Fork odd, the normalised additive factors of j constitute the set

{bo,bi,...,bk,bk+i}

where bi = Xifori = 0,...,k-l;bk = Xk + l and bk+i = Afc and the normalised additive
factorisation of j is
k+1

j = J2(-iy2b>
i=0

Remark 148 Definition 147 guarantees that we can always find an alternating series
consisting of an odd number of normalised additive factors. That is,

j - 2b° - 2bl + 2b2 - ... + 2bn
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= Et-1)^
i=0

where n is even.

Example 149 The number 6 has additive factors {3,1} and normalised additive factors
{3,2,1}. Accordingly, it is additively factorised as

6 = 23 - 21

and normally additively factorised as

6 = 23 - 22 + 21

It is clear that the use of additive factors and normalised additive factors are simply
alternative ways of representing an integer - much like representing an integer to some
base.

3.12 Identifying Terms within the Stern-Brocot Tree

Using our normalised additive factors of j, we can now answer the question: "What is the
jth term in the nih level of the tree?"

Lemma 150 Let the normalised additive factors of j be {bjfi,°j,i, —,^j,k] •
Then z/2n_1 < j < 2n, the normalised additive factors of 2n - j + 1 are
i) For bjjk > 0 :
{bj,ubjt2,...,bjk,0}
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ii) For bjfi = 0
{^•,l'^,2,.-,^',fc-l}

Proof. W e have

j — 2bi<° - 26j'1 + 2bj'2 - ... + 2b>>

Since 2n

1

<j <2n,

bjfi = n, and so,

,k
j = 2n - 2°i>1 + 2°i'2 - ... +
2°'
•>n

rtb-s 1

i

rib

Therefore

2n - j + 1

=

2nn - I 2nnn - 2nb^ 1 + 2 0 ^ 2 - ... + 2°i>k + 1
2bj,1 — 2 j'2 + ... — 2 j>k + 2

2*3,i _ 2^,2 +...._ 2bi.k + 2 ° , if bjtk > 0
2*i,i - 2^.2 + ... + 2bi>k~l, if bj:k = 0
And so, the normalised additive factors of 2n - j + 1 are

i) For 6,fc> 0
{bj,i,bj:2,...,bjtk,0}

ii) For bj>k = 0
{bj,i,bjt2,...,bjjk-i}

151
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Remark 151 If we allowed the last two additive factors of a number to be zero, it is clear
that a j with additive factors

{bjti,bjj2,...,bjtk-i}

where 6j,fc-i > 0 also has additive factors

{bj,i,bjj2,...,bj)k-i,0,0}

Hence, if we allow this, Lemma 150 could be alternatively stated as:
If the normalised additive factors of j are {bj,o,bj,i, -,bjjk} and if2n"1 < j < 2n, then
the normalised additive factors of2n — j + l are

{bj,i,bj,2,-,bj,k,0}

Example 152 7 = 23 - 21 + 2° has normalised additive factors {3,1,0}.
23 _ 7 _|_ i

=

2 has normalised additive factor {1}. Under the relaxed definition in

Remark 151, 2 could also be said to have normalised additive factors {1,0,0}.

Theorem 153 Let the normalised additive factors of j be {bjto,bjti,...,bjjk} . Then
the jth term in the nth level of the tree is given by the continued fraction:

{0; n - bjfi - 1, (bjfi - bjtl), (bjti - bjt2), -, fa,k-i ~ bj,k) > bj,k + 1}
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Proof. We prove this by induction on n.
The theorem is true in level 1 since j = 1 has only one normalised additive factor,
namely, 61,0 = 0, and

{0;n-6ii0-l,6i,o + l} = {0;0,1}
1
1

which is the first (and only) term in level 1.
Suppose for some level n the theorem is true. That is, for each j, where j is the
position in a level, if
ibj,0,bj,i,-,bj,k}

is the set of normalised additive factors of j, then the jth term in the nth level is give

{0; n - bjt0 - 1, (bjfl - 6j-1), (bjtl - bjj2),..., fa^ - bjjk), bjtk + 1} (3.35)

From Theorem 142, the jth term in the nth level, given by (3.35), is the (n - bjj0)th term

on a left-diagonal. The next term in that left-diagonal will be the jth term in the (n + l
level, for 0 < j < 2n~1, and is:

{0; (n + 1) - bjfi - 1, (b3,o - &;,i), (6j,i - bjt2),-, fa,k-i - bj,k), bj,k + 1} (3.36)

Now since 0 < j < 2n_1, (3.36) appears in the first half of level n + 1. Its symmetric
complement, by Remark 121, is the (2n - j + l)th term and appears in the second half of

154
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level n + 1. Being the reciprocal of the jth term, the (2n - j + if

term is therefore

{(n + 1) - bjfi - 1; (o.,-,o - 6j,i), (6j,i - 6ji2),..., (6jifc_! - fy, fc), 6i>fc + 1}

where 1< j<2n"1.
Let I = 2n - j + 1. Then for 2n~1 < / < 2n,
the Zt/l term found in the second half of level n + 1 is

{(n + 1) - 62«_i+i,o - 1; (&2n-M-i,o - &2"-z+i,i), (&2n-H-i,i - 62n_z+1,2),
..., (62n_/+l,fc_l - 62n_/+1,fc) ,b2n-t+ijk + 1}

Substituting j for /, we have,
For 2n~l <j< 2n,
the jth term, found in the second half of level n + 1, is (utilising Lemma 150 and
Remark 151):

{(n + 1) - b2n_j

+ lfi

- 1; (&2»-j+l,0 ~ 62n-j + l,l) , (62n-j + l,l - 62n_J+l,2) ,

..., (b2n-j+ltk-l - 62n_j

+

ljfc) ,b2n_j+lyk + 1}

= {(n - bjtl); fei - 6,-2), (6,-,2 - ^,3), ••-, fe - 0), 0 + 1}
= {{ho ~ bj,i); (&i,i ~ bjj2), (bj,2 - bjfl),..., (b3,k-i - bjtk), bj>k + 1}
= {0; (n + 1) - bjfi - 1, (6j,0 - 6j,i), fe - M, -, fa,k-i - bj,k), bj,k + 1} (3.37)

The last two equalities are possible since bjfi = n.
Combining (3.36) and (3.37) yields the jth term in the (n + l)th level of the tree:

{0; (n + 1) - bjfi - 1, fafi - 6j, 1), {bjti - bjt2), -, fe-i ~ bj,k), bj,k + 1}
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R e m a r k 1 5 4 Since for 2n~2 < j < 2n~l, n - bjfi - 1 = 0 in the nth level, we could
alternatively represent Theorem 153 as:
Let the normalised additive factors of j be {6j,o,6j,i, ...,bjk} . Then
i) For j < 2n~2, the jth term in the nth level of the tree is given by

{0; n - bjfi - 1, (bjfi - bjtl), (bjti - bji2),..., (bj,k-i - bjik), bjtk + 1}

ii) For j > 2n_2, the jth term in the n level of the tree is given by

{fafi ~ b3,i) 5 (bi,i ~ bJ,2), ••-, ibj,k-i ~ bj,k), bj,k + 1}

E x a m p l e 155 Find the 5 2 n d term in the 8th level of the tree.
The normalised additive factors of 52 are {6,4,2} .
By Theorem 153, the 52nd term in the 8th level of the tree is {0; 1,2,2,3} = ±|.

Example 156 Find the 11th term in the 8th level of the tree.
Since [log2 77] = 7, the 71th term is in the right half of the 8th level of the tree
The normalised additive factors of 77 are {7,6,4,2,0} .
By Remark 154, the 71th term in the 8th level of the tree is

{1;2,2,2,1} = {1;2,2,3} =

24
-

Note that the 7 7 ^ term in the 8th level of the tree is the symmetric complement of the
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52 n d term in the 8th level of the tree of Example 155.

We saw in Theorem 90 a method for answering the question: "Suppose a is a term
in the Stern-Brocot tree. What is the level of the tree and position in the level that
occupies?". The following theorem seeks to answer this same question and does so in a
way that is more direct. It employs the concept of additive factorisation.

Theorem 157 If a = {ao;ai, ...,ak} where k is even, and j represents the position in
level J2i=o a* that a occupies, then
i) If for ao > 0,
k

2=0

is the normalised additive factorisation of j, then

b

i>i= ( E ° M

_1

ii) If for ao = 0,
fc-2

j=E(-l)*2b"
i=0

is the normalised additive factorisation of j, then

hi = E
\h=i+2

G/l

) ~~1

)

Proof. B y Theorem 137 a is found in level Ylh=oah- Since j is the position that a
occupies in level n = Ylh=oah, fr°m Remark 154,
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i) For ao > 0, j must be located in the second half of level n. That is, j > 2n~2. An
so
a

= {(bjfi - bj,l) ; (bj,l - bj,2) , ..., (6j,m-l ~ bj,m) , bj,m + 1}

where m is even and {6^0,67,1,..., 6 j)Tn} &re the normalised additive factors of j.
But since
a = {a0;ai,...,ak} (3.38)

where k is even (that is, (3.38) represents the short or long form of a such that k i
it follows that m = k and

bj,o = 6j,i + a0
= 6j,2 + ai + ao

= bjtk + (ojfc-i + Ofc_2 + ... + ai + ao)
= ak - 1 + (ajfe-i + ofc_2 + ... + a2 + a0)

\h=Q /

Also

6j,i = bjfi ~ ao
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and so on for all bji such that, in general,

hi= ( E « f c ) - 1

(3-39)

v/i=i

for z = 0,1,2,....

ii) For ao = 0, j must be located in the first half of level n. That is, j < 2n~2. And so

{0; n - b^ - 1, (bjfi - b j A ) , (bjti - bjfi),
Q

••-, (bj,m-l ~ °j,m) , bj^m + Ij
= {0;oi,...,Ofc} (3.40)

where m is even and as before, {bjfi,bj,\,..., bjiTn} are the normalised additive factors of

j. Since both m and k are even, and there are m + 3 terms in the first line of (3.40

k + 1 terms in the second line of (3.40), it follows that m = k-2. Equating terms in
continued fraction expansion in (3.40) yields

bj,o =

n - ai - 1

ah

= I E

\h=o J

1

- it-)'
hi = bjfi-a2
\h=3 /

bj,m

=

Ofc - 1

I ~

ai _ 1
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That is,

hi =

ah

E

)~l

\h=i+2 )
for i = 0,1,2,...

Example 158 g = {0; 1,2,2,3} .
And so

a2 + o 3 + a 4 - 1

bo —

= 2+2+3-1
= 6
61 = 03 + a4 - 1

= 2+3-1
= 4
62 = a4-l
= 3-1
= 2

Thus

26

=

52

_ 2 4 + 22

159
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Also

n = ao + ai + a2 + a$ + a±

= 0+1+2+2+3
= 8

Hence U represents the 52nd entry in level 8. (Note: Figure 3.6 shows the proc
left and right diagonals that eventually arrive at ^).

Theorem 157 is significant in that it gives us the ability to exactly and qu
the position of any term in the Stern-Brocot Tree, without knowing anything
its continued fraction expansion.

3.13 Parents within the Stern-Brocot Tree
3.13.1 Common Parents

Recall from Definition 62 that a parent of a term is either of the fractions

term is formed as a mediant. From Theorem 67 and Definition 64, any two cons

terms in any level of the tree has a common parent. The most extreme case is
exists for the middle terms of a level. These have common parent y which is
1.

Theorem 159 The mediant of any two consecutive terms in any level of the Ste

Tree represents (in its reduced form) the common parent of the same two terms
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Proof. Let the common parent of any two consecutive terms of a particular level of

the Stern-Brocot Tree be the mediant of f and ^, where § < §• Thus this com
is exactly fy^.

From Definition 81, the left mediant of f^ is ffif - It is the first term i
of r^ for which each term is of the form

na + (n — l)c
nb + (n — l)dwhere n > 2.

Similarly, the right mediant of |±*j is fy^- It is thefirstterm in a right branch for which
each term is of the form
(n — 1) a + nc

where n > 2.
(n — l)b + nd

Since |gyjg and #|g are left and right mediants respectively of their common parent

|yjj, they are consecutive terms in the level immediately below the level c
Similarly, §±g is the right mediant of fg, and |f±g is the left mediant of

requires that §§±^ and |g±f^ be consecutive terms in the next level. Contin
way through the levels of the tree, %ffi"Z$

and

(nlijb+nd

are

consecutive term

(n - l)th level below the level containing f^j.
Now the mediant of ^±^ and {^FS *

(2n - 1) a + (2n - 1) c _ a + c
(2n - 1) b + (2n - 1) d ~ b + d

Hence the mediant of these two consecutive terms in its reduced form is exactly their
common parent, which was required to be proved. •
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Example 160 In the 7th level, yg and JJ are consecutive fractions with common pa

\ which appears in the 4th level. The mediant of yg and -jy is || which in re

Theorem 161 Let two consecutive terms in a level of the Stern-Brocot Tree be des
as y* and f. Then
m + s
k+ t

(2n + 1) e
(2n + l)p

where n represents the number of levels separating the consecutive terms and
parent, and - represents the common parent.
9

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 159, ffij}^ and Zt[nti)d a r e consecutive terms

in the nth level below the level containing their common parent, fy^ (— | say
We can let

m
k

(n + 1) a + nc
and
~ (n + l)b +— nd

s
t

na + (n + 1) c
nb + (n + l)d

The mediant of ^ and f is therefore

m + s
k+ t

(2n + 1) a + (2n + 1) c
(2n + 1) b + (2n + 1) d
(2n + 1) (a + c)
(2n + 1) (b + d)
(2n + l)e
(2n + l)g

as was required to be proved. •
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Theorem 162

hn,k = hn,k-l + hn,k+l

Proof. .
i) For k even:
By Definition 64 and Theorem 67, all terms of the form hn,k belong to medHn-i.
Therefore each hn,k is the mediant of hUtk-i

an

d hn,k+i- That is,

on,jfc = hn,k-l + hn,k+i

ii) For k odd:

From i) /in,fc-i and nn,fc+i are consecutive terms in level n and so by Definition 6
are consecutive terms in medifn_i. By Theorem 161, the reduced form of hn,k-i + hn^k+i

is the common parent of hn^k-i+hn,k+i. Within Hn there is only one term between on,fc_i
and /in,fc+i, namely hn^k, and so,

hn,k = hn,k-i + hn,k+l

m

Theorem 163 The set of all reduced mediants of all consecutive terms in level n, rep
sents the set of all terms found in level 1 to level n — 1.
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Proof. Since by Definition 64, level n is simply medffn_i, every entry in Hn,

y and g, is the common parent of two consecutive terms in level n. That is, e

found in level 1 through to level n — 1 is the common parent of two consecuti

level n. By Theorem 159, all reduced mediants of consecutive terms must there
every term above level n, except y and ^. •

Example 164 The 5th level is

1^33455457877875
5' 7' 8' 7' 7' 8' 7' 5' 4' 5' 5' 4' 3' 3' 2' 1

Consecutive reduced mediants are

II2132314352534
4'3'5'2'5'3'4'1'3'2'3'1'2'1'1

which represent all terms above level 5 except y and ^. Note that the consecu
reduced mediants are in ascending order of size.

The following result was implicit in Summary 112. We restate it here with a p
based on Theorem 161.

Theorem 165 Fort = 1,2,3,..., if

Pi-i +pjt
q{-i + qit

represents points of the left(right) branch of some pivot d, then

Pi(t + 1) -pi-i
qi (£ + 1) - Oi_i
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represents points of theright(left)branch of Ci
Proof. For C% to be a pivot for a branch, the first term in the branch must be p^~1, Pl.
yi—l~ryi

The second term in the branch, appearing in the next level, must be the mediant of p,'~1

and d, that is Pi~11"o^i- Thus in the tth level below the level in which the pivot d is fo

the term Pi~1V^tt is found. It is a term within the left(right) branch of the pivot Ci.

term to the right (left) of gy^gf is found within the right (left) branch of Q. Call th
term f. By Theorem 161,
(pi_i+pi£)+a = (2£ + l)ni

Solving for a
a = pi(t + l) -pi-i

By a similar argument
b = qi(t + 1) - qi-i

That is, if
Pi-i + pit
qi-l + qit
represents for £ > 1, the right (left) branch of the pivot d then

Pi(t + 1) -Pi-i
qi (t + 1) - Oi-i

represents the left (right) branch of the pivot d. •
Theorem 166 Let § and % be any two terms that have a common parent but are not on

the same branch and are not necessarily on the same level of the tree. Then their reduc
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mediant is their common parent.
Proof. Let 4 and £ be the two parents of the term j±£ where 4 < £. Let also § be

a term within the left branch of |±£. Similarly, let § be a term within the right b
e+fl
/+&•

Thefirstterm in the left branch pivoted on 4±£
is |f±£, followed by ffyj2^ and so on
f+h 10 2/+/i:
until we arrive at the term
a _ (m + l)e + nig
6 "' (ni + l)/ + niO
where n\ is the difference between the number of levels of f andf+hjA
Similarly,
c _ n 2 e + (n2 + l)g
d ~ n2f + (n2 + l)o
where n 2 is the difference between the number of levels of £ and jyf
Hence

a c
6+ d

ni + l)e + nig n2e + (n2 + l)g
ni + l)/ + ni/i n 2 / + (n2 + l)o
'm + n 2 + l)e + (wi + n 2 + l)g
ni + n 2 + 1)/ + (ni + n 2 + l)/i
ni + n 2 + 1) (e + g)
m + n2 + 1) (/ + h)
e+g

f+h
That is, the mediant of § and § is their common parent, as was required to be proved. •

Example 167 yy and § are on different branches and levels but have common parent \,
and,
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Note that Theorem 166 is a more general result to that found at Theorem 159 because

in Theorem 166 we relax the need for the two terms to be consecutive within a level o
the tree.

Theorem 168 Under child's addition,

{ao;ai,...,Oi} = {a0;ai, ...,ai, k} + {a0;ai,...,ai - 1,1, m}

Proof. Theorem 166 states that if y and ^ are any two terms that have a common

parent but are not on the same branch and are not necessarily on the same level of th

then their reduced mediant is their common parent. Recall that the left and right br
of a pivot are called complementary branches. By Theorem 107, {ao;ai, ...,ai,k} and

{ao; ai,..., aj - 1,1, ra} are the kth and mth term respectively of different but comp

tary branches pivoted on {ao; ai,...,a*} . Their common parent is therefore {ao; ai,
Accordingly, by Theorem 166 the result follows. •

Theorem 169 Let f, ^, and j be consecutive terms in a branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree
then ^ is the reduced mediant of y and 4.

Proof. (By mediants).
Let f be the pivot of the branch for which §, % and f are consecutive terms. Thus
these terms have common parent ^.
If * is the other parent of | then
| is the mediant of ^ and -•;
2 is the mediant of ^ and y; and
4 is the mediant of j[ and ^.
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That is,

a

i+g

=

b

c
~, —
d
e

J+h'
i + 2g
~—zr, and
j + 2h'
i + 3g

7 ~ T+zh
Thus

a
b+

e

l

=

i+ g
+

i + Sg

JTh j + 3h
2i + Ag
2j + Ah
i + 2g
j + 2h
c
d

That is, ^ is the reduced mediant of y and 4, as was required to be proved.
Proof. (By Branches).
By Theorem 165 for some £, where d is the pivot of the branch, either
i)

a
b

Pi--i +Pit
Qi--i + qit
Pi--i+Pi(t + i)

d

qi--i +qi(t + 1)

e

Pi--i+Pi(t + 2)

1

'~ qi-i+qi(t + 2)

from which
a
b

e
+

f~

2Pi-i+Pi(2t + 2) _= c
2qi-i + q{ (2t + 2)

d
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or
ii)

a
b
c
d
e
f

pj (£ + 1) - p^i
qi (£ + 1) - qt-i
__ pj (£ + 2) - pi-i
and
qi (t + 2) - Oi_i
_ pj (£ + 3) - Pi-i
qi(t + 2>)- qi-i

from which
a
e __ pj (2£ + 4) - 2pj-i _ c
+
b / ~ qi (2£ + 4) - 2^_i ~ d

Theorem 170

On,2fc+3 = On,2fc+i + O n , 2 fc + 4

Proof. Consider the typical term hmyi in Hm where / > 1. There are two cases to
consider
i) I is odd

For this case, hm,j is also found within Hm-i and om,/ must be the parent of /im,/+i
Let f = L, and § = hmHi. By Definition 62,

T

=

hm+ii2i-i and

-j = hm+l,2l+l
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Similarly, § must be the parent of 4 = om+1,2j+2
But this means that y, ^ and 4 are consecutive terms in a branch of the Stern-Brocot
Tree. By Theorem 169,
c

d

a

= b +

e

J

That is,
hm+l,2l+l = ^m+l,2Z-l + ^TO+1,2Z+2

Substituting n = m + 1 and k = I — 1 gives the result for this case.
ii) I is even.
For this case, nm,z is not found in Hm-i- That is, it first appears in Hm being part of
medHm-i. It follows that om,z+i must be the right parent of /im,;. By Definition 62,

hm,i — hm+l,2l-l
hm,l+l — hm+1,21+1

a
b
e

1

Also j must be the left parent of | = hm+i>2i+2.
But this means that 4 is the common parent of f and f. Also f and § cannot be
located on the same branch. By Theorem 166,

e a c

J = ~b+ d
That is,
hm+lfil+l = hm+1,21-1 +hm+l,2l+2
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Substituting n = m + 1 and k = I — 1 gives the result for this case and so the theorem
is proved. •

3.13.2 Complementary Paths

Definition 171 Let two paths begin at the term y. If one path moves to the right(left

when the other path moves to the left(right) the paths are defined to be complementar
paths based on y.

Example 172 In level 6, yy and y^ are located on different but complementary paths
based on ^.

The following theorem gives a more general result to that found in Theorem 159.

Theorem 173 Let y and | be two terms in the same level of the Stern-Brocot Tree such

that they are found on different but complementary paths based on |. Then | is the m
(in reduced form) of y and ^.

Proof. Let

- = RaoLai...Lak
9
= {a0;ai,...,Ofc + 1} by Theorem 90
(afc + l)pfc_i +pk-2
(ofc + 1) qk-i + Ofc_2

where gyj- = {a0;ai,...,afc_i}
Let also

- = Rao...LakRboLbl...Lbn

b
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{a0; ai, ...,ak,bo,bi, ...,bn + 1} by Theorem 90
{ao;ai,...,ak,bo,/3} where 8 = {h;b2, ...,bn + 1} (3.41)
Pk+2
-, say
q'k+2

and

d

= Rao...Lak+boRblLb2...Rbn

= {ao;ai,...,ak + boM,-,bn + l}
= {a0;ai,...,ak + bo,(3}
Pk+i

say
qk+i

where as in (3.41) (3 = {&i; b2,..., bn + 1}
Now by (1.6),

Pk+2 =

PPk+i+Pk

= P (b0p'k + pk_ij +p'k
= (J3b0ak + ak+p) pk-1 + ((5b0 + l)pk-2

Similarly,
q'k+2 = (Pboak + ak + (3) qk-i + ((3b0 + 1) qk-2

Also

Pk+i

=

a

a

0Pk+Pk-i
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+pk-2)+pk-i

= (pak + 8b0 + 1) Pfc-i + Bpk-2

And
q'Ui = (0ak + Ph +1) Qk-i + Pqk-2
Therefore

a £ (Ph^k + Qfc + P) Pfc-i + (Ph + 1) Pk-2
b d
(pb0ak + ak + P) qk-i + (Pb0 + 1) qk-2
(8ak + pbp + 1) pfc-i + Ppk-2
(8ak + PbQ + 1) qk-i + Pqk-2
(3b0 + 1 + P) ((Qfc + l)pfc-i +Pk-2)
(8b0 + 1 + P) ((ofc + 1) Ofc-i + gfc-2)
(f3bp + l + P)e
(8bo + l + P)g

Example 174 In level 7, ^ and ^ are found on complementary paths based on \. T
is confirmed by the fact that

A ,1
13

3.13.3

+

17 ~

19.
30
1
3

T h e Farey Series and C o m m o n Parents

We now introduce the Farey Series of order k.

Definition 175 The Farey Series of order k, denoted by Tn, is the set of all redu
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fractions between 0 and 1 whose denominators are k or less, arranged in ascending order.

pVQm_l0 i 7R r _ 0 1 1 1 121 323451
Jl/Xaiiipui iiu -T6— 1>6'5'4'3'5'2'5'3'4>5'6'1

We note from Graham et al [3], that if 4 and y are two consecutive fractions in a
Farey series then kj — il = 1.

We note that for any two consecutive terms in a level of the tree, the number of level
between these two terms and their common parent denotes the number of generations
that separate these terms from their common parent.

Theorem 177 Let y and ^ be two consecutive terms in a particular level of the tree.
Then be — ad = 2k + 1 where k represents the number of generations between these two
terms and their common parent.

e+

Proof. Let 4 and \ be two terms within the tree whose mediant y±£ is the c o m m o n

parent of two other terms, f and g, that appear in a later level of the tree.
Since by Theorem 67,

medi7n = ((hn,i + hnfi), (hn,2 + hnfi), —, (hUt2n-i + on,2n-i+1))

there exists a £ such that 4 and \ are consecutive terms within Ht and |±f is a term w

medift. Now since 4 and f are consecutive terms within Ht, they must also be consecutiv
terms within Tm3.x{f,h}- If

tnis were not s0

>

we could ex ect to find terms

P

between 4 and

f that belong to fmM{/j/l}. This is impossible since the only terms that lie between 4 a
\ are mediants of these terms and any successive mediants. This would require them to
have denominators whose value is at least f + h and therefore not members of ^{/,/j}.
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Hence fg — eh— 1. From the proof of Theorem 159, the two consecutive terms are

a (n + l)e + ng
b

(n + l)f + nh

and

c ne+ (n + l)g
d nf+ (n + l)h

where n is the number of generations separating the common parent from y and |.
It follows that,

be — ad
= [(n + l)f + nh] [ne +(n + l)g] - [(n + l)e + ng] [nf + (n + l)h]
= (2n + l)(fg-eh)
= 2n + l

which was required to be proved. •

Example 178 y^ and yy are consecutive terms in the 6th level. Their common paren
5 which appears in the 3rd level. Now

be — ad — 1
— o

which is the difference in the number of levels between levels 6 and 3.

3.14

Summation within the Stern-Brocot Tree

W e now explore summation of terms within any one level of the tree.
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Definition 179 Let Snik be the sum of the first k terms using child's addition in t

level of the Stern-Brocot Tree where the summation proceeds left to right, and at ea
the resulting fraction is put in reduced form.

Example 180 in the 5th level, S5,3 = (\ + f) + § = \ + § = \

Theorem 181 For n> l,k > 1, Sn,k is equal to the kth smallest term in the part of the
tree above the nth level.
That is, for k > 1,
Sn,k — an_i,fc

or equivalently,
Sn,k = hnfik-i

where hn-Xjk is the kth term in Hn-i and hn>2k-i is the (2k - l)th term in Hn of Definitio
62.

Proof. on_i,fc = hnfik-i by Definition 62, establishing that if Sn,k = K-i,k then
Sn,k — hn,2k-lWe prove SHjk = hn-i,k by induction on k.
Consider the nth level where n > 1.
By Theorem 159, 5n,2 = hn-ifiSuppose within this nth level, Sn>k = hn-i,k for some A: > 1.
Consider the value Sn,k+i-

Sn,k+i = Sn,k + (K-i,k+i + hn-i,k+2)
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where hn-itk+i + on-i,fc+2 is the (k + 1) term in level n.
By our supposition,

Sn,k+1 — hn-l,k + (hn-l,k+l + On-l,fc+2)

(3-42)

Let /in_i,fc = f and on_x,fc+2 = 7 . B y Theorem 162, on_!,fc+i = g V where s±2_ m a y or
not be reduced. Thus for some m > 0

£(°+°')
K-i,k+i-

^

,

is the reduced form of on_i,fc+i. Therefore (3.42) becomes

_ a /A (« + "') a

where by Remark 69 the term f ^+(i+l"C ) °n

the light hand Side

°f ^3"43^

form. Thus both summands on the right hand side of (3.43) are in their reduced form.
Thus

(i+^)( a + a Q
(l+£)(fc+&')
=

/in_ifc+iby Definition 179
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Therefore for k > l,Sn,k = K-i,k where hn-i,k is the kth term in Hn-i, as was required
to be proved. •

Definition 182 Let Tnjik be the sum by child's addition of the last j terms concluding

with the kth term in the nth level of the Stern-Brocot tree and where in each step in t

summation all fractions are reduced. That is, Tnjjk represents the sum from the (k-j+l)
term through to the kth term in the nth level where at each step in the summation all
fractions are reduced.

Example 183 T6,3,7 =(n + ft)+ft

=

l+i2

=

20

=

5

Clearly, by their respective definitions, Tn,k,k = Sn,k

Theorem 184 Tn,2,fc = Tn,3,fc = TnA>k = ... = Tn,k,k = hn-i,k, where hn_ljk is the kth
term in Hn-i of Definition 62

Proof. For v < k
k

Tn,v+l,k = E

hn 21

'

l=k—v

where J] is defined as a child's addition operator of summation with reduction in fra
occurring after each addition, from the left.
Thus
k

Tn,v+l,k =
=

=

hn,2(k-v) + Kfi{k-v+l) + K,2{k-v+2) +

E

hn 21

'

l=k-v+3
k
Kfi{k-v)+i+Kfi{k-v+2)+
E
V ^ by Theorem 162
l=k-v+3
k
K,2(k-v)+3+ E
^ n ^ by Theorem 170
l=k—v+3
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= K,2{k-v+l) + K,2{k-v+2) + E
l=k-v+3
k

E
=

hn 21

'

l=k-v+l
J-n,v,k

Hence w e have s h o w n

Tn,2,k = Tn,3,fc = Tn,4,fc = ... = Tn)tl,fc = Tn,v+i,k

Also by Theorem 181,

J-n,k,k

==

&n,k

=

On—l,fc-

It follows that

Tn,2,fc = Tn>3,fc = Tni4jfc = ... = Tn,fc,fc = hn-i,k

which was required to be proved. •

Example 185 In the 6th level:
rn _5,5_10_2
-16,2,7 - T 3 +

12-25_5

rp _/,4i5\_1_5_3,_5__JL — 2
J6,3,7 - I n + 13J + 12 ~ 8+ 12 _ 20 ~ 5
Similarly T6

4i7

— T6,5,7 = T6i6,7 = 76,7,7 = 5

hn 21 by Theorem 162

'
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Chapter 4

Self-Matching: The Hyperbinary
Tree

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we explore the connections between the Hyperbinary Tree and the SternBrocot Tree. To do this we use additive factorisation. The Hyperbinary Tree is a transformation of the Stern-Brocot Tree. As we shall demonstrate, the Stern-Brocot Tree can

be constructed by using the Hyperbinary Tree. Calkin and Wilf [1] outline some of the ke

aspects of the Hyperbinary Tree including the fact that every reduced positive rational
appears in the Hyperbinary Tree. Their emphasis is with the Hyperbinary Sequence. The
relationship between the Hyperbinary Tree and the Stern-Brocot Tree is not explicitly
dealt with by them, appearing only as a concluding remark. We build on their remark
by showing the explicit relationship between the Stern-Brocot Tree and the Hyperbinary
Tree through the allied concepts of continued fractions and additive factorisation.

180
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The following definition of the Hyperbinary Tree is based on Calkin and Wilf [1].

Definition 186 (Hyperbinary Tree) The Hyperbinary tree is a binary tree of fractions
(called vertices) with y at the top. Each vertex y is a parent to two children: a left
-yy and a right child ^y^. The children of a vertex are found in the next level of the
to the vertex.

Figure 4.1 shows levels 1 to 5 of the Hyperbinary tree.

4.2 The Hyperbinary Sequence
The Hyperbinary Tree is related to the concept of a Hyperbinary Expansion and the
Hyperbinary Sequence.

Definition 187 (Hyperbinary Expansion). The expansion of a number as a sum of
powers of 2, each power being used at most twice, is called a Hyperbinary expansion.

Definition 188 (Hyperbinary Sequence). Let f (n) be the number of hyperbinary expansions of n with / (0) = 1. Then the ordered set

f /(n) 1
/(n + 1)

is defined as the Hyperbinary sequence where the ordering is on n and thefirstterm in the
Hyperbinary sequence is jh\

In Theorem 192 below we will show that the Hyperbinary Sequence is the sequence
formed by concatenating successive levels of the Hyperbinary Tree.
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Example 189 There are two hyperbinary expansions of 5, namely,

5=4+1=2+2+1

and so f (5) = 2.

From Definition 188, the Hyperbinary Sequence is

1121323143525
I'2'I'3'2'3'!'4'3'5'2'5'3'"'

4.3 Branches and Diagonals of the Hyperbinary Tree

Within the Hyperbinary tree let R denote a movement from a vertex to its rig
L a movement from a vertex to its left child.

Definition 190 A left branch of a vertex is the infinite set of vertices tha

when an infinite set of right movements proceed from the left child of the v

left branch includes the left child of the vertex. Similarly, a right branch
the infinite set of vertices that is generated when an infinite set of left
from the right child of a vertex. The right branch includes the right child

When we refer to a vertex having a left or right branch, the vertex is calle
of the branch. Thus the vertices
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represent a left branch of the pivot y, which we abbreviate as (2jy^) This left branch
begins with the vertex \.
If we extend our (and the Calkin and Wilf [1]) definition of the Hyperbinary Tree to

include y and jj and define \ as the right child of y and the left child of \, the ve

represent a right branch of the pivot y and the vertices

{ylneN}

represent a left branch of the pivot ^.

We also define the jth left diagonal of the Hyperbinary tree as the set of all vertice

found at the jth position in each level of the tree. Similarly, we define the jth righ
diagonal of the Hyperbinary tree as the set of all vertices found at the jth position
the end of each level of the tree. Thus the vertices

represent the 2nd left diagonal of the tree. We note that the right branch of f,

184
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is also the 1st left diagonal, and the left branch of jj,

is also the 1st right diagonal. No other branches are diagonals.
W e note that in the Hyperbinary tree, the right branch of ^

(a > b), is from Defini-

tion 186

a
a
a
\
6'a + 6'2a + 6'"'/

From Theorem 127 the left diagonal that commences with f (a > b) in t
Tree is
'a a
a
b' a + b'2a + b'"'
Thus the right branch commencing with f where a > b in the Hyperbinary tree
to the left diagonal commencing with f in the Stern-Brocot tree.
Similarly, the left branch of ^

(b > a) in the Hyperbinary tree is from Definition 186

a a + b a + 2b
b'~~b~'~~b~~'

and from Theorem 134 the right diagonal that commences with f (b > a) in the
Brocot Tree is
la a + b a + 26

\

\b'~b~'~~b~'-]

Thus the left branch commencing with f where b > a in the Hyperbinary tree i
to the right diagonal commencing with f in the Stern-Brocot tree.
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Since every rational is found within the Stern-Brocot tree and every rational belongs

to a diagonal (in fact two diagonals, a left and a right one), every rational must al

found within the Hyperbinary tree. We also assert, without proof, that the terms of a

branch in the Stern-Brocot tree are the vertices of a diagonal in the Hyperbinary tre

Lemma 191 (Theorem: Calkin and Wilf [lj; Proof: Original) Let the concatenation of

successive levels of the Hyperbinary tree form a sequence. The denominator of each v
in this sequence is the numerator of the next vertex in the sequence.

Proof. Consider a vertex in the Hyperbinary tree. There are three cases surrounding
this vertex:
Case 1: The vertex is a left child.
For this case, the vertex is succeeded by the right child of the same parent and by

Definition 186, the denominator of the left child is the numerator of the right child
Case 2: The vertex is a right child but not the rightmost vertex of a level.
Any such vertex § must come from level 3 or lower in the Hyperbinary tree. Since,

from Definition 190, every member of a left branch other than the first member is a r

child, let 4 be the vertex that commences the left branch containing §. It follows th
is a left child.

Let § be the vertex whose left child is 4. Then e = a, / = a + b, c = a + k(a + b) an
d = a + b, where k is the number of levels separating | and 4.
Let also the vertex to the right of § be f. Now f is a left child with a branch

commencing with 4. By the symmetry of the tree structure, y is a right child of f. Th
i = a + b, j = b, g = a + b and j = b + k(a + b). Hence d = g as required.
Case 3: The vertex is the rightmost vertex of a level.
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As the rightmost vertices of each level form the left branch beginning withT the result
follows. •
The sequence described in Lemma 191 is of the form

f 9(n) }
.9 (n + 1)

for some function o and n > 0. Now the left and right children respectively of ^ L are
f§S§ and § § g § . It follows from Definition 186 that for n > 0,

g (2n + 1) =

o (n) and

g(2n + 2) = g(n)+g(n + l)

where g (0) = 1.

We now show that the sequence described in Lemma 191 is the Hyperbinar

Theorem 192 (after Calkin and Wilf [1]) (Hyperbinary Sequence). The Hy
Sequence is the concatenation of successive levels of the Hyperbinary
That is,
g(n) = f (n)

where from Definition 188, f (n) is the number of ways of writing the
of powers of 2, each power being used at most twice; and g (n) is the
191.

Proof. We prove this by induction on n.
The lemma is true for n = 0.
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Suppose the l e m m a is true for all integers 0,1,..., 2n.
We show that

i) /(n) = /(2n + l).
Consider / (2n + 1). Any expansion of an odd number as a sum of powers of 2, (where
each power is used at most twice) must contain a term with the value 1. There are no

other terms in the hyperbinary expansion with the value 1 (the only other possibility

would be two terms each having the value 1, in which case the number would not be odd
Accordingly, within every hyperbinary expansion of 2n + 1 subtract 1. What remains

is a subset of the hyperbinary expansions of 2n. If we divide this subset of hyperbin
expansions of 2n by 2 we obtain the hyperbinary expansions for n. To show that these

are all the hyperbinary expansions of n, consider the reverse process. Multiply all t

hyperbinary expansions of n by 2. The result is a list of all the hyperbinary expansi
of 2n that do not have 1 as a term. These are the only hyperbinary expansions of 2n

that we are interested in because any that have two terms each with value 1 cannot, b
Definition 188, have a further term with value 1 to form a hyperbinary expansion for

2n +1. Adding 1 to each expansion in our list does not change the number of expansion
and so / (n) = / (2n + 1).
ii)/(2n + 2) = /(n) + /(n + l).
Any hyperbinary expansion of 2n + 2 either contains two terms each with value 1 or
no terms with value 1.
Consider the first case.

Subtracting 2 from every expansion gives hyperbinary expansions of 2n that contain no
terms with value 1. Further division by 2 gives hyperbinary expansions of n. To show
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these are all the hyperbinary expansions of n, consider the reverse process. Multiply all

the hyperbinary expansions of n by 2. The result is a list of all the hyperbinary expa

of 2n that do not have 1 as a term. Thus the number of hyperbinary expansions of 2n + 2
that contains two terms each with value 1 is equal to f (n).
Consider the second case.
Dividing all expansions by 2 gives a list of hyperbinary expansions of n + 1. To show

that this list represents all the hyperbinary expansions of n + 1, consider the reverse

process. Multiplying all hyperbinary expansions of n + 1 gives hyperbinary expansions o
2n + 2 that contain no terms with value 1. Thus the number of hyperbinary expansions
of 2n + 2 that contains no terms with value 1 is equal to / (n + 1).

Thus / and g possess identical recurrence formulas and initial values, establishing the
theorem. •

Definition 193 Two vertices are connected if, beginning with the higher of the two vertices in the tree, we can move to the next lower level through its left or right child
continue in this way for each subsequent level until we arrive at the second vertex. A
vertex is said to be connected to itself though there is no movement to a lower level.

Definition 194 A path in the Hyperbinary Tree is the series of zero or more downward

left and right movements that connects a vertex with itself or another vertex. The null
path connects a vertex to itself.

Not all vertices are connected by a path. However, when two vertices are connected

by a path, that path is the only one that exists between the two vertices. For example,
path RRL - R2L connects the vertices \ and f. No path connects the vertices § and J.
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Definition 195 Two diagonals are connected if for each i > 0, there is a common

path

that connects the ith member of the first diagonal with the ith member of the second diagonal.

We now show that:

Theorem 196 i) The only left(right) diagonals connected to the jth left (right) diagonal,
but lying below the jth left (right) diagonal, are the ones numbered:

2mj

_ yrn _ -Q ^ 2mj _ ym _ ^ ^ ^

m
2

j

for all m G N
ii) The only left (right) diagonals connected to the j left (right) diagonal, but lying
above the jth left (right) diagonal, are those numbered with elements taken from the set
values i that satisfy the equation:

i —

j-l
2ri°g2.7i-riog2^

1= 0

These values of i can also be generated by evaluating

J-l + 1

form= 1,2,...

iii) Any vertex connected to a vertex in the jth left (right) diagonal lies on one of the
left(right) diagonals in i) and ii).

iv)Any path, except any starting with -, ^xr, ••• , also connects the left (right) diago
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that these are on.

Proof. We consider the case for left-diagonals only. The case for right-diagonals is

similar to that for left-diagonals except that we refer to vertices in terms of their posi
from the end of the level rather than from the start of the level.
As every vertex has two children and the first level consists of one vertex only, the kl
level of the tree has 2k~1 vertices.
Consider left-diagonals lying below the jth left-diagonal.
For j > 1 :
If the first vertex of the jth left-diagonal is on the kth level we must have:

2fc-2 +

i < j < 2*"1

(If j < 2k~2 the first vertex of the jth left-diagonal would lie above the kth level).
The children of the jth vertex on level I are the (2j - l)th and (2j)th vertices on level
I + 1 and so as 2k~1 < 2j - 1, the (2j - l)th and (2j)th vertices on the (k + l)ih level are
the first vertices in the (2j - l)th and (2j)th left-diagonals respectively.
Hence the jth left-diagonal is connected to the (2j - l)th and the (2j)th left-diagonals
by a single left or right downward step.
Similarly, the (2j - l)th left-diagonal is connected to the (4? - S)rd and the (Aj - 2)nd

left-diagonals; and the (2j)th left-diagonal is connected to the (Aj - l)st and the (Aj)th left-

diagonals. These are also all the left-diagonals that are connected to the jth left-diagona
by two downward steps. A continuation of this process proves i). Also this process

includes all possible paths that connect vertices in the jih left-diagonal to vertices lowe

down the tree, so as j > 1, iii) and iv) hold for left-diagonals below the jth left-diagonal
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For j = 1 :

The right child of y is 2, the first vertex of the second left-diagonal. Thus the first

left-diagonal is connected to the second left-diagonal by the same right downward step

The case for j > 1 showed that the second left-diagonal is connected to all left-diago

below it and hence so is the first. Thus for j = 1, i), iii) and iv) hold. The excepti
to iv) occurs because any path from - that starts with k left steps, for k > 1, (that

any path traversing two consecutive vertices of the first left-diagonal) will not conn
to the nth vertex of a left-diagonal).
We now consider left-diagonals lying above the jth left-diagonal, assuming they exist.
By part i) of our theorem proven above, the only left-diagonals connected to the ith
left-diagonal, but lying below the ith left-diagonal, are the ones numbered:

m
2

i - (2m - 1), 2mz - (2m - 2),..., 2mi

for all m G N.
Thus there must exist positive integers m and I where 1 < / < 2m, for which

j = 2mi - (2m - I)

That is,
i = -^zzr + 1

Since 1 < I < 2m, w e have
j-l

+1

(4.1)
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However, the first occurrence of the jth vertex in a level is found m levels below the
first occurrence of the ith vertex in a level. That is, if 2fc_2 + 1 < z < 2k~1, then
2fe+m-2

+ i < j < 2k+m~1 from which it follows that

™=\log2j}-\\og2i] (4.2)

Combining (4.1) with (4.2), the only left diagonals connected to the jth left diagonal,
but lying above the jth left diagonal, are those numbered with elements taken from the
set of values z that satisfy the equation:

j-l
2riog2/i-Fiog2i]

1= 0

(4.3)

However solving for i in (4.3) is difficult. A more practical approach would be to generate

values of z by evaluating the right hand side of (4.1) for m = 1, 2, ... This proves ii).
We note from Theorem 196 that only left diagonals can be connected with left diagonals

and right diagonals with right diagonals, and even then this is not true for every left o
right diagonal. For example, the third and seventh left diagonals cannot be connected.

Note also from Theorem 196 that if the first vertex in a left (right) diagonal is connec

a path to the first vertex in another left (right) diagonal, then both diagonals are con
by the same path.

Corollary 197 Every left diagonal is connected to the first left diagonal; and every righ
diagonal is connected to the first right diagonal.

Proof. Since the vertex y is connected to every other vertex and it is found on the
first left and right diagonals, by Theorem 196, the result follows. •
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Identifying Terms within the Hyperbinary Tree

Using our normalised additive factors of j, we can now answer the question: "What is the
jth

vertex

in the nth level of the Hyperbinary tree?"

Theorem 198 Let the normalised additive factors of j be {fy,o>&j,i> ••• ,bj,k} • Then
the jth vertex in the nth level of the Hyperbinary tree is given by the continued fraction:

{bj,k; (bj,k-i - bjjk), (bj,k-2 - oi)fc-i),..., (bj,o - bjtl), (n - bjfi)}

Proof. We prove this by induction on n.
The theorem is true in level 1 since j = 1 has only one normalised additive factor,
namely, 61,0 = 0, and

{6i,o;(n-6i,o)} = i0;1}
1

T

which is the first (and only) vertex in level 1.
Suppose for some level n the theorem is true. That is, for each j, where j is the
position in a level, if
{bj,0,bj,l,-,bj,k}

is the set of normalised additive factors of j, then the jth vertex in the nth level is give
by:
{bjX, (bjjk-i - bjik), (6i|Jfc_2 - bjtfc-i), -., (bjfi ~ hi), (n - M) (4-4)
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Now, by Corollary 197, there is a unique path that provides a one-to-one and onto correspondence between elements in the first left diagonal

{0;m} for m > 1

and elements in the jth left diagonal. By Theorem 196, if {0; m} is connected by this pat
to the jth vertex in level n, then {0;m + 1} is connected by this same path to the jth
vertex in level n + 1.
Now the right child of |, represented by a right movement, is by Definition 186, ^y-.
Accordingly, by (3.28), if
- = {a0;ai,...,afc}

then

^ - = {a 0 + l;ai,...,afc}

(4.5)

Similarly, the left child of f, represented by a left movement, is, by Definition 186, yy^.
By Lemma 141, if
a

f

,
- = {a0;ai,...,afcj

then
—^—= {0;l,a0,ai,a2,...,afc} (4.6)
a+ b

Therefore the effect of a right or left movement is to leave the last term of the contin
fraction of f unchanged. Thus the path that connects the vertex {0; m} to the jth vertex
in level n, requires that m be the last term in the continued fraction of the jth vertex
level n as well. From (4.4), m = n-bjfi. Now the path connecting {0; m} to the jth vertex
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in level n will, by (4.5) and (4.6), have the following feature: each successive continued
fraction along the path will differ from its predecessor either by
i) the incrementing of the first term by 1, for a right movement, or,
ii) inserting 1 as a new second term, for a left movement.

But the same path (that is the same set of left and right movements), is used to connect
{0; m + 1} to the jth vertex in level n + 1. Since {0; m} and {0; m + 1} only differ in
last terms, the j vertex in level n + 1 must possess the same continued fraction as the

the jth vertex in level n except in its last term which is now m + 1. Since the jth verte
level n is

{bj,k; (bj,k-i - bjtk), (bjtk-2 - bjtk-i),..., (bjfi - bjtl), (n - bjfl)}

it follows that the jth vertex in level n + 1 is

{bj,k; (hk-i ~ bj,k), (hk-2 - hk-i), -, (bj,o ~ bj,i), (n + 1 - bji0)}

and so our theorem is proved. •

Example 199 What is the 15th vertex in the 5th level of the Hyperbinary Tree?
Answer: The normalised additive factors of 15 are: {4,1,0}. By Theorem 198, the
15th vertex in the 5th level of the Hyperbinary Tree is
{0;1,3,1} = {0;1,4} = |.

Theorem 200 The mth term in the Hyperbinary sequence is given by the continued frac-
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tion:

{bj,k; (bj,k-i - bj,k), (bj,k-2 - bj,k-i), -, (ho - hj,i), ( Rog 2 (m + 1)] - bjto)}

where j = m + l- 2^62(^+1)!-^
and {bjfi,bj^i, ...,bjk} are the normalised additive factors of j.

Proof. By Theorem 192, the Hyperbinary sequence is the concatenation of succ

sive levels of the Hyperbinary tree. Accordingly, the jth vertex in the nth le
Hyperbinary tree is the (2n_1 + j — l) term in the Hyperbinary sequence.
Let m = 2n~l +j-l then as j < 2n_1, n = [log2 (m + 1)]. Then

j = m + l- 2^2(^+1)1 -1

Accordingly, by Theorem 198, with n = [log2 (m + 1)] and j = m + 1 - 2^2(^+1)
the mth term in the Hyperbinary sequence is given by the continued fraction:

{bjtk; (bjtk-i - bj>k), (bjtk-2 - bjtk-i), -, (bj,o - &,-,i), ( \log2 (m + 1)1 - bjfl)}

Corollary 201 The mth

term in the Hyperbinary sequence is

/(m-1)

f(m)
=

ibj,k; (bj,k-i - bj,k), (hk-2 - hk-i),

•••, (bjfi - hi). ( rio§2 (m + 1)1 - bjfi)}
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where
i) f (m) represents the number of ways of writing the integer m as a sum of powers of
2, each power being used at most twice and f (0) = 1;
H)j = m + l- 2nog2(m+i)l-i; and
in) {bjfi, bjt\,..., 6j;fc} are the normalised additive factors of j.
Proof. The result follows from combining Theorem 192 with Theorem 200. •
Remark 202 Corollary 201 gives us an alternative way of finding the number of ways of

writing the integer m as a sum of powers of 2, each power being used at most twice. It i
the denominator of the reduced rational number represented by the continued fraction

{bjX, (bjtfc_i - bjik), (bjjk-2 - 6iifc_i),..., (bj,o - bjA), ( [log2 (m + 1)1 - bjfi)}

where
i)j = m + l- 2^2(^+1)1-1; and
ii) {bjfi,bj,i,...,bj,k} are the normalised additive factors of j

4.5 Linking the Stern-Brocot Tree with the Hyperbinary
Tree
In this section we show by additive factorisation a convenient way to convert the j*
vertex in the nth level of the Hyperbinary tree into the jth term in the nth level of the

Stern-Brocot tree. We also show how to locate a particular vertex within the Hyperbinary
tree.
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T h e o r e m 203 For any vertex § = {a0; ai,..., a m } where § is found in the nth level of the
Hyperbinary tree,
n = a 0 + a i + ... + a m

(4.7)

Proof. Whenever we perform a right or left movement from a vertex to move to the
next level we utilise either (4.5) or (4.6). Since {0; 1} is found in level 1, for which (4.7)
holds, every movement to the next lower level is associated with an incremental increase
to (4.7). •
W e note that since there are an odd number of normalised additive factors associated
with every integer, then k is even in Theorem 198.
Therefore,

{bj,k; (bj,k-i - bitk), (htk-2 - bj,k-i), -, (bjfi ~ bj,i), in - bjfi)} (4.8)

has an even number of terms. It follows that
R e m a r k 204

{bj,k; (bj,k-i - bjjk), (bjtk-2 - bjtk-i), -, (bj,o - 6j,i), (n - bjfi)}

is either the long or short form of the continued fraction of the jth vertex in the n
of the Hyperbinary tree according to whether the long or short form possesses an even
number of terms in its continued fraction.

Remark 205 For n > 0,
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the jth vertex in the nth level of the Hyperbinary tree is given by the continued fraction:

{bj,k; (6j,fc-i - bjtk), (bjjk-2 - bjtk-i),..., (bjfi - bjtl), (n - bjfi)} (4.9)

and,
the jth term in the nth level of the Stern-Brocot tree is given by the continued fraction:

(0; n - bjfi - 1, {bjto - bjtl), (bjtl - bj}2),..., (bjik-i - bjjk), bj>k + 1}

Thus to convert the jth vertex in the nth level of the Hyperbinary tree into the jth term
in the nth level of the Stern-Brocot tree,
i) Express the vertex as a continued fraction possessing an even number of terms. (This
will be either the long or short form continued fraction of the vertex), then
ii) add 1 to the first term and subtract 1 from the last term, then
iii) rewrite backwards its continued fraction, then
iv) add a first term 0

Notice that Remark 205 provides another demonstration that all rationals appear in
the Hyperbinary tree, as every vertex in the Hyperbinary tree is a modification of every
term from the Stern-Brocot tree.

Example 206 The 7th vertex in the Ath level of the Hyperbinary tree is:
| = {0; 1,2,1} . (Note that this is the long form in order to obtain an even number of
terms in the continued fraction of •%).
Therefore the 7th term in the Ath level of the Stern-Brocot Tree is:
{0;0,2,1,1} = {2;2} = §.
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T h e o r e m 207 Let a = {ao;ai, ...,am} , where m is odd, be a vertex in the Hyperbinary
tree and j be the position in level YHi=o ai ^hat a occupies.
Then if

j = ]T(-iy2^

is the normalised additive factorisation of j, then

k—i
b

j,i =

^ai
1=0

and m = k + 1.

Proof. From Remark 204,

{a0;ai,...,am}

= te,*; fe-i - hk), (hk-2 - hk-i), -, (ho ~ 6i,0> (» - M> (4-10)

where both sides in (4.10) contain an even number of terms. But the right hand side
of (4.10) possesses A;+ 2 terms with all terms positive except the first term which
be equal to zero. It follows that m = k + l.
Equating terms on the left and right hand sides of (4.10) yields:

bj,k = ao
b

j,k-i = ao + ai

b

j,k-2 = a0 + ai+a2
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Q>o + ai + ... + ak-i

b

jfi = a0 + ai + ... + ak

That is,
k—i m—l—i

hi = J2ai= Ylai
1=0

1=0

Example 208 Where is the vertex | located in the Hyperbinary tree?
Answer: From Theorem 203, § = {0; 2,2,1} is found on level 0 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 5.
By Theorem 207,

ho

= J> = 4
1=0
1

b

3,l

= 5> = 2
1=0
0

b

J,2

= £ a <=0
1=0

Therefore within level 5 of the Hyperbinary tree, the vertex f is found at position

j = 2 4 - 2 2 + 2° = 13

Chapter 5

Linking the Gauss Map with the
Stern-Brocot Tree

5.1 Introduction
This chapter demonstrates corresponding features between the Gauss Map and the SternBrocot Tree. This is, at first glance, unintuitive. The Stern-Brocot Tree is a number-

theoretic construction built on a strange algebra (child's addition) that seems far remo

from a locally differentiable function based on the function J. Yet nonetheless, there ar
interesting areas of correspondence that we now explore.
As we have already observed the Gauss Map is made up of parts. It is therefore

discontinuous for particular x values. The points of discontinuity in the kth iterate, Gk,
of the Gauss Map are:

{(x,0):Gk(x) = 0)

Hence the set of points of discontinuity in G is given by

202
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:neN

{(H }
= {^•(H'^MH--}

(5l)

In continued fraction notation, these same points of discontinuity are values of x that
increment by one in the last entry of their continued fraction expansion. Thus within G,
the set (5.1) in continued fraction form becomes:

{({0; 1} , 0), ({0; 2}, 0), ({0; 3}, 0), ({0; 4}, 0),...}

In general, the (ji,—,jk)th part of Gk is discontinuous with the rest of Gk at x =
{0]ji,-,jk} anda; = {0; ji,..., jk + 1} .

5.2 Clusters within the Gauss Map
Definition 209 A cluster is an infinite set of all consecutive parts within any iterate
of the Gauss Map

such that the absolute values of the slopes of its consecutive parts are

increasing and approach infinity in their limit. The cluster is bounded on one side by a

vertical line called the cluster line. Except for thefirstiterate, G, no point on the cluste
line is part of the cluster.
Algebraically,
A cluster is the set of consecutive parts

(ji,...,jk,l),(ji,-,jk,2),(ji,-,jk,3),-
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and is denoted by (ji,.-,jk,t). It has cluster line x = {0;ji,...,jk}

Example 210 G is made up of the elements of a single cluster whose cluster line is x = 0
Example 211 Figure 5.1 shows a cluster within G2 with cluster line x — -^.

Definition 212 Let the domain of each function in a set of functions be known. Then
the union of the domains of each function in the set is called the domain of the set.

Example 213 The domain of a cluster is the union of the domains of each part in the
cluster.

An iterate of the Gauss Map differs from its next higher iterate according to the
following pattern:
Theorem 214 The domain of a part is the domain of a cluster located in the next higher
iterate.
Proof. The (ji, ...,jk)th part is that part of Gk whose domain consists of all points

x = {0;ii,...,ifc,afc+i,afc+2,...}

where ji,...,jk are given and ak+i,ak+2, - vary across the set of positive integers. Its
domain is therefore bounded by {0;ji,...,jk} and {0; ju ...,jk, 1} with {0;ji,..., jk, 1}
endpoint of the domain.
Now for Gk+1, by (2.7) and (2.8),

j {0;ji,-,jk,t + l} for A; odd
U

Jl,:.,Jk,t

=

\

{0;ji,...,jk,t}

for A; even

2

1

Figure 5.1: Cluster in G with Cluster Line* = -

1-i

4 •;
5 ;

J

— r

5

<?(x)
2

1
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and
{0;ji,-,jfc,£}
^ji,-,jk,t

for A; odd

—

{0;ii,—,jfc,£ + l} for A; even
Therefore
{0;ii,-.-,jfc,£ + 2} for A; odd

U.h,—Jk,t+i

~

{0;ji,-.,ifc,£ + l} for A; even

and
{0;ji,-,jk,t + l} for A; odd

L h,---,jk,t+l
{0; ji,-,jk,t + 2} for k even
It follows that within the parts (ji, ...,jk,t) of Gk+1, where £ ranges across the positive
integers, the lower value of the domain of a particular part is the upper value of the
domain of an adjacent part. Hence taken collectively, and recalling from Definition 15 of
Chapter 2 that the domain of each part is half-open, the union of the domain of the parts
(ji, ••-,jk,t) forms a continuous domain with none of the domains of the parts (ji,..., jk,
overlapping.
Moreover,
{0;ji,...,jk,l} for A; odd

L 3l,—,3k,l
{0;ji,...,jk,2} for A; even

and
{0;ii,...,ifc,2} for A; odd

U.3l,--,3k,l

~~

{0;ji,...,jk,l} for A; even
Also
]imLju...jhtt = ^lim Ujlt...tjhtt = {0;ji,-,jk}

Thus for k odd or even, the parts (j\,...,jk,t) of Gk+1 have the union of their domains

(5.2)
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bounded by {0; ji, ...,jk} and {0;ji,..., jk, 1} . Hence the parts (ju ...,jk,t) oiGk+1

occup

the same domain as the part (ji,—,jk) of Gk.
Since by Definition 209 the parts (ji,..., jk,t) are a cluster, our theorem is proved.
Note that in the above proof, for k even:
By Theorem 33 of Chapter 2, all parts of Gk are positively sloped. By Theorem 11 of
Chapter 2:
For x e Iju...,jk,
^3i,-,3k

< X

— ^3i,-,3k

That is,
V±

= {0;ji,-,jk} < - < {0;ji,...,jfc,2} < {0;ju-,3k + 1}

<?fc
And so,
— < x for x G Ijlt...,jh
qk
This means that,
pk

-qkx<0

for allxG/^,...,^.
It follows that as x -+ yj across Ijlt...,jk, \Pk - Qkx\ decreases.
From the proof below Theorem 33 of Chapter 2, within the domain of any part of Gk,

-^-Gk+1(x) =
dx

2 f°r ^

/

1} +
x2

(pk - qkx)'

even

(Pk ~ Qkx)
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jk, that is, a s a ; - > a

^ _00

dx

Hence as x decreases across the domain Ijlt...jk, ^Gk+1 (x) becomes continuously more

vertical. But this means that the moduli of the slopes of the parts (ji, ...,jk,t) increa
as £ approaches infinity. A similar argument applies for the case k odd wherein

dx

We also note that for the cluster (ji, ...,jk,t),

lim Lj^.j^t = lim Uhl...lik1t = {0;ji,-,jk}
t—>oo

t—>oo

But this confirms Definition 209, that the limiting slope of parts within the cluster is

vertical at the point {0;ji, —,jk} and reaffirms that x = {0; ji, —,jk} must be the cluste
line.
Thus clusters are made up of parts each having slopes with opposite sign and greater
magnitude to the part occupying the same domain in the immediately lower iterate. It

follows that if we draw vertical lines through the points where the graph meets the x axi

for each part in the lower iterate, we have drawn the cluster lines for each cluster in t
next higher iterate. Accordingly, the ith part of G is replaced in G2 by the cluster made

up of all of the (i,j)th parts where j = 1,2,3,... More generally, the (ji,j2,-.,jk)th part

of Gk is replaced in Gk+1 by the cluster made up of all parts of the form (ji,j2, ...,jk,t)
where £ = 1,2,3,...
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Summary

Summary 215 The following are the characteristics of a cluster:
1. A cluster has an infinite number of parts.
2. The slopes of successive parts within a cluster become progressively steeper.
3. The width of the domain of successive parts in a cluster becomes progressively
smaller.
4- The cluster line has vertical slope and is not part of the cluster (except in the case
of the first iterate).
5. All parts of clusters within odd iterates have negative slope; all parts of clusters
within even iterates have positive slope.

5.3 Clusters and Branches

Consider the left half of the Stern-Brocot Tree, that is, that part of the tree to the left
j and which includes y.
Recall from Definition 94 of Chapter 3, every branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree possesses
members whose continued fraction expansions are identical except in their last terms.
Their last terms increment as we move along the branch. Thus if a branch has n terms in

its continued fraction expansion, the first n — 1 terms are common for every member of the
branch. The pivot for the branch possesses a continued fraction expansion that contains
the n — 1 terms only.

Example 216 The branch (3, \, f, §, yj,...)} with pivot \ can be represented using the

continued fraction {0; 2, A;} by ({0; 2, A:}) where incremental values of k beginning at k
generate members of the branch and the pivot is represented by {0; 2}.
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That is, the pivot is

i = {0;2}

and the fractional and continued fractional representations of this branch a

I = {0;2,i}
| = (0;2,2)
j = (0;2,3)

Definition 217 We denote the branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree, consisting of

ued fractions of the form {0;ji,j2,...,jk,t} where t = 1,2,..., as ({0;ji,j2,
domain of a branch consists of all reals that lie between the first term of
its pivot.

Example 218 The branch ({0;£}) = (y, \, \, \, \, -) has pivot \. In continue

representation its members are of the form {0; A;} for k = 1,2,..., whilst t
The domain of ({0;£}) consists of all reals between 0 and 1.

Theorem 214 reveals that within the Gauss Map the (ji,j2, ...,jk)th part occupi

same domain in Gk as the domain in Gk+1 of the cluster (ji,j2, ...,jk,t) where

5.3.1 Summaries

Summary 219 .

1. In Gk+1, the cluster (ji,j2,-,jk,t), has cluster line x = {0;ji,j2,...,jk} a

occupies the same domain as the (ji,j2, -,jkfh 2>ar£ ofGk. That is, it has do
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by{0;ji,J2,-,Jk} and{0;ji,j2,...,jk,l}.

2. In the Stern-Brocot Tree, the branch ({0;ji,j2,-..Jk,t}) has pivot {0;ji,j2,---,jk}
and has domain bounded by {0;ji,j2,...,jk} and {0; ji, j2,..., jk, 1} .

Definition 220 Let K denote the map from the Gauss Map to the Stern-Brocot Tree given
by:
(Ji,J2,-,jk) -• {0;ji,j2,-,jk}

That is, under K, the (ji,j2,...,jk) part in Gk is transformed into the term {0;ji,j2
in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Summary 221 Under K :
1. Clusters in the Gauss Map become Branches in the left half of the Stern-Brocot

Tree. That is, sequential parts within a given cluster in the Gauss Map are mapped to
sequential members of the corresponding branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree.
2. Each cluster is bound by a cluster line in the Gauss Map; each branch is bound by
its pivot in the Stern-Brocot Tree.
3. The domain of a cluster in the Gauss Map and the domain of its corresponding
branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree are identical.

4. The cluster line x = {0; j\, j2,..., jk} is associated with a cluster which is mapp

a branch possessing the pivot {0;ji,j2, ...,jk}. (Less formally, we state that: cluste
are to clusters as pivots are to branches).

We now show that this correspondence between the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot
Tree extends to other features of both systems.
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5.4 Symmetry Clusters and Symmetry Branches

From Chapter 2, the (ji, j2, —,jk) part of Gk is symmetric with the (1, ji -l,j2,...,j
part of Gk+1, thereby making the cluster (ji,j2, ...,jk,t) symmetric with the cluster

(lj'l — l,J2,---,jk,t) (except in G where the first part in the cluster has no symme
with any other part in the map).

Definition 222 The cluster (ji,j2, ...,jk,t) andthe cluster(l,ji - l,j2,...,jk,t) are
symmetry clusters.

Consider the branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree ({0; ji,j2, ...,jk,t}). It has pivot

— = {0;ji,J2,-,jk}
Qk

and is bounded by

—
qk

=

{0;ji,J2,-,Jk} and

^±^i = {0;ji,J2,-,Jk,l}
qk + qk+i

Similarly the term
{0;l,ji -l,J2,-,Jk}

is the pivot of the branch ({0; l,ji - l,j2, -,jk,t}) which, by Lemma 53, is bounded

1 - ^
qk
qk + qk+i

=

{0;Ui-l,j 2 ,-.,jfc} and
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W e note from R e m a r k 56, that if

{0;ji,j2,...,ifc,£} =

Pk+i
qk+i

then
frt-1 A i A A +i Qk+i ~ Pk+i

{U, l,ji - l,j2,...,jk,t} =
qk+i

It follows that, under child's addition,

{0;ii,j2,...,jfc,£} + {0;l,ji - l,j2,...,jk,t} = -

W e also note that by L e m m a 136, {0;ji,j2,...,jk,t} and {0; l,ji - l,j2,...,jk,t} appear
in the same level of the tree.

Definition 223 The branches ({Q;ji,j2,...,jk,t}) and({Q;l,ji — l,j2,...,jk,t}) are calle
symmetry branches because terms found on the same level from each branch sum to \

using child's addition, and the width of the domain of each branch is identical. More i

portantly, they are the corresponding branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree to the symmetry
clusters in the Gauss Map denoted by (ji,j2, ...,jk,t) and (l,ji — l,j2,...,jk,t).

We note that a pair of symmetry branches, in general, are not a pair of complementary
branches. For example, ({0; 1,1,1,1,*}) is the symmetry branch to ({0; 2,1,1,£}) but
is the complementary branch to ({0; 1,1,2, £}). The only symmetry branches that are
complementary branches are ({0; 1,1,£}) and ({0; 2,£}).
We formalise this symmetry relationship between the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot
Tree in the following theorem.
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Theorem 224 For every pair of symmetry clusters in the Gauss Map there exists a
responding pair of symmetry branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Proof. We need only show that the symmetry branches

({0; ji,J2, •••,jk,t}) and ({0; 1, ji - 1, j2, ...,jk,t}) exist as they corre
metry clusters (ji,j2, ...,jk,t) and (l,^ - l,j2, ...,jk,t).

By Theorem 144 and Corollary 145 of Chapter 3, every rational number is foun

the Stern-Brocot Tree and appears once only. Thus the rational numbers {Q;ji
and {0; l,ji — l,j2,..., jk} each appear once in the tree.

Theorem 107 of Chapter 3 requires that one of the branches with pivot {0; ji

beof the form {0;ji,j2, ...,jk,t}. Similarly, one of the branches with pivot {

must be of the form {0; l,ji — l,j2,...,jk,t}. Thus we have proved the existe
symmetry branches ({0;ji,j2,...,jk,t}) and ({0;l,ji - l,j2,...,jk,t}). •
Since the pivots for each of these symmetry branches contained in the proof

224 are on the same level of the tree, both branches begin from the next lev
tree and continue throughout every lower level thereafter. Therefore

Remark 225 .
1. Within the Stern-Brocot Tree:
A pair of symmetry branches, symmetric around the term j, begin on the

same level of the tree whereas their corresponding symmetry clusters are foun
within adjacent iterates.
2. Within the Gauss Map and its iterates:
Symmetry clusters that are symmetric around x = \ possess corresponding
symmetry branches that are symmetric around the term ^-
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Diagonals and Clusters

Using the correspondence that we have found between the Stern-Brocot Tree and the

Gauss Map we now show that there is only one cluster in the Gauss Map that correspond

to a left-diagonal in the Stern-Brocot Tree. In the next chapter with an enlarged def

of the Gauss Map, we show that this left-diagonal and its corresponding cluster can b
be enlarged.

Theorem 226 The cluster that represents the first iterate in the Gauss Map is the onl
cluster that corresponds to any part of a left-diagonal in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Proof. (By Continued Fractions) By Theorem 142, segments of left diagonals in the

left half of the Stern Brocot tree are of the form {0; £, a0, a\,..., ak} for £ = 1
are of the form {0;ao, ...,ak,t} for t = 1,2,...

Thus, if a segment of a left-diagonal found within the left half of the tree correspo
to a cluster then we need to find values of ai for which

{0;£,a0,ai,...,afc} = {0;ao,...,ak,t}

This only occurs when we set a0 = ai = ... = ak = 0 and k is odd. That is, the segment

of the left-diagonal {0;£} for £ > 0, corresponds to the cluster (0;£) thereby giving
result. •
Proof. (By Convergents) Let ^ = {a0;ai,a2, ...,an} represent a pivot for two
branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree. From Theorem 165 of Chapter 3, these branches
are represented by

/Pn-1+Pnt\

\ qn-i + qnt I

(53)
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and
/Pn(t + l)-Pn-l\

(54)

\ qn (t + 1) - qn-i J

Let y and yyy be the first two terms in that part of a left-diagonal found within the
left half of the Stern Brocot tree.

Case i): If (5.4) represents the branch that is identical to this part of a left-dia
then

a _ 2pn -pn-i
b

2qn — qn-i

a

2>pn-pn-i

a + b

3qn - qn-i

from which we require for suitable values of pn-i, Pn, qn-i and qn,

(3Pn - Pn-l) (2Pn - Pn-l) = (-l)"*1 (5-5)

which is impossible for any value of pn and pn-X. (The extreme case where n =

pn = 0 and pn-i = 1, from which the left hand side of (5.5) is 1 and the rig
is -1).

Case ii): From (5.3) the following must be true if this part of a left-diago
branch are identical

a Pn-l +Pn
b
a
a+ b

qn-i + qn
Pn-l + 2pn
qn-l + 2qr,
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from which we require for suitable values of pn-i, pn, qn-i and qn,

Pn+Pn-l _ Pn-l + 2pn
qn + qn-i + pn + Pn-i

qn-i + 2qn

That is,
(pn-l + 2Pn) (pn-l + Pn) = ("if (5-6)

Since the left hand side of (5.6) is always positive, n can only be equal to
0,2,4,.... Now pn-i and pn must both be non-negative. Thus

Pn-l + 2pn = Pn-l + Pn = 1

The only solution to (5.6) is therefore

Pn-i = 1
Pn = 0

This can only be found when n = 0 and a0 = 0. But this means that

p_i = 1, q-i = 0 (5.7)
PO = 0, qo = 1

Substituting (5.7) into (5.3) we have the branch

1 1 1
1'2'3'""
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as the only branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree that is also a part of a left-diagonal. Since

this branch corresponds to the cluster representing the first iterate in the Gauss Map o
theorem is proved. •

Theorem 227 An infinite segment of the first right-diagonal is the only part of a rightdiagonal that represents a branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Proof. (By Continued Fractions) By Theorem 139, right-diagonals are of the form
{a0+t; ai,..., ak} for £ = 0,1,2,... Branches are of the form {0; a0,..-, afc, £} or {0;
for £ = 1,2,... Our task is to find for £ > 0, values of a{ and k for which either
{a0 + £;ai,...,afc} = {0;a0, ...,ak,t} or
{a0 + £;ai,...,afc} = {0;a0,...,afc - 1,1,£}
Since for £ > 0,
{a0 + £;ai,...,afc} = {0; a0, —,ak,t}

when we set a0 = 0 and k = 0, the result follows. •
Proof. (By convergents) Let § and ^ be the first two terms in a right-diagonal.
Case i): From (5.4) the following must be true if a right-diagonal and a branch are
identical

a

2pn -Pn- -1

1
a+b
b

2qn -qn--1

~Pn--1
3gn -qn--1

tyn

from which we have

2pn-Pn-l +2qn-qn-l ._ %Pn - pn-l
2qn - qn-l

3g n - Qn-l

(5.8)
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Hence
(3gn - qn-i) (2qn ~ qn-i) = (-l)n (5

There are no solutions to (5.9) because:
For n even,
3gn - qn-i — 2qn - qn-i = ±1

in which case we have qn = 0, qn-i = ±1, an impossibility, and,
For n odd,
3qn - qn-l = ~ (2qn ~ qn-l) = ±1

in which case we have qn = 2, qn-i = 5, or qn = -2, qn-i = -5, both of which
impossible as qn > 0 and {qn} is increasing.
Case ii): If (5.3) is a branch that is identical to a right-diagonal, then

a Pn+Pn-l
b
a+ b _
b

qn + qn-i
2pn+pn-i
2qn + qn-l

which requires
(2qn + qn-l) (qn + qn-l) = (-lf+1 (5

The only solution to (5.10) exists when n = -1, for which

p-i = q-2 = l
P-2 = q-i = 0
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This requires the branch to be
12

3

l'l'l'"'

thereby proving the theorem. •

We will see in the next chapter that the branch y, y, y, ••• corresponds to a sectio
the second iterate of an enlarged version of the Gauss Map.

5.6 Complementary Clusters and Complementary Branche

Iterates of the Gauss Map contain, except for G, an infinite number of cluster lines
Moreover, the density of cluster lines significantly increases for higher iterates.

to determine the number of clusters taken from all iterates that possess the same cl
line? The answer to this question is found in Theorem 229. However we firstly offer
following definition:

Definition 228 Clusters that share the same cluster line are called complementary
clusters.

Theorem 229 Except for x = 0 and x = 1, a cluster line exists for one pair of comple

mentary clusters only. Moreover, these complementary clusters are found within adja
iterates.

Proof. From Chapter 1 we know that every rational number possesses two different

continued fraction expansions. Thus for the value x = {ao; a\, a2,..., ak} , we have
representation:

x

=

{a0;ai,a2,...,afc}
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{a0;ai,a2,...,afc - 1,1}

Now the cluster (ji,j2, ...,jk,t) has as its cluster line

x

= {0;ji,J2,-,jfc}

Similarly, the cluster (ji,j2, ...,jk — l,l,t) has as its cluster line

x = {0;ji,J2,-,jk -1,1}
= {0;Ji,J2,-,jk}

If x = {Q;ji,j2,--,jk} were the cluster line for a third cluster, we would need a third
continued fraction representation for x. This would then allow us to develop a cluster

distinct from those already seen. Since there are only two ways of representing a particul
rational number by continued fractions, and we have identified the only clusters that are

associated with each representation, we conclude that there are no further representations
for x. It follows that no other clusters exist having cluster line x = {0;ji,j2, ...,jk} •
Accordingly, (ji,j2,-,jk,t) and (ji,j2,...,jk - 1,1,*) are the only clusters with the
cluster line x = {0;ji,j2, ...,jk} • We note that they are found within Gk+1 and Gk+2 re-

spectively. Additionally, (ji,j2, -,jk,t) and (ji,j2,..., jfc - 1,1,£) approach x = {0;ji,j

from either side of x. Since our Gauss Map is not (until Chapter 6) defined for values out

side of the unit interval, x = 0 and x = 1 are cluster lines for only one cluster respecti
Our theorem is thus proved. •

Corollary 230 The complementary clusters possessing cluster line x=\ are symmetry
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clusters.

Proof. Since

1
X

=

2

= {0;2}
= {0;1,1}

the complementary clusters possessing cluster line x=\, are (2,£) and (1,1,£). By Defi
nition 222, these clusters are symmetry clusters. •
From Summary 221, part 1, The cluster (ji,j2,-,jk,t) is mapped under K to the

branch ({0;ji,j2,...,jk,t}). Similarly, the complementary cluster (l,ji - l,j2,...,jk,t
mapped under K to the branch ({0; 1, ji — l,j2, •••, jk,t}) •
But ({0;ji,j2,-,jk,t}) and ({0; 1, ji - 1, j2,..., jk,t}) are complementary branches.
Therefore:

5.6.1 Summary
Summary 231 Under K, complementary clusters in the Gauss Map are mapped
to complementary branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Chapter 6

Generalising the Gauss M a p and
the Stern-Brocot Tree

6.1

Introduction

We saw in Chapter 2 that the Gauss Map was defined over the unit interval as

/

0

if

x= 0

G(x)= <

imodl ={£}, 0<z<l
In this chapter we extend the domain of the Gauss Map, initially to the domain x > 0

and then to the entire number line. By so doing we hope to build on the link

have already been demonstrated between the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot Tr
will complete our correspondence between the Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot

222
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6.2 The Enlarged Gauss Map

Consider the following extended definition of the Gauss Map, styled the Enla
Map.

Definition 232 (Enlarged Gauss Map)

{0 if x = 0
imodl ={J}, x>0

The map is found at Figure 6.1.
By definition, the Enlarged Gauss Map, Q, is identical to the original Gauss

within the domain 0 < x < 1. Chapter 2 dealt extensively with the iterates, s
and other features that arise for the Map within that domain.
Consider the part of the domain where x > 1.
For this part,
Q(x) = - (6-1)
x
Then

g2

<*> = eMmodl

= x mod 1

= {x} (6-2)

Hence the second iterate for x > 1 consists simply of the fractional part of

that the second iterate over the domain x > 1 consists of disjoint truncated
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line, y = x, displaced vertically downwards by the integer parts [x]. Figure 6.2 shows the
second iterate for this Enlarged Gauss Map.
Consider again the part domain x > 1. Within this part domain we have

Qz(x)
= -r-r mod 1

{x}
= G({x}) (6.3)

But (6.3) indicates that there is self-matching beyond that which we discove
ter 2. In that chapter we found that, for the domain 0 < x < 1, there exist
partners mirrored around the axis x = \. These symmetry partners were found

adjacent iterates of the map. In the Enlarged Gauss Map, the graph of the fi

defined over 0 < x < 1 is repeated in the third iterate within each unit int

domain x > 1. Figure 6.3 shows the third iterate for the domain x > 1. We ge
results with the following theorem.

Theorem 233 (Enlarged Gauss Map)
Letx = {a0;ai,...}.
i) 7/a0 = 0,
Q

n

(x) = Gn (x) = {0;an+i,an+2,...}

ii) If ao > 0 and n > 2,

g n(x) = g n'2 ({x}) = Gn~2 ({x}) = {0;an-i,an,...}
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Proof, i) For ao = 0 :
Since Q and G are identical in [0,1], if ao = 0

G n(x) = Gn(x)
= {0;an+1,an+2,...} by Theorem 11

ii) For ao > 0 :
From (6.3), if ao > 0

g 3(x) = G({x})
= Q ({>})

And so, for n > 3

53(i) = 0 n"3 (0

3

(a:))

= Q n'\G ({x}))
= 0 »"2 ({a:})

= ^-2(W)
= {0;an_i,an,...} by Theorem 11

For n = 2,
£ 2(x) = {x} = {0;ai,a2,...}

225
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Theorem 233 tells us that the graph of the kth iterate in the domain 0 < x < 1 is

identical to the graph of the (k + 2)th iterate in each of the domains a < x < a + 1 whe
a = 1,2,3,.... Figure 6.4 shows the third iterate of the Enlarged Gauss Map.
We now extend Definition 15 of Chapter 2 so that it covers all parts of the Enlarged
Gauss Map.

Definition 234 For particular values ofjo,ji,...,jk,
the (jo,ji,—,Jk) part of the map gk, designated as G-k • • , is that part of g

k

whose domain is:
({Jo;Ji,-,Jk,l},{Jo;ji,-,jk}} fork odd; and,
[{Jo;ji,-,jk},{jo;ji,-,jk,l}) fork even.
That is, the domain of the (jo,ji, •••,jk) part of the map g contains all points

x = {jo;ji,-,jk,ak+i,ak+2,...}

where each ak+i is a positive integer.

6.3 Linkages between the Enlarged Gauss Map and the S
Brocot Tree

In our last chapter we explored the similarities between the Gauss Map and the left hal

of the Stern-Brocot Tree. We are now able to extend this analysis to include the entire
Stern-Brocot Tree. To do this we need to extend Definition 220 of Chapter 5.
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Definition 235 Let K denote the map from the Enlarged Gauss Map to the Stern-Brocot
Tree given by:
IK"

(Jo,ji,-,jk) -»• {jo;ji,-,jk}

That is, under K, the (jo,ji,—,jk)th part in the kth iterate is transformed in
{ja',ji,—,jk} in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

Note that the points of discontinuity in the kth iterate of the Enlarged Gaus

{(x,o)-.gk(x) = o}
6.3.1 Summaries

We have already seen in Chapter 5 that for the Gauss Map and the left half o
Brocot Tree:

Summary 236 For the Gauss Map:
Under K :

1. Clusters in the Gauss Map become Branches in the left-half of the Stern-B
Tree. That is, sequential parts within a given cluster in the Gauss Map are

sequential members of the corresponding branch in the left-half of the Stern

2. Clusters are bounded by Cluster lines in the Gauss Map; branches are boun
Pivots in the Stern-Brocot Tree.

3. The domain of a cluster in the Gauss Map and the domain of its correspondi
branch in the Stern-Brocot Tree are identical.

4- The cluster line x = {Q;ji,j2, •••,jk} is associated with a cluster which
a branch possessing the pivot {0;ji,j2,..-, jk} •
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W e n o w show that similar remarks can be m a d e of the Enlarged Gauss M a p .

Recall that by Theorem 233 the graph of the kth iterate in the first unit interval of the

graph is repeated in every other consecutive unit interval in the (k + 2)th iterate. This

implies that the form of the graph of each part in the first unit interval of the kth ite
is repeated in every later unit interval of the (k + 2)th iterate. Therefore the form of

graph of each cluster and cluster line in the first unit interval of the kth iterate is r
in every later unit interval of the (k + 2)th iterate.
It follows that, in the Enlarged Gauss Map, there are an infinite number of repeating

parts and clusters within any one iterate and an infinite number of symmetry partners and

symmetry clusters in the next higher iterate. The symmetry is found at each of the points
x = ^1 where k is any non-negative integer. This is in contrast with the Gauss Map
for which only one symmetry partner exists for any part (other than the first part), and

one symmetry cluster exists for every cluster (other than the first cluster which possess

a symmetry cluster if the first part is deleted from the cluster). Moreover, there is onl
one centre of symmetry in the Gauss Map, namely, x = A, compared to an infinite set of
centres of symmetry given by x = ^^ in the Enlarged Gauss Map.

Example 237 Within the Enlarged Gauss Map, the (0, ji)* part, where ji > 1, has a
symmetry partner in the second iterate. The graph of the (0,ji) part is also repeated
infinitely in the third iterate as the parts (t,ji) where t = 1,2,3,... and its symmetry

partner is repeated infinitely in the fourth iterate. Similar comments hold for the clus
from which the (0,ji) part is taken.

Since
(J0,ji,-,jk) -> {Jo;ji,-,Jk}
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Then

(Jo,Ji,-,jk,t) -» {jo;ji,-,jk,t}

But this means that the cluster (jo,ji,...,jk,t) with cluster line x = {jo',ji,—,Jk} i

mapped to the branch ({jo; ji, -.., jk, £}) that has pivot {j0; ji, ...Jk}- Moreover, {
and {joji, —Jk} represent the bounds of the domain of the cluster (joji, —Jk,t). The

bounds of the domain of the branch ((j0; j\, • • •, jk, t}) are also {j0 ;ji,...,jk,l}
We conclude that for the Enlarged Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot Tree:

Summary 238 For the Enlarged Gauss Map:
Under K :
1. Clusters in the Enlarged Gauss Map become Branches in the Stern-Brocot Tree.
That is, sequential parts within a given cluster are mapped to sequential members of
corresponding branch. K is one-to-one.
2. Clusters are bounded by Cluster lines in the Enlarged Gauss Map; branches are
bounded by Pivots in the Stern-Brocot Tree.
3. The domain of a cluster and the domain of its corresponding branch are identical.
4. The cluster line x — {joJi,J2,—Jk} is associated with a cluster which is mapped
to a branch possessing the pivot {J0J1J2, —Jk} •

Example 239 Consider the following clusters within the Enlarged Gauss Map

{(1,£);£>1} = {(1,1),(1,2),(1,3),...}
{(2,£);£>1} = {(2,1), (2,2), (2,3),...}
{(3,£);£>1} = {(3,1), (3,2), (3,3),...}
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The width of the domain of each of these clusters is equal to 1.
Under K these clusters map respectively to the following branches in the Stern-Brocot
Tree:

«M» = {f-l-i.-}
<{2,«}> = {f,|,|,...}
/ro u f4

7 10

1

where each branch has a domain with width equal to 1.
Figure 3.1 shows some of these branches. They appear in the right half of the SternBrocot Tree.

6.4 Clusters and Branches

In the last chapter we identified a cluster in the Gauss Map that corresponded to a par

a left-diagonal found within the left half of the Stern-Brocot Tree. We showed that the
was only one cluster that made this correspondence. Having defined the Enlarged Gauss
Map we now demonstrate that this cluster and its corresponding branch can be extended.
From Summary 221 of Chapter 5, the branch
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corresponds to the cluster that represents all of the first iterate of the Gauss Map.
what branch of the Stern-Brocot Tree, if any, corresponds to the first iterate of the
Gauss Map? We know that each part of a cluster has domain bounded by two consecutive
terms in a branch. Thus the (0,1)** part has domain bounded by x = y and x = \. In
the Enlarged Gauss Map the first part of the enlarged cluster is "bounded" by

and

*" = "oo(=i)
(See Figure 6.1).
But these "bounds" are the first two entries in the branch at (6.4) when it is ex-

trapolated backwards by one entry. That is, the first iterate of the Enlarged Gauss Ma
corresponds to an extrapolation of the branch y, ^, ^,... such that it becomes

1111
0'1'2'3'""

Consider now the significance of Theorem 214 of Chapter 5. It states that each part in
a lower iterate has as its domain the domain of a cluster in the next higher iterate.

true for the Enlarged Gauss Map as well, as the graph of the Gauss Map and its iterate
is repeated in every unit interval according to Theorem 233. However over the domain

x > 1, the second iterate of the Enlarged Gauss Map consists of the line y = a;-1 disp

vertically downwards (See Figure 6.2). This graph is the only exception to Theorem 233
when extended to the Enlarged Gauss Map, though it does have a corresponding branch
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in the Stern-Brocot Tree, namely
12 3
l'l'l''"

6.5 The Generalised Gauss Map

In this section we extend the domain of the Gauss Map to encompass the entir
line. We call this the Generalised Gauss Map.

Definition 240 The Generalised Gauss Map is defined as

0 if x = 0

G(x) =

imodl ={J}, x^O
This definition implies that,

G (-x) = 1 - G (x) (6.5)

This follows from

The first iterate of the generalised map is shown at Figure 6.5. Note that t
Gauss Map is the right half of the Generalised Gauss Map. The Enlarged Gauss
when reflected around the y- axis and then reflected around y = \ forms the

the Generalised Gauss Map. That is, the left half of the Generalised Gauss M
by rotating the Enlarged Gauss Map by 180° around the point (0, 2) •
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Therefore, from (6.5), the Generalised Gauss M a p is simply,

g (x)

G(x) =

i

for x > 0

1 - g (-x) for x < 0

W e now show that an extension of the Stern-Brocot Tree, styled the Generalised
Stern-Brocot Tree, can be made so that it covers all rationals, not just the positive
rationals. Moreover, as with the Gauss Map compared to the left half of the SternBrocot Tree, and the Enlarged Gauss Map compared to the entire Stern-Brocot Tree, the
Generalised Gauss Map possesses a similar correspondence with the Generalised SternBrocot Tree.

6.6 The Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree

The Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree is a series of levels such that each level represen

mediants formed using every term in previous levels. The middle level, designated Leve
0, is given by:
Level 0 — Q y Q

Recall our interleaving definition of the Stern-Brocot sequence.

Definition 241 We denote by #, the interleave operator acting on two ordered sets
A= (ai,a2,...,ak+i) and
B = (bi,b2, ...,bk), such that
A#B = (ai,bi,a2,b2,...,bk,ak+i) .

Based on this definition we formally define the Generalised Stern-Brocot sequence.
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Definition 242 (Generalised Stern-Brocot Sequence)
Let

HQ

— (^jp, y, jj), and for n > 1,

Hn ~ Hn-i# medHn-i

where medHn-i denotes the increasing sequence of mediants that are generated
secutive terms in Hn-i.

That is, if
Hn-1 = (hn-l,l,hn-l,2, ••-, ^n-l,2"+l)

then

medHn-i = ((hn-iti + hn-ij2) , (hn-i}2 + nn_i,3) ,..., (an_i)2n + hn-ij2n+i)).

We note that Hn represents the increasing sequence containing both the first

of mediants based on HQ, and the terms of HQ itself. It is styled the Genera
Brocot sequence.

Let the left half of med Hn be designated by / med Hn and the right half by r

Since med Hn contains 2n+1 terms each of I med Hn and r med Hn contain exactly
We propose the following definition for the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree:

Definition 243 (Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree)
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The Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree is a series of levels given by:

Level (-3)

I med H2

Level (-2)

1 med Hi

Level (-1)

I med Ho

Level (0)

1 0 1
0 10

Level (1)

r med Ho

Level (2)

r med Hi

Level (3)

r med H2

Note the introduction of negative levels in the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree.

Figure 6.6 gives the first five positive and negative levels of the Generali
Brocot Tree (perhaps now better styled a Stern-Brocot "Dicotyledon")

It is clear that the left half of the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree is gener

i) a reflection of the Stern-Brocot Tree around the pivot 2, with all reflec
becoming negative when reflected, followed by,
ii) a reflection of this newly created left half around Level 0.
This is equivalent to a rotation by 180° around the pivot £.
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Accordingly, branches, symmetries and other features are all preserved under these
two reflections that form the left half of the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree.
Note that these two reflections in the Stern-Brocot construction correspond to the

reflections that led to the development of the Generalised Gauss Map out of the Enlar

Gauss Map. That is, in forming the left halves of each generalised construction, bot

halves were made subject to a reflection around a vertical axis followed by a reflect

around a horizontal axis. Since the right halves of both generalised constructions ar

simply the Enlarged Gauss Map and the Stern-Brocot Tree, for which we have identified

the linkages in Summary 238, the linkages are retained in the Generalised Gauss Map a
the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree.

Additionally, since in both generalised constructions the left half is formed by sim

reflections of the right half, the linkages between branches and clusters of both co
tions are preserved in the right half.

6.6.1 Summary
Summary 244 For the Generalised Gauss Map:
Under K.:
1. Clusters in the Generalised Gauss Map become Branches in the Generalised Stern-

Brocot Tree. That is, sequential parts within a given cluster are mapped to sequentia
members of the corresponding branch.
2. Clusters are bounded by Cluster lines in the Generalised Gauss Map; terms within
a branch approach the pivot of the branch in the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree.
3. The domain of a cluster and the domain of its corresponding branch are identical.
4- Forj0>0Ji >1,-Jk>l,
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the cluster line
x

= {joJi,J2,-Jk}

is associated with a cluster which is mapped to a branch possessing the pivot

{joJi,J2,-Jk}

and, the cluster line

x

= -{joJi,J2,-Jk}

= {-Jo-l;l,ji-l,J2,-Jk}

is associated with a cluster which is mapped to a branch possessing the pivot

-{joJi,J2,-,jk}
= {-j'o - i; i,ii - ij2,-Jk}

It may be argued that we have over-engineered the definitions for the Generalised
Gauss Map and the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree, especially when a simpler alternative

is available. Why not simply define both constructions as a single reflection of the E

Gauss Map around the y—axis on the one hand, and a simple reflection of the Stern-Broco
Tree around the pivot y on the other hand? This has the appeal of elegance and all the
linkages of Summary 244 are retained.
The reason why this alternative has not been chosen is that it does not seem the most
natural extension of either the Enlarged Gauss Map or the Stern-Brocot Tree. Consider

6. Generalising the Gauss M a p and the Stern-Brocot Tree
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the progression: In moving from the Gauss Map to the Enlarged Gauss Map we si

extended the domain of the original construction; in moving from the Enlarge
Map to the Generalised Gauss Map we simply extended the domain further. The
equation of the map was unchanged throughout.

Similarly, by defining negative levels within the Generalised Stern-Brocot T
have the following elegant results:

i) The first right diagonal in the Stern-Brocot Tree when extrapolated backw

produces a diagonal in the negative levels of the Generalised Stern-Brocot T
we have the following extrapolated diagonal:

-3-2-10123
•

•

•

—

,

—

,

1

'

!

'

!

'

!

'

!

'
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ii) The first left diagonal in the Stern-Brocot Tree when extrapolated backw

duces a diagonal in the negative levels of the Generalised Stern-Brocot Tree
have the following extrapolated diagonal:

1 J_ J_ 1 1 1 1
-Z3'Z2'-l'0'l'2'3'"'

Chapter 7

Self-Matching and Interleaving:
The Paperfolding Sequence

7.1 Introduction
Recall from Chapter 3 that the Stern-Brocot Tree is formed from an underlying interleave

operation. In this chapter we develop and characterise one particular interleave operatio
known as the paperfolding sequence. The paperfolding sequence, as we shall discover, is
also found within the Stern-Brocot sequence. Dekking et al [1] deal extensively with the

paperfolding sequence, though the approach adopted in this chapter is different to theirs

in that we highlight the interleaving foundations of the sequence. Similarly, Schroeder [
makes mention of the self-matching of the paperfolding sequence (though he does not use
the term self-matching) but then concentrates on the graphical aspects of the sequence.
Our interest is with the interleaving and self-matching of paperfolding. In fact, we de-

rive two different but related expressions for paperfolding, one based on interleaving, t
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other based on self-matching. Paperfolding is subtly exhibited in a number of constr

tions. For example, from Definition 81 of Chapter 3, the Stern-Brocot Tree is compos
left and right mediants in every level, and if we designate a left mediant as 1 and

mediant as 0, for Stern-Brocot sequences of any order, the following sequence, style
Paperfolding sequence, emerges:

110110011100100...

This sequence has no immediately obvious pattern. We will also see this pattern emer
in the Gray Code, which we define later in this chapter.
Amazingly, this fundamental sequence, as its name suggests, begins with a humble
sheet of paper.

Take a sheet of paper and fold it once, right over left. When we open out this paper

we see that we have a single crease. Now fold the paper twice. That is, fold it once
before and then fold it again, right over left. Upon opening the paper we see three

We observe that there are two different types of crease, one a V shape and the other

A shape. From here on we refer to the V crease as 1 and the A crease as 0. Hence aft
folding the paper twice and then unfolding we have the following pattern: 110.

Definition 245 Designate as Si the paperfolding sequence of creases produced after t

ith folding.
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Example 246

Si = (1)
S2 = (110)
S3 = (1101100)
54 = (110110011100100)

We observe that at every new folding, a new crease is placed between every two adjace

creases that are already in existence. Moreover these new creases alternate between a

and a A. Each new crease is found at an odd position in the new sequence. Visually th
can be represented as

VAVAVAVAVAVAVA VA

or in symbolic notation 1010101010... 10. Accordingly, after i foldings the number o
is 2{ - 1. This pattern suggests a recursive action in the generation of Si based on
interleave operator. Recall from Chapter 1, our interleaving definition:

Definition 247 The interleave operator # acting on the two sequences
U = (uiu2u3...un+i) and
V = (v\v2vs...vn) generates the following interleaved sequence

U#V = uiviu2v2...unvnun+i

Definition 248 We define the alternating sequence of even length m, as Am = (101010...
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where the right hand side is a sequence of length m.

7.2 Mirror Sequences
We now introduce the concept of mirror sequences.

Definition 249 Let
Yr = (ymys-yr)

be a binary sequence (that is, each element can take on only the values 1 or
r. Then,

i) if Vk + Vr-k+l — 1, where 1 < k < [|] , then yk and yr-k+i are called mirro
elements;
H) if Vk + Vr-k+i = 1 f°r aM k where 1 < k < [|] , then Yr is called a mirror
sequence;

iii) if Pr — pip2p3--.pr is another binary sequence and yk +pr_k+i = 1 for all
1 < k < r, then P is the mirror ofY, denoted as P = y(m).

The following is our first expression for the paperfolding sequence based on
tion of a mirror sequence. We designate it the self-matching expression for

7.2.1 Self-Matching and Paperfolding

Definition 250 (Self-Matching Expression for Paperfolding)
The paperfolding sequence, Si is defined as

S{ = Si-i(l)sl™l where Si = 1
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L e m m a 251 IfY2r-i is a mirror sequence of length 2r — 1, then

A2r#Y2r-i

is a mirror sequence of length 4r — 1.

Proof. This follows when we note that each element of A2r and each element
retain their mirror elements in the interleaved sequence. •

7.2.2 Interleaving and Paperfolding

We now derive an alternate expression for paperfolding based on interleaving.

Theorem 252 (Interleave Expression for Paperfolding)
For i > 2,
Si = A2i-i#Si-i

where Si = 1.

Proof. We prove this by induction.
We have 52 = A2\ #<Si.
Let for some i — k > 1, Sk = A2k-\#Sk-i.
Then

A2k#Sk

=
=

A2k#Sk-i(l)St\
A2fc-i#S'fc-i(l)A2fc-i#5fc_1

= ^a^-^sn

c™)
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Using Lemma 251, since Sk is a mirror sequence, then A2k#Sk is a mirror seque
from (7.1), Sk^A^-iftS^l

is a mirror sequence. For this to be true,

sk(i)A2k-i#s{km\ = s*(i) (4,*_i#s£3
=

s fc (i)Sfc m)

And since
S*fc+i = 5fc(l)^m)

we have
•Sjfc+i =

(Note that we could have shown that Sk
251.

A2k#Sk

= A2k-i#Sk\jL without resort to L e m m a

Since Sk = A2k-i#Sk-i, and Sk ends with the value 0, then Sk

value 1.

begins with the

But this means that every corresponding odd term in Sk and S^' is identical

being the successive terms in A2k-i. All other elements of Sk must be mirror elements
to their corresponding elements in S^ . But all these other elements in Sk are, when
arranged in order, exactly Sk-i- Their corresponding elements in S^ , when arranged in
order, are therefore exactly S^yv That is, Sk

= A2k-i#Sj£y1 ) •

7.2.3 Summary

Summary 253 There are two equivalent ways of representing the same mirror s
Si. That is
i) Self-Matching:
Si = Si-i(l)Stl (7.2a)
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and
ii) Interleaving:
Si = A2i-i#Si-1 (7.3)

where Si = 1.

Using Si = A2t-i#iSj_i, we have,

Si = A2i-i#Si-i
= A2i-i#A2i-2#Si-2

= A2i-1#A2i-2#...#A2#l (7.4)

Accordingly, the paperfolding sequence is no more than a series of successive interle
of alternating sequences based on the term 1. This is an important observation as it
us that interleaving and self-matching are intimately connected concepts. For
example, imagine the paperfolding sequence of infinite length. If we remove every odd

term in the sequence, that is we "deleave" it, we are left with the paperfolding seque

of infinite length! If we interleave the sequence with the alternating sequence of in
length we are left with the paperfolding sequence of infinite length!
Similarly,
^m)=A2i-1#A2i_2#...#A2#0
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That is, the mirror sequence of a paperfolding sequence is generated as for
sequence except that it is based on the term 0. Hence S^ = 0.

7.3 Identifying Terms within The Paperfolding Sequence
We note that for k > 0, h > 0 every positive integer n can be represented as
n = 2k(4h + 1) or n = 2fc(4a + 3).

Theorem 254 Let S{ = fif2.-f2i-i, where fn refers to the nth entry in Si.
Fork>0,h> 0,

{1, ifn = 2k(4h + l)
0, i/n = 2fc(4h + 3)

Proof, (by induction)
We prove this by induction on i.
We have Si = 1, so /i = 1 and n = 2fc(4n + 1) = 1 for k = h = 0.
Suppose the theorem is true for Si-\.
Now

Si-i = (gig2...o2i-i_i)
= (f2fl—f2i-2)

7. Self-Matching and Interleaving: T h e Paperfolding Sequence
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A2i-i = 1010...1

= hhh-fx-i (7-5)

Therefore from (7.5), for h > 0,

fih+i = 1
Uh+3 = 0

It follows that our theorem is true for

(hf±-hi-2)

and

(hhh-f2i-i)

That is, the theorem is true for

(fih-fv-i) = A2i-i#Si-i = Si

And so our theorem is true for alii •
Proof, (by interleaving)
Since Si = A2i-i#<%_!,
fl=f5 = f9 = - = 1
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Similarly, since Si-i = A2i-2#5i_2,

h = /io = /is = ... = 1

where the subscript of the /s refer to positions within S%.
Continuing in this way, we have

fi = h = h = -

= 1

h = /io = /is =

... = 1

h = ho = he =

... = 1

f2k = f2k5 = f2kg

That is, /n = 1, if n = 2k(4h + l),k>0,h>0.
In like fashion,

h = h = /n = -

= 0

/e = /i4 = /22 = ••

. = 0

/l2 = /28 = fu = -

. = 0

/2fc.3 = /2fc.7 = /2fc.ll

That is, /„ = 0, if n = 2k(Ah + 3), k > 0, h, > 0. •
Note that an alternative representation of Theorem 254 could be:

248
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Let Si = (fih—f2i-i)- For each counting number, n, factorise as follows: n = 2 p

where p is necessarily an odd number. Then for each n = 2kp, if p mod 4 = 1 t
Otherwise /n = 0.

Theorem 255 f2i+k = /fc, for 1 < fc < 2i and A; ^ 2'"1.

Proof, (by self-matching)
We have

Si+i = Si(l)S{

= Si-i(i)stl(i)st]
= (hh-fk-f2i-l(f2i = l)/2+l-/2+fc--/2i+1-2/2i+1-l)

Since Si-i(l)Stl = (fih-fk-fx-i), then /fc and /2i_fc must be mirror elements
when k = 2i_1.

Similarly, /2i_fc and /2i+fc are also mirror elements when fc > 1. It follows
f2i+k ioil<k<2i and k ^ 2i_1. •
Proof. (Alternate)
There are two cases: k = 2l(4h + 1) and k = 2z(4/i + 3).
1) Consider the case: k = 2l(4h + 1).
For this case:

k = 2l(4h + l)
= 2l+2h + 2l
< 2{
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Then there are two sub cases: h > 0 and h = 0.
i) for h > 0,

1 + 2 <i

Now

2l + k =

2{ + 2l(Ah + l)

= 2l (?~l + Ah + l)
= 2l (A.2m + Ah+1) since 1 + 2 <i
= 2l(A(h + 2m) + l)

And so, by Theorem 254, fk = f2i+k = 1ii) for h = 0,
k = 2l <2{

And so

2l + k =
=

2^ + 2'
21(T-1 + V)

2l (Am + 1) for i > I + 1
3.2' for i = I + 1
1 for i > I + 1
0 for i = I + 1

Thus for k = 2l(Ah + 1), except for the case when k — 2% , fk — f2i+k - 1
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2) N o w consider the case k = 2l (Ah + 3).
For this case,

k

=

2l(Ah + 3)

= 2l+2h + 2l.3
< 2i

Then there are two sub-cases:
i) for h > 0,

1 + 2 <i

And so,

2* + k

2i + 2l(Ah + 3)

=

= 2l (tf-1 +4/i + 3)
= 2l (A.2m + Ah + 3) since I + 2 < i
= 2l (A (h + 2m) + 3)

Thus /fc = f2i+k = 0.
ii) for h = 0,
k = 3.2'

And so,

2* + k

=

2*+ 3.2'

251
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2l h?-1 + 3
2l (Am + 3) for i > I + 1
2l (A + 1) for i = I + 1
0 for i > I + 1
1 fori = 1 + 1

Thus for k = 2l(Ah + 3), except for the case when k = 2*_1, fk = f2i+k = 0.
We have therefore shown that f2i+k = fk, for 1 < k < 2% and k ^ 2l_1. •

7.4 Fixed Sequence
Consider the infinite binary sequence

S= lim sn = (hhh-)
n—*oo

and the infinite alternating sequence

A = lim An = (101010 )
n—>oo

Define the sequence function F(U) = A#£7 where U is an infinite sequence. T
S, and hence S is the fixed sequence of the function F.

7.5 Age Cohorts
We now look for patterns arising from the 'relative age' of each element in

Definition 256 For Sn = A2n-i#Sn-i, elements belonging to Sn but not to Sn-i a
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members of the nth cohort.

Since Sn = A2n-i#Sn-i, the 2n_1 elements coming from A2«-i in the interleave
represent the nth cohort. Thus the (n - k)th cohort contains 2n-fc~1 elements, where
0 < k < n - 1. We observe that if we express i = 2k(2h + 1) where k = 0,1,2,... and

h = 0,1,2,... then within Sn, fi belongs to the (n - k)th cohort. It follows that the
(n - k)th cohort has elements in Sn, spaced 2k+1 units apart. This implies that in Sn

there are 2k+1 — 1 elements separating any two successive elements of the (n - A;) co
In particular, since every odd placed element in Sn belongs to the nth cohort, for i
fi is a member of the nth cohort.

In the next section we demonstrate some of the less obvious features of the paperfol
sequence.

7.6 Triples, Doubles and Singles

Definition 257 A triple is an instance of three and only three consecutive identical
in a binary sequence.

Example 258 SA = (110110011100100) contains one instance of the triple, 111.

Theorem 259 For n > A, Sn contains 2n"4 instances of the triple, 111, and 2n~4 - 1
instances of the triple, 000.

Proof. We prove this by induction.
The theorem holds for n = 4.
Suppose for some k, where k > A, Sk contains 2k~A instances of the triple, 111, and
2fc-4 _ 1 instances of the triple, 000.
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Consider Sk+i = ^(l)^™ .

Since Sfc contains 2k~A -1 instances of the triple, 000, S^ contains 2fc-4 -1 instance
of the triple, 111 (they are mirrors of each other).
Similarly, since Sk contains 2fc_4 instances of the triple, 111, Sk contains 2fc~4 instances of the triple, 000.
Now because Sk is a mirror sequence that begins with 110, it concludes with 100.
Therefore Sk begins with 110. It follows that the middle term of

Sk+i = Sk(l)Sk

generates an extra triple of 111 on top of those already found in Sk and S™ .
Thus Sk+i contains 2fc~4 + 2fc-4 - 1 + 1 = 2k~3 instances of the triple, 111. Sk+i also

contains 2fc~4 + 2fc_4 - 1 = 2k~3 - 1 instances of the triple, 000. It follows that our
holds for all k > A. •

Corollary 260 The middle element of Sn is located at the beginning of the (2n_5 + l)th
instance of the triple, 111.

Proof. By Theorem 259, Sn-i contains 2n~5 instances of the triple, 111. Since
Sn = Sn-iWS^l and (l)S%l\ begins with an instance of the triple, 111, the result
follows. •

Definition 261 A double is an instance of two and only two consecutive identical val
in a binary sequence.

Example 262 S4 = (110110011100100) contains two instances of the double, 11, and
three instances of the double, 00.
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Theorem 263 For n > A, Sn contains 2n~3 instances of the double, 11, and 2n~3 + 1
instances of the double, 00.

Proof. We prove this by induction.
The theorem holds for n = 4.
Suppose the theorem holds for some k > A.
Consider Sk+i = Sk(l)S(km).

Sk contains 2k~3 instances of the double, 11, and 2fc~3 + 1 instances of the double, 00.
Therefore Sk contains 2k~3 instances of the double, 00, and 2k~3 +1 instances of the
double, 11.
Since Sk begins with the double, 11, (l)Sk replaces this instance of the double, 11,

into an instance of the triple, 111. Thus (l)Sk has one less instance of the double, 1

Therefore the number of instances of the double, 11, in Sfc(l)s£m) is 2fc-3+2fc~3+l-l =
2k~2. That is, Sk+i contains 2fc_4 instances of the double, 11.
Similarly, (l)Sk contains the same number of instances of the double, 00, as Sk . It

follows that Sk(l)S{km) possesses 2fc~3 + 1 + 2fc~3 = 2k~2 + 1 instances of the double, 00.
That is, Sk+i contains 2k~2 + 1 instances of the double, 00. And so for all k > A our
theorem holds. •

Definition 264 A single is an isolated instance of a value in a binary sequence.

Example 265 64 = (110110011100100) contains one instance of the single, 1, and one
instance of the single, 0.

Lemma 266 Sn contains only singles, doubles or triples.
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Proof, (by Interleaving).
Since
Si = A2i-i#Si-i

every odd term in Si is different to adjacent odd terms. Therefore the maximum run o

like terms is three before a change occurs. That is, only singles, doubles and trip
exist within Si. •
Proof, (by Self-Matching).
We prove this by induction.

£4 = (110110011100100) is the first paperfolding sequence possessing singles, double
and triples. <Si to 63 contain singles and doubles only.

Suppose 5fc consists of singles, doubles and triples only. It follows that Sk contai
nothing more than singles, doubles and triples. Note that Si always begins with 110
i > 1. This is because under self-matching Si-i always appears as the first part of

which also means Si-2 always appears as the first part of Si and so on until S2 alwa
appears as the first part of Si. Similarly, S^ always begins with 110 for i > 2.
We have
Sk+i = Sk(l)S{km)

Since at the middle of Sk+i nothing more than a triple is formed, whilst everywhere

nothing more than a triple exists, it follows that Sk+i consists of singles, doubles
triples only. •

Theorem 267 For n > 4, Sn contains 2n_4 instances each of the single, 1, and the sing
0
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Proof. By Lemma 266, Sn contains only singles, doubles or triples. Since Sn is a

mirror sequence it must contain an identical number of singles of 1 and 0. (This is no

true for doubles and triples as the middle value (1) in Sn distorts the ratio of doub
triples as seen in the above theorems).
Now from Theorem 263, Sn contains 2n~2 +1 doubles. That is, there are 2(2n~2 + l) =
2n_1 + 2 elements of Sn made up as doubles.
Similarly from Theorem 259, there are 2n_3 — 1 triples in Sn.
That is, there are 3(2n_3 - 1) = 3.2n~3 - 3 elements of Sn made up as triples.
Hence there are 7.2n_3 — 1 elements in Sn that form into either doubles or triples.

Since Sn contains 2n — 1 elements altogether, it follows that there are 2n_3 singles in
Since there are equal numbers of singles of 0 and singles of 1, there are 2n_4 singles
0 and 2n"4 singles of 1. •

7.7 Linking Paperfolding and the Stern-Brocot Tree

We demonstrated in Chapter 3 that the Stern-Brocot tree is made up of successive level

of mediants. The mediants in any one level are formed from applying child's addition t

terms in previous levels. Thus the mediant of \ (found on level 2) and | (found on lev
3) is

1+ 2 3
2+ 3 ~ 5
which is found on level 4.

We now explore the presence of a paperfolding pattern in the Stern-Brocot tree. Recall
from Chapter 3, Definition 81:
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is the mediant formed in level k + 1 that is smaller than

its parent found in level k.

A right mediant is the mediant formed in level k + 1 that is greater than its parent
found in level k.

Thus from this definition, if m is a term in the ith level of the Stern-Brocot Tree,

left mediant of m is the mediant that has m as its parent and appears in the (i + 1)

level and to the left of m. Similarly the right mediant of m is the mediant that has
as its parent and appears in the (i + l)th level and to the right of m.

Example 269 The left mediant of § is fj. The right mediant of § is y|. As expected
these mediants appear in the 6th level because § is in the 5th level.

Since every term possesses a left and right mediant (except y and J) and there are
exactly twice the number of terms in any level to that level immediately above it,

in any level are simply a succession of left and right mediants of terms in the prec

level. Moreover since in any one level (except the zerot/l and first), the left media

term is immediately followed by the right mediant of the same term, each level after
first consists of an alternating sequence of left and right mediants.
Recall from Theorem 110 in Chapter 3:
When expressed in the shortest form of their simple continued fractions:
i) Left mediants possess continued fractions of the form {a0; au ..., ak} where k is

ii) Right mediants possess continued fractions of the form {aQ;ai,...,ak} where k is

even.
Theorem 110 tells us that if w e designate all entries in the Stern Brocot tree that

possess odd k values in their short continued fraction expansions as 1 and all entr
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that possess even k values as 0, then every level of the Stern Brocot tree represent

alternating sequence. Under this mapping, if we displace vertically downwards level
j - 1 onto level j we have, by (7.4), the Paperfolding sequence of size 2'-1 - 1.

Equivalently, if we designate all left mediants as 1 and all right mediants as 0, an

the term in level 1 as 1, then each level in the tree converts to the alternating se
and the Stern-Brocot sequence converts to the Paperfolding sequence.

7.8 Linking Paperfolding and The Gray Code
Our attention now turns to the Gray Code as yet another example of the way in which

the paperfolding sequence, and interleave operators in general, are embedded in many
constructions.

The Gray Code owes its name to Frank Gray a research physicist at the Bell Telephone

Laboratory. Though it was first used in telegraphy by Emile Baudot (1845-1903), Gray

used the code to minimise errors that arose in signals transmitted by pulse code mod

tion. The code is still used for checking errors in communications systems. Tognetti

has characterised many of the properties of the Gray Code. We confine our interest t

identifying the paperfolding sequence (and thus self-matching and interleaving) wit
Gray Code.

Definition 270 (Gray Code).
Let N = 2k + j, where N, j and k are non-negative integers such that
2k < N < 2k+1, k>0 andso0<j < 2k.
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on N, defined as

M(N) = N-j + M(N-(2j + l))
=

2fc + M(2 f c -(j + l))

with
M (0) = 0

Table 7.1 shows M(N)
shows M(N)

for N = 0 to 32. That is, M is the Gray Code for N. It also

to base 2 (called M 2 ) . Notice that each successive value of M (N) differs

from its previous value in one bit change.
For example, for N = 9,10,11, M (N)2 = 1101, 1111, 1110. It is this feature that
makes the Gray Code attractive as a tool for checking errors in data transmission.
Notice also in Table 7.1 that w e have grouped successive integers into blocks. That is,
the kth block, designated as Bk, consists of all integers 2k < N < 2k+1.
W e now define the measure A M (N).
Definition 271

AM (N) = M (N + 1) - M (N)

Example 272

A M (5) =

M(6)-M(5)

Table 7.1 The Gray Code
Conversion from N to M

N

M

M2

AM

p(N)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

0
1
3
2
6
7
5
4
12
13
15
14
10
11
9
8
24
25
27
26
30
31
29
28
20
21
23
22
18
19
17
16
48

0
1
11
10
110
Ul
101
100
1100
1101
1111
1110
1010
1011
1001
1000
11000
11001

1
2
-1
4
1
-2
-1
8
1
2
-1
-4
1
-2
-1
16
1
2
-1
4
1
-2
-1
-8
1
2
-1
-4
1
-2
-1
32
1

1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1

uou
11010
11110
lllll
11101
11100
10100
10101
10111
10110
10010
10011
10001
10000
110000

Note: AM=M(N+1)-M(N)
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5-7
-2

Let the sequence Vi, be defined as

Vi = (P(0),p(l),...,p(2i-2))

where for N = 0,1,2,...
1 if A M (N) > 0
p(N)={

(7-6)

0 if AM (N) < 0
In addition, the following results can be shown:

Lemma 273 In the list AM (i),
i) AM (2k - 1) = 2k, and

ii) Entries that are equally spaced either side of 2k have the same magnitu
opposite in sign.

Proof, i) From Definition 271,

AM (2k - l) = M (2fc) - M (2k - l) (7.7)

But from Definition 270,
M (2fc) = 2k + M (2k - 1

Substituting in (7.7),
AM (2k - l) = 2fe
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ii) Consider the two entries that are spaced £ units either side of AM (2k - l) in t
table, where £ < 2k - 1.
Firstly, we have

k 2k
AM[2f
-1 + t) ==

A M (2* + (£ - 1))

= M (2k + tj - M (2k + (t- 1))
=

2k + M (2k - t - l\

2k + M (2k - £

= M(2k -t-l\-M{2k -i

(7.8)

Secondly, we have by Definition 271,

A M (2k - 1 - t) = M (2k - t) - M (2k - t - l)

(7-9)

Combining (7.8) and (7.9) yields

A M (2k -l+t\ = - A M (2k - 1 - t\

That is, entries that are equally spaced either side of 2k have the same magnitude but are
opposite in sign. •

T h e o r e m 274 Vi = Si, the paperfolding sequence of length 2* — 1.

Proof. W e prove this by induction.
Since AM (0) = 1,

Vi

=

1
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= Si

Suppose Vk = Sk
From Lemma 273,
i) AM (2k - 1) = 2k.
And so, p (2k - 1) = 1.
ii) All entries AM (2k +1) = -AM (2k - t - 2)
for£= 0,1,2,...
But this means that

Vk+i = Sk (1) 4m)
And since
(m)

Sk+i = Sk (1) Sk

our theorem is proved for alH. •

We have seen then that the paperfolding sequence is found in the conversion
M (N) whereby

AM (N) = M (N + 1) - M (N)

subject to
(1 if AM (N) > 0
0 if AM (N) < 0

An interesting aspect of the Gray Code is that a variant of the paperfoldin

also appears in the conversion M (N) to N. Let N (M) be the inverse of M (N
the Grayfolding sequence:
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Definition 275 Let

AN (M) = N(M + 1)-N (M)
subject to
1 if AN (M) > 0
q(M)=l
I 0 ifAN(M)<0
Then the Grayfolding sequence, Qi, is given by:

Qi = {q(0),q(l),...,q(T-2))

Table 7.2 shows AN (M) and q (M) for M = 0 to 32.

7.8.1 Summary
Recall that the paperfolding sequence, Vi(= Si), can be expressed in
i) Self-Matching:
Si+i = Si(l)Slm)

ii) Interleaving:
Si+i = A2i#Si

Similarly, the Grayfolding sequence, Qi, can be expressed in two forms
i) Self-Matching:
Qi+i = Qi(i)Q~x

where Qi = 1 and Q~x is defined as the sequence formed when each 1 in
by 0 and each 0 in Qi is replaced by 1.

Table 7.2 The Gray Code
Conversion from MtoN

M

N

JV2

AN

q(N)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

0
1
3
2
7
6
4
5
15
14
12
13
8
9
11
10
31
30
28
29
24
25
27
26
16
17
19
18
23
22
20
21
63

0
1

1
2
-1
5
-1
-2
1
10
-1
-2
1
-5
1
2
-1
21
-1
-2
1
-5
1
2
-1
-10
1
2
-1
5
-1
-2
1
42
-1

1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

u
10
Ul
UO
100
101
1111
1110
1100
1101
1000
1001
1011
1010
lllll
11110
11100
11101
11000
11001

uou

11010
10000
10001
10011
10010
10111
10110
10100
10101

uuu

Note: AN=N(M+1)-N(M)
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ii) Interleaving:
Qi+i = D2i#Qi

where
D2i = D2i-iD2i-i

for which D2 = A2 — 10, Qi = 1, and D~ti is the sequence formed when each 1 i
D2i-i is replaced by 0 and each 0 in D2;-i is replaced by 1.

f

Chapter 8

Interleaving: The Stickbreaking
Sequence

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we explore an interesting sequence that in a perfect world could be use

resource allocation. We find that this sequence has an interleave operator underpinning

and that the interleave operator is closely related to the paperfolding sequence of Cha
7.
Suppose that we have a stick of unit length which represents some resource such as

the total amount of pension to be allocated. We wish to share this resource evenly amon

say 4 recipients. Our response would be to simply break the stick into 4 equal parts an
give one part to each recipient.
However if another recipient now arrives, and we still wish to have an even distribution, then it would be necessary for us to take back something from each recipient and

266
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redistribute these parts to the new arrival. Such a procedure would not only generate
resentment amongst the recipients but would also be costly to implement. So we ask

whether a better strategy exists, one in which the parts are not all equal and one wher

for a new arrival appearing, we simply break the largest part, which represents the por
of the richest recipient.
Generalising, how do we break the stick so that when the nth recipient arrives at time
n - 1, the stick has been broken into n parts and, no matter what the value of n, the

length of each part is not very much different from ± of the original stick. That is, w

want an approximately even distribution, the more so as the number of recipients become
unbounded.

8.2 Guiding Principles for Equitable Distributions

The single break of the largest part we will call fission. The two new smaller parts we

will call daughters. Daughters are only formed in our model as a result of breaking the
largest part. At each fission two and only two daughters are generated.
Let X(n) and a (n) represent the length of the largest and smallest parts respectively
after n recipients have arrived. For a distribution to be equitable we would hope that
n large
A(n) « - ~ o (n)
v

'

n

That is, nA(n) -> 1 and no (n) -> 1 as n -»• oo.
Three general conditions for equity within our system seem reasonable:
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1. Initial Condition:
A(l) = a(l) = l

That is, with one recipient only in the system, the largest part is the smallest par
it is the only part.

2. Evenness Condition: All the other n — 1 recipients possess parts that are greater
in size than the parts formed by the fission of A(n). This requires that each of the

recipients each in turn possess the largest part as more recipients are input to the

Thus A(n) possesses two and only two daughters, namely, A(2n) and A(2n+1) = a (n + 1)
Since the total of all parts is 1, we have

2n-l

E A « =l
i=n

3. Equity Condition: A(n) asymptotically approaches ~ from above, where C is a
constant greater than 1 and is as small as possible. That is,

C

+

X(n) -

n

Ideally C would equal 1 but our stickbreaking rule may not always provide for this. O

best hope is to find a system that gives a value for C that is close to unity compare
other candidate systems.
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A Candidate Stickbreaking System

Let our potential stickbreaking system be defined as

A(n)=log2 (1 + \
n

Now

lim logo ( 1 H — | =
n—>oo ' y
nJ
1 / 1;"
=

lim — logo [ 1-\—
n—>oo n
\
nr
lim - logo 1 + n->oo n
V
n

Hence for large n, A(n) = log2 (l + ^) approaches

2 ±

^.

But does A(n) = log2 (l + y^) fulfil our equity conditions described above?
We examine each condition and show that they are all met:
1. A(l) = log2 2 = 1. Thus our initial condition is fulfilled.

A(n) = log2(l + i
n

^((i+^-Vi+
2n/ V 2n + l))
=

i \ , A i

log2 1 + —
+log2 1 +
^ V
2n + 1
2n /
A(2n) + A(2n + 1)

Moreover,

2

f > W = log2(i + i)+log2(l + ^ T )+... + log2(i +

^
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= ioS2((ly)(1+y7\...y *
log2

=

nj \
n + lj \
2n + l
n + ln + 2n + 3 2n \
n

n+1

n+ 2

2n + 1

1

thereby guaranteeing our evenness condition.

3. We have no other system to compare with our candidate and so we simply s
that C exists. Since for large n,
log2e

A(n)

n
by setting C = log2e (~ 1.4426) we have A(n) asymptotically approaching — from above.
We conclude that A(n) = log2 (l + ~) represents an equitable distribution.

Bruijn and Erdos [1] have shown that if A(o,n) represents the largest part w
stick is broken into n parts ai,a2,...,an for any sequence characterised by
X(a) = lim supnA(a,n), and over all sequences a,
n—»oo

lim inf A (a) = log2 e

That is, it is impossible to better our log stickbreaking with any other se

sense that no other candidate system can produce a C closer to 1. Thus if w

stick into n intervals and A(n) is the largest part then as n becomes unboun

limsupnA(n) = log2 e ~ 1.4426
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There are however alternatives to our log system that we could have considered agai

our equity conditions. For example, suppose in an alternative system, called a bina

system, we simply propose that the largest recipient's portion is halved whenever a

recipient arrives. Where more than one recipient has the largest part we invoke the
of recency - the person who has had the least recent halving of his or her portion
the person whose part is halved. Thus when there is one recipient A(l) = a(l) = 1,

thereby confirming the first condition for equity. When there are two recipients, t

recipient has his/her portion halved so that both recipients obtain half each. When

third recipient arrives the half belonging to the second recipient is halved so th
recipient has half, the second recipient has a quarter and the third recipient has

The second condition (Evenness Condition) is also met under this binary system. Tha

is, A(n) gives rise to two and only two daughters, namely, A(2n) and A(2n + 1) . As

these are subject to halving only when there are 2n and 2n + 1 recipients respectiv
the system.
So is this binary system more equitable?

Obviously whenever there are n = 2k recipients it is the most equitable system since

everyone possesses equal parts. (We have ignored the fact that some persons have sa

earlier than others). However our third (Equity) condition is not met under this sy
For this binary system
Q

A(n) -» —
n

for any constant C. Rather the value nA(n) routinely oscillates within the range [1

without convergence as n increases. This means that whilst there are occasions when

equitable situations exist, there are many other occasions when the disparity betwe
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and poor is significant and only slowly corrected. W h e n corrections do take place they are

large for one individual relative to his/her peers. Also between any two sy
want the following measures to be compared:

1. Wealth Ratio: ^4, the ratio of wealth between the richest and poorest re
and,

2. Absolute Wealth Difference: A(n) - a(n), the absolute difference in wealt
between the richest and poorest recipient

Our binary system has the following with respect to the first of these measu

A(n)

1

~o~(n)

whenever n = 2k, for k = 0,1,2,...
=

|
2 otherwise

whereas our log system has:

A(n) _
A(n)
a(n) " A(2n-1)
log2 (1 + j)
log2 (l + l^T
lQg2 (1 + A) +

lQ

g2 (l + 2n+l

l0g2 (l + 2^

2lQg2(l+2^1
<

log2 (l + sfcl

That is, for all n in our log system, 1 < y|^ < 2
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This comparison tells us that except for the instances where the binary system yields

-4^2 = 1 (which becomes less common as n increases) the log system provides for a sm

(though increasing with the number of recipients) ratio of wealth between the riche
poorest recipient. Intuitively this suggests a more equitable system.
For the second measure, in the binary system:

0 whenever n = 2k, for k = 0,1,2,.
A(n) — a (n)
2^pr whenever 2k < n < 2k+l

whereas in the log system:

X(n)-a(n)

=

log2 (l + £ ) - log2 (l +

=

log
1

= log2

^

)

^ 2n-l

2n + l_-^
2n

< log2 (l + ^j = X(2n)

Accordingly, our binary system has, when n is a power of 2, no difference between its richest

and poorest recipients; whilst on other occasions the difference is equal to the we
the poorest recipient(s). The log system by contrast, always possesses a difference

this difference is always less than the wealth of the poorest recipient. Overall th
system appears an attractive system.
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8.4 The Stickbreaking Sequence

So as to better understand the distribution of parts we now represent our unbroken sti
as a circle with unit circumference.

Place a point 0 at the top of the circle. The first arrival possesses that part of the

circle from 0 to 0. That is, this person possesses all of the circle. With the second
we use our equitable distribution such that the first arrival, originally possessing
is now required to break this up into

A(2) =

log2 (l + ^\ « .58, and

A(3) = log2 (l + i) « .42

For convenience w e put the largest of these daughtersfirstwhen moving clockwise around

the circle. Thus our circle has a 0 at the top followed by a 1 at a spacing of .58 unit
around the circle when traversed clockwise.
The third arrival sees A(2) broken into two consecutive parts, namely,

A(4) « .32, and
A(5) « .26

Thus with our third arrival, we have a 2 placed at .32 units around the circle from 0.
Summarising:

With 3 recipients there are 3 points around the circle in the order (0,2,1). These poin
define 3 parts with consecutive lengths .32, .26, .42 units.
Recall our definition for an interleave operator:
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Definition 276 An interleave operator, denoted by # , combines twofinitesequences A
and B such that if
A= (ai,a2,as,...,an) and
B = (bi,b2,b3, ...,bn+i), then

B#A= (bi,ai,b2,a2,b3,a3,...,an,bn+i)

We now generalise this definition of an interleave operator.

Definition 277 (Generalised Interleave Operator) Let
A— (ai,a2,...,an) and
B.= (bi,b2, .:,bn+s) be two finite sequences for which s > 0. We define

B*A = (bi,ai,b2,a2,...,bn,an,bn+i,bn+2,bn+3,...,bn+s)
= B#A when s — 1.

Definition 278 (The Stickbreaking Sequence) Let Un = (un,o,un,i, ...,Un,n-i) repre-

sent the sequence of n points that exist around the circle when there are n recipien
order is viewed in a clockwise direction beginning with un,o = 0.
Algebraically,
Let Ui = (wi>0) = (0) and define forj>0,0<k< 2^~\ and0<m<2?
i) U2j = (u2Jfi,u2J,i,...,u2J!2J_i) as the sequence for which,

u2i,2k+i =
u

2J_1

2i,2k = u2i-l,k

+

k and
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and,
ii) U2J+m = U2j • L2j+m where L2j+m = (2'', 2j + 1,..., 2j + m - l)
We call the sequence Un the Stickbreaking sequence.

Example 279

Ui = (0)
U2 = (0,1)
Us = (0,2,1)
UA = (0,2,1,3)
U5 = (0,4,2,1,3)
U6 = (0,4,2,5,1,3)
U7 = (0,4,2,5,1,6,3)
Us = (0,4,2,5,1,6,3,7)

VFe s/iou; t/g

ai

Figure 8.1.

We emphasise that the stickbreaking sequence is not uniquely associated wit

stickbreaking system. The binary system that was compared with our stickbre

has an identical sequence to that of stickbreaking. Because the stickbreaki

found to be more equitable we designate the sequence that is associated wit
stickbreaking sequence.

Figure 8.1: T h e Stickbreaking Sequence U8 translated to the Unit Circumference Circle
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Linking Stickbreaking a n d Interleaving

We now show that the Stickbreaking sequence is determined through an interleave oper
ator.

Definition 280 Let Kn denote a sequence containing 2n elements. Then Kf (pronounced
"K sub n hash") is the sequence containing 2n+1 - 1 elements and defined as

K* = Kn#(...(Ka#(K2#(K1#Ko)))...)

Where no ambiguity is created, we remove the brackets in the expression for Kn and
assume association to the right.
That is,
K* = Kn#...K3#K2#Kl#K0 (8.1)

(Clearly, given the lengths of the sequences involved, the operator # can only have

ing, without the brackets, when the rightmost operator is performed first, followed
second rightmost operator and so on.)
We now consider two special cases of (8.1).
i) Let kjti represent the ith element in Kj. If we assume for all j = 0,1,2,... and
h = 0,1,2, ...that

kj,2h+l = °
k

j,2h = 1
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then Kj = Aj, which is the alternating sequence used in the generation of t
sequence of Chapter 7.
Moreover,

Kf = S^i

is the paperfolding sequence of length 2J_1 — 1 .
ii) By assuming for all j = 0,1,2,... and i = 0,1,2,... that

Kjti = Z + %

then
Kj = (2j, 2> + 1,2' + 2,..., 2^'+1 - 1) (8-2)

Theorem 281 For j > 0, te£ (o,Kf) cteno£e £/ie sequence beginning with 0 fo
the terms of the sequence K* where Kj = (2*, 2' + 1,23 + 2,..., 23+ - 1).
Then
(0,Kf)=U2J+i

Proof. W e prove this by induction.
We have (o,iif) =(0,1) = U2.
and (0,K?) = Ki#K0 = (0,2,1,3) = U4
Suppose for some j > 0, (o,Kf) = U2i+i
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Then KJ = (u2j+i^,u2j+i2, ...,u2j+i2j+i_i) , and

(°'K?+i) = (0,^+i#ivf)
= (o, (2j+1,2i+1 + 1,2j+1 + 2,..., 2>+2 - l)#Kf)
= (0,y+l,u2J+lA,2j+1 + l,u2j+l!2,...,u2j+li2j+i_i,2j+2 - 1)
= (u2j+2]0,n2J+2)1,n2J+2)2,u2J+2!3,...,n2j+2)2i+2_2,n2j+2)2j+2_i)
= U2j+2

And so our theorem is true for all j > 0. •

Example 282

Ko = (2°) = (1)
Ki = (21,21+1-1) = (2,3)
K2 = (4,5,6,7)

T/iere/ore

(o,*T2#) = (0, (4,5,6,7) #(2,3) #(1))
= (0,4,2,5,1,6,3,7)
= U8
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Summary

From Theorem 281, except for the first term in the sequence, the Stickbreak
can be seen as a succession of interleaves. That is, the sequence KQ — (1)
interleaved with

Ki = (2,3)
K2 = (4,5,6,7)
K3 = (8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15)

Kj

=

( 2 ^ + l,2^+2,...,2^+1-l)

such that

(p,Kf)=Uv+i
8.4.3

T h e A g e of Arcs

Any positive integer i can be expressed as an odd integer multiplied by a
use this aspect in the following theorem:

Theorem 283 For j > 1,

2.7-771 — 1 _|_ r. I > Q
u

2Ki
•j,i= ~ \
0 i = 0

where for i = 2mi(2r{ + 1) > 0, m ; and n are integers dependent on

Proof. For i > 0, we prove this by induction on j.
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For j = 1 :
We have as 0 < i < 2^ - 1, i = 1 = 2°(0 + 1). Thus mx = n = 0.
Now n2ii = 1 = 21_0_1 + 0. And so our theorem holds for j = 1.
Suppose our theorem holds for some j. That is,

u2j i = 2 * + ri

where i = 2mi(2ri + 1). There are two cases to examine.
i) Consider u2,+i2i_i, that is, the odd values of U2j+i.

Now 2i - 1 = 2°(2(i - 1) + 1). Thus for odd values represented by 2z - 1, r
and r2i_i = i — 1.
From Definition 278, for m2i_i = 0 and r2i_i =i-l,

u2i+i>2i-i = 23-1 + i
= 2^+1)-°-1 + r2i_i
= 2{j+1)~Tn2i~1~1 + r2i-i

And so, for the odd values of U2J+i, our theorem holds.
ii) Consider u2j+i>2i, that is, the even values of U2j+i.
Now,iii = 2mi(2ri + l),
2i = 2mi+l(2n + l)

That is,
m2i — mi + 1

8. Interleaving: T h e Stickbreaking Sequence

and
r2i = n (8.3)

Also

u

2i+1,2i = u2i,i

= 2J-Wi-1+n
= 20'+

1

)-(mi+1)-1 +r^

1 m2i 1
= 2^'+ )- -

+ r2i

And so, for the even values of U2j+i, our theorem holds.
Hence our theorem holds for all j > 1. •

Theorem 284 For j > 0, 0 < i < 2\ let
i)h = 2i +i
ii)i = 2mi(2ri + l), and
iii)h = 2mh(2rh + l).
Then,
a) u^i = r/i, and
b) rnh - mi

Proof. We have

h = 2j+i
= 2J' + 2mi(2r, + l)
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As 23 > i, j > rrii, using Theorem 283,

h = 2mi (2j-mi + 2n + l)
= 2^(2n2i), + l) (8.4)

But we have from iii) above,
h = 2mh(2rh + l) (8.5)

So mi = mn and n2Jj = r^. •

We can interpret the Stickbreaking sequence in terms of the age of arcs in a circle.

(a, b) be the arc between two points on the circle a and b where b follows a in a cl

direction. Consider again our circle with 0 at the top which we call the origin. Whe

next place the point 1 we declare the arc (0,1) to be older than the arc (1, 0) beca

the largest of the two newly formed arcs (0,1) and (1,0) . When we place the next po

2, we use a rule which we use for all other points as well: we place it in the oldes

that is, we place it in the largest arc found in the circle. Thus once the point 2 i

the sequence of points in a clockwise direction from the origin is 0, 2,1. Thus afte

placement of the point 2, the arc sequence in order of decreasing age (and size), is

(0,2) and (2,1). It follows that when an arc is segmented into two new arcs, of thes

new arcs, the one that is first met when traversing in a clockwise direction from t
is the largest arc. Thus the two new arcs when viewed in a clockwise direction from

origin, are the second youngest and youngest respectively of all the arcs in the cir

Notice that in the Stickbreaking sequence the largest arc is the arc that has been i

existence the longest, all other arcs having been segmented by newly arrived recipie
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The binary system when translated to a circle does not always possess a unique largest
arc. For the binary system, any two newly formed arcs are the same size. The older of
these two new arcs is deemed to be the one that is first met when traversing from the
origin in a clockwise direction.

Definition 285 Let
Wn = (wnfi,Wn,l, ...,Wn,n-l)

be the sequence formed such that for the n consecutive points, wn,o,wn,i,..., wn,n-i la
down on the circle, by the stickbreaking process:
(wnfi,wn^i) is the oldest arc,
(wn,i,wnj2) is the second oldest arc, and so on, until finally,
(wn^n-2,wntTl-i) is the youngest arc.

Using Definition 285, when the point n arrives (that is, the (n + l)th point arrives si

the first point is 0) the oldest arc (vjn,o,Wn,i) is split to form the second youngest

youngest arcs respectively. Furthermore, once the point n has arrived, the arc (wn>i,wn
is now the oldest arc and is relabelled (u>n+iio,,u;n+i)i).
Accordingly, since
Wn = (wnfi,Wn,l,-,Wn,n-l)

we have

Wn+1 = K,l,%,2,-,^,n-l,%,0,«) (8.6)
= (u>n+l,0, Wn+1,1, •••> Wn+l,n-2, ™n+\,n-\ , ™n+l,n)
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Theorem 286 For j > 0,
W2j = U2i

Proof. We prove this by induction.
We have Wi = (iui>0) = (0) = Ui.
Suppose for some j > 0, W2j = U2j. Then using (8.6),

Wtf+i = (u2j,i,-,u2ji2j_i,u2jfi,2J)
W2J+2 = (u2it2,.••,u2^2j_i,u2j Q,23,u-2^1,23+1)

W2J+i = (u2Jfl,2j,u2Jji,2J+ l,...,u2j:2J_2,2J+1 -1)
= U2j+i by Definition 278

And so, our theorem is true for all j > 0. •
Note that the above proof and Definition 278 show that for n ^ 23, Un + Wnin general, Wn is a cyclic permutation of UnTheorem 287 If n is defined by i = 2mi(2n + 1) then for n > 0,

Wn = (rn,rn+i,...,r2n-i)

That is, for 0 < i < n - 1,
wn,i = rn+i

Proof. We prove this by induction on n.
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W e have Wx = (tyii0) = (0) = (rx).
Suppose the theorem is true for some value n. That is,

Wn = (rn,rn+i,...,r2n_i)

From (8.6),
Wn+i = (rn+i,rn+2, -,r2n-i,rn,n)

(8.7)

N o w from (8.3),
rn = r2r,

(8.8)

Consider the integer 2n + 1.

2n + 1 = 2° (2n + 1)

That is,
r2n+l = n

(8.9)

Substituting (8.8) and (8.9) into (8.7) yields

Wn+i = (rn+i,rn+2, -,f2n-i,r2n,r2n+i)

Therefore the theorem is true for n + 1. It follows that the theorem is true for all n > 0.

T h e o r e m 288 Let n be defined by i = 2^(2r% + 1). Also let Rn (n > 0), denote the

sequence (n mod 2, r2 mod 2,..., r2«_i mod 2) and R'n the sequence Rn where each 0 i
placed with a 1 and each 1 is replaced with a 0.
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Then Rn is Sn, the paperfolding sequence of length 2n — 1.

Proof. We prove this by induction on n.
We have Hi = (n mod 2) = (0).
And so Ri = (1) = Si.
Suppose the theorem is true for some n. That is, Rn = Sn.
Now consider Rn+i- There are two cases for consideration:
i) Even entries of Rn+i-

Then i = 2j (i < 2n+1 - l) , and n = rj (j < 2n - 1). So the even entries of
those of Rail) Odd entries of Rn+i •
Then if
4j + 1 ?

we

have n = 2j = 0 mod 2

Aj + 3, we have n = 2j + l = l mod 2

So the odd entries of Rn+i are those of the alternating sequence A2„ = (0,1
with 2n terms.
Hence
Rn+l — A2-n#Rn

And so,

A2n#Rn

R n+1

A2n#Sn by the induction hypothesis

Sn+i
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Thus the theorem holds for all n > 0. •

Theorem 289 Let i = 2mi(2r; + 1) > 0. Then
i) The part of the binary representation ofi that lies to the left of the rightmost 1

binary representation ofri. (Note: The part that lies to the left of the binary repres
ofi is taken to be 0. For example, 100 = 0100 J

ii) mi is the number of Os to the right of the rightmost 1 in the binary representatio

ofi.

Proof. Let the binary representation of r* be i\...ik. Then

2n = ii...ik0, and
2ri + 1 = ii...ikl, and
2mi(2r* + l) = ii...ik10...0 = i (8.10)

where there are m* zeros to the right of the leftmost 1 in (8.10).
Thus we have from (8.10) :

i) The part of the binary representation of i that lies to the left of the rightmost 1
the binary representation of r^.

ii) mi is the number of 0s to the right of the rightmost 1 in the binary representatio
ofi. •
Table 8.1 gives examples of the results at Theorems 288 and 289 for i = 0 to i = 33.

Table 8.1 The Binary Representation of Integers
The table below shows i = 0to 33 where i = 2mi(2ri + 1)

i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Binary
Form ofi

0
1
10
11
100
101
110
111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110

mi
10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
10110
10111
11000
11001
11010
11011
11100
11101
11110
lllll
100000
100001

m,

n/a
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
3
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
4
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
3
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
5
0

n

Binary
Form of

(Note 1)

n

n/a
0
0
1
0
2
1
3
0
4
2
5
1
6
3
7
0
8
4
9
2
10
5
11
1
12
6
13
3
14
7
15
0
16

n/a
0
0
1
0
10
1
11
0
100
10
101
1
110
11
111
0
1000

100
1001

10
1010

101
1011

1
1100

110
1101

11
1110

111

mi
0
10000

r,mod2
(Note 2)

ujj
(Note 3)

n/a
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

0

2"1
2J"2

2^+1

2" 3
2J"1+2
2j"2+l
2 j 4 +3

2" 4
2j"1+4
2j"2+2
^+5
2j"3+l
2 j l +6
2j"2+3
2j"!+7
2»-5

2i'1+8
2H+4
2j4+9
2j"3+2
2j-1+10
2j"2+5

2H+11
2j"4+l
2H+12
2j"2+6
2j~1+13
2j"3+3
2i"1+14
2j"2+7
2 j l +15
2,-6

2^+16

Note 1: The column r, for i = 2itoi = 2J+1 - 1 gives U2J
Note 2: The column r/mod2 gives the Paperfolding Sequence with the qualification that
all the 7s become 0s and all the 0s become 7s.
Note 3: This column allows us, after 2* points are laid down, to substitute for; and i in
u#i = 2 > m " ; + n to read the values of c/2"'down the column. For example, with j'=2, w e
have U4 = {0, 2*=2, 2°=-l, 21+1=3}.
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Chapter 9

Mixing: A Comparison of
Stickbreaking and Perfect
Shuffling

9.1 Introduction
A s w e saw in our last chapter, Stickbreaking is a rearranging technique. It seeks to
efficiently redistribute wealth such that inequity is minimised. W e could speculate that
stickbreaking is an efficient disordering technique. That is, through stickbreaking, wealth is
so rearranged that "winners" and "losers" are also rearranged. W h a t w e need is a measure
of "rearrangement" so that w e can compare the ability of one technique to rearrange a
sequence relative to another rearrangement technique.
Often there is confusion in areas such as shuffling as to what is meant by the term
randomness. This confusion is sometimes evident in comparing a sequence of cards before
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and after the deck of cards is shuffled. For example, it might be claimed that the se

(5,2,3,4,1) is more random than (1,2,3,4,5). This is wrong as each of these sequences

equally likely if they arise from a completely random process. What is actually meant
that the first sequence is in some sense more 'mixed up' compared with the second.

The following then is an attempt to sharpen this concept of mixedness. It describes o

technique for assigning a measure of the degree to which a sequence has been disorder
or rearranged.

This we do in two stages. Firstly we define the 'distance' between each pair of eleme
in a sequence thus obtaining a 'distance matrix'.
Then we are able to define the difference matrix which characterises the distance
between two sequences simply as the absolute differences between the corresponding

elements of each of their distance matrices. The elements of this matrix we will refe

differences. The sum of all differences in this difference matrix we call the 'mixedn
level. We also seek an algorithm that can achieve this mixedness with the minimum
number of operations.

9.2 Distance Matrices

Firstly let us place a sequence around a circle in a clockwise direction such that co

tive elements of the sequence appear consecutively around the circle. Also make the a
distance between the elements the same.

Definition 290 Let Ui * be the number of arcs between the elements i and j, measured in

a clockwise direction and proceeding from the element i to the element j without havin
passed through i again.
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Note that, in general, Ujj ^ Uj^. W e n o w define the distance between a pair of
elements within a sequence.

Definition 291 The distance between a pair of elements within a sequence is the

minimum number of arcs (either clockwise or counter-clockwise) between a pair of ele
ments.
Algebraically, let bij be the distance between the elements i and j. Then

bij =mm[uij,ujjii}

Note that if there are n elements in a sequence then

bitj =

min[wtj,wj,i]

-- mm[uij,n

— cvij\

for Uij'i,3
< [§]

n

Uij

for [§] < Uij < n - 1

where [x] means the integer part of x.

Example 292 7n the sequence 12345 the element 2 is placed two places from the elemen

4 . Hence the distance 4 is from 2 (and of course 2 is from 4) is 2. Similarly the e
2 is also 2 (not 3) places from the element 5.

Also we note that (3,1,4,2) and (1,4,2,3) have identical distances between corre-

sponding pairs as do (1,2,3,4) and (4,3,2,1). This suggests that we investigate only
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special permutations which exclude cyclic shifts and mirror images. Such a permutati
we call a mix.

Accordingly, there are n! permutations of a sequence consisting of n elements. If we

exclude mirror images we are left with ^ permutations. If we further reduce this num

by the number of cyclic shifts (and there are n cyclic shifts for any one permutatio
are left with ^ '' mixes. That is, with n elements (n > 2) there are ^n~2 >' mixes.

Definition 293 The distance matrix, B, in relation to a sequence consisting of n ele
ments is defined as

B = [b^}

Theorem 294 bij is a metric.
That is,
a) b^ = 0, iffi = j
b) bij = bjti

c) b{j + bj}k > bijk

Proof, a) and b) follow from the definition.

To demonstrate c) consider the elements i,j,k arranged clockwise around a circle alo
with other elements of a sequence containing n elements.
1) If ui)k < [§] we have,

hj = ^ij
bj,k = U3,k
bi,k = ui,k
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and c) holds with equality.
2)Ifwijfc> [§] then

bi,k =

n - uijk

"n

<

.2

That is
bik <

n

<Ui,k

i ) I f ^ < [f] andw,- k < [§],
then bij = u>ij and bjjk = u)jyk.
And so,
n
2J

hj + bjjk = u^fc >

> &t,fc

ii) liwij > [§] (from which it follows that ujtk < [f])
then we must have hj = u}jti > Uk,i = \k, in which case

hj + 6j,fe > hjk

iii) If wiifc > [§] (from which it follows that ioitj < [f])
then we must have 6,-

fc

= uk,j > uk>i = bitk, and again

hj + b3,k > hk

Note that in proving c) we have restricted ourselves to only examining th

elements i,j,k are arranged clockwise around the circle. The only other p
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where i,k,j are arranged clockwise. But the circle containing a clockwise arrangement

i,k, j becomes, when flipped, the circle containing a clockwise arrangemen

distances under Definition 291 are not affected by flips our analysis abov
possible cases. •

9.3 The Base Mix

We refer to the sequence (1,2,3, ...,n) placed around a circle in that ord
mix.
From Definition 290, within the base mix we have

i—j

for i > j

u>ij -

n- j + i for i < j

W e designate A = [mj] as the distance matrix belonging to the Base Mix.

For example with a base of (1,2,3,4,5) the distance matrix of the base mi

0

1 2

2 1

10 12 2
2 10 12
2 2 10 1

L 12

2 10

This matrix is of course symmetric as the distance from i to j must be the same as the

distance from j to i. Furthermore the entries along the first row are 0 1
if we have n = 6, then the entries would be 0 1 2 3 2 1.
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Hence in general for n even, the distance entries in the first row are

77

0,1,2,3,...-,...,3,2,1

and with n odd, the entries are

0,1,2,3,...,

n

=] ,.,W

Furthermore, as expected, each row is but a clockwise cyclic shift of the previous row.

Consider now the mix (1,4,3,2,5). Compared to the base mix (1,2,3,4,5) we have
a matrix, B, associated with this new mix, whereby two columns and two rows from
base matrix, A, have been simply interchanged. Thus we see that we can transform

base sequence into the mixed sequence by a succession of column (or row) intercha
the associated distance matrices.
We now set up an index showing the "distances" between any mix and the base mix:

9.4 The Difference Matrix
Definition 295 The difference matrix, A, is defined as

where 7^- = \a{j - bitj\ and a{j and bij belong to the distance matrices for the ba
and the new mix respectively.
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9.5 Mixedness
We can now introduce the concept of mixedness.

Definition 296 Mixedness, M, is defined as

« 3

We now show that Mis a metric.

Theorem 297 M is a metric

Proof. Let MAB denote the mixedness between sequences A and B. We need to
that:
i) MAB = 0 if and only if A = B,
ii) MAB = MBA
iii)

MAB

+ MBC > MAc

Now i) and ii) follow from the definition of Mixedness.
To show iii) we note that

MAB

= £ 13 \ai'i ~

bi

^
i

3

i

3

and

MBC = J2Yl\bi>i~Cij\
Thus

MAB + MBc = SX)^' ~~hi^

+

^j ~~ ^
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But
(Kj - hj\ + Ki - Cij\) > \aij -

Cij\

And so

Yl I](kj - hj\ + \kj - Cij\) >Y1Y
1

3

i

K-

- *j\

j

That is MAB + MBc > MAC as was required to be proved. •

9.6 Closed-Form Representation of Mixes
Every mix can be represented by a product of transpositions of the base mix. Thus
(1,4,3,2,5) is simply the transposition (2,4) acting on the base mix (1,2,3,4,5).
As before, let A = [aij] be the distance matrix belonging to the base mix. Let B =

be the distance matrix belonging to a mix formed by a transposition (k,l) acting up

the base mix. B differs from A in that column k is interchanged with column I and r
k is interchanged with row I.
If only columns were interchanged we would have for k ^ I,

K,s = 6kjSarji + 6itSar,k + (1 - 6ktS) (1 - 6i>s) ar,s (9.2)

where
(1 if p = q
0 otherwise
Equation (9.2) can be interpreted for different values of s:

i) When s = k the first term on the right hand side of (9.2) is the only non-zero t
It takes the Ith column in A and presents it as the kth column in B.
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ii) When s = I the second term on the right hand side of (9.2) is the only non-zero
term. It takes the kth column in A and presents it as the Ith column in B.
iii) When s ^ k and s ^ I the last term on the right hand side of (9.2) is the only
non-zero term. It takes the sth column in A and presents it as the sth column in B.
Since however rows are also interchanged we have for k ^ I

br,s = (1 - 6r,k) (1 - 6rj) [(1 - 6k}S) (1 - Sit8) ar,s + 8Ksar,i + 8^sar>k]
+ (1 - h,s) (1 - t>i,s) (8r,kai,s + 8r,iaktS) + (6r,k5ijS + 6rj6kiS) ak>i

This closed-form representation applies for the simplest mix, that is, a transposition
acting on the base mix. We note that any permutation can be represented as a product

of transpositions (see Saracino [1]). Where multiple transpositions are used to form t

mix, then the first transposition must be applied using the above formula and then eac

resulting entry must then be input to this formula to be acted upon by the second tran

sition. The process is repeated according to the number of transpositions that constit
the mix.
We now seek a closed-form representation in matrix notation of a mix made up of
multiple transpositions. Let Hij denote the elementary row transformation whereby the

ith and jth rows are interchanged in the identity matrix, In. Similarly let Kij denote t
elementary column transformation that interchanges column i with column j in In. Then
the mix represented by the transposition (i, j) has distance matrix

B = HijAKij
= Hij[Hij.A]
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= HijAHlj (since A = AT)

It follows that A and B are equivalent matrices.
More generally if B is the distance matrix belonging to a mix formed from k transpositions, and Hi refers to the elementary row transformation corresponding to the
transposition, then
B = PAPT where P = HkHk^...Hi

9.7 Description of Mixing for a Sequence possessing n
Elements

Table 9.1 gives a complete list of each mix for a sequence possessing n = 5 element

emphasise that the table depicts an efficient list, that is, it only contains one p

tion to represent each mix. (There are two permutations representing a particular m

Thus (1,2,3,5,4) corresponding to the transposition (4,5) is the same mix as (4,5,

corresponding to the transpositions (1,5) (1,2) (1,4). A useful way of understanding

dual representation of a mix is as follows: Imagine the mixed sequence placed seque

around a circle in a clockwise fashion. View the circle from behind. The mixed sequ
now reads in reverse order. The mix is the same, it is only the perspective of the

that has changed.) The second last column gives the level of mixedness for each mix

relative to the base mix. The middle column gives a cyclic permutation representati
the mix. It is noted that there are ^~2 '' = 12 mixes.

Table 9.1: Mixing forw = 5

Mix

Cyclic Form

Mixedness

Mx

Sequence
Form
<1,2,3,4,5>

n/a

0

Base Mix

M2

<1,2,3,5,4>

(4,5)

8

L o w Mix

M3

<1,2,4,3,5>

(3,4)

8

L o w Mix

M4

<1,2,4,5,3>

(3,5)(3,4)

12

Medium Mix

M5

<1,2,5,3,4>

(3,4)(3,5)

12

Medium Mix

M6

<1,2,5,4,3>

(3,5)

8

L o w Mix

M7

<1,3,2,4,5>

(2,3)

8

L o w Mix

M8

<1,3,2,5,4>

(4,5)(2,3)

12

Medium Mix

M9

<1,3,4,2,5>

(2,4)(2,3)

12

Medium Mix

Mio

<1,3,5,2,4>

(2,4)(2,5)(2,3)

20

Most Mixed

Mn

<1,4,2,3,5>

(2,3)(2,4)

12

Medium Mix

M 12

<1,4,3,2,5>

(2,4)

8

L o w Mix
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Cyclic Representation of Elements in Distance Matrices

We now revisit the new mix in terms of its transpositions. In our example above for

the mix (1,4,3,2,5) can be represented by the transposition (2,4) where it is unders
that the transposition acts on the base mix (1,2,3,4,5). Let K be the transposition

representation of our new mix (not necessarily limited to a single transposition) an

be elements of the difference matrix belonging to the base mix. K represents a mappi
from the base mix to a new mix with identical cardinality. If under K an element k

is swapped with an element I then their relative distances must also be swapped in t

distance matrix belonging to the new mix. Thus elements of the form ai>k, i = 1, ...,

swapped with elements of the form aiti, i = 1, ...,n. Similarly, elements akj are swa

with elements atj. But this simply means that the new distance matrix possesses entri

from the distance matrix belonging to the base matrix, except that each entry has it
row(column) reference changed under K. Thus let atj represent a typical element in
the distance matrix belonging to the base mix. The new distance matrix is formed by

substituting aK(i)tK(j} for each element a{j in the distance matrix of the base mix, wh
K (i) represents the image of i under the map K.

Example 298 Let K — (2,4) be the transposition acting on the base mix (1,2,3,4,5).
K therefore generates the new mix (1,4,3,2,5).
ThusK(l) = 1,K(2) = 4, K(3) = 3, K(A) = 2 and K(5) = 5.

Let A = [aij] represent the distance matrix belonging to the base mix. Then for each
ement

aij

in A we substitute the element aK{i)Mj) and the resulting matrix is the distan

matrix, B, belonging to the new mix.
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In our example:

a>l,l ai,2

0-1,3 ^1,4

^1,5

0

a2,i

^2,2

«2,3

^2,4

02,5

10 12 2

a.3,1

^3,2

^3,3

a

0-3,5

2 10 12

<24,1

^4,2

«4,3

&4,4

«4,5

2 2 10 1

05,1

«5,2

^5,3

«5,4

«5,5

12 2 10

Ol,l

01,4

Ol,3

^1,2

fll,5

0 2 2

04,1

«4,4

^4,3

«4,2

«4,5

2 0 12 1

03,1

«3,4

«3,3

^3,2

«3,5

2 10 12

a2,i

«2,4

^2,3

02,2

02,5

12 10 2

05,1

^5,4

«5,3

«5,2

«5,5

112 2 0

3,4

1 2

2 1

and

11

A consequence of the map K is the appearance of the new mix when reading lef

along any row in B and observing column references only. Similarly the ne

observed when looking top-to-bottom on any column in B and taking row ref
It follows from (9.1) that for the mix generated by K,

M = EE^'
i

3

i

3

= ^2^\oij - aK(i),K(j)\
= 8
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9.9 The Significance of Mixedness

The significance of the concept of mixedness lies in its ability to quantitatively compa
disordering techniques such as Stickbreaking and Perfect Shuffling (otherwise known as

"riffle" shuffling). Perfect Shuffling involves breaking a sequence of size n in two (t

a pack of cards) and interleaving the two halves to form a new "reshuffled" sequence. No

unexpectedly, Perfect Shuffling is able to reach very high levels of mixedness and susta

these levels through repeated shuffles. Stickbreaking by contrast possesses significantl
lower mixedness levels.
Of particular interest is the unexpected observation that for n = 15 Perfect Shuffling

failed to attain the most mixed state possible. Using standard genetic algorithm softwar

[2], perfect shuffling attained the maximum mixedness possible for all values of n < 15.

However for the case n = 15, though achieving high levels of mixedness, perfect shufflin

did not produce the most mixed sequence possible. This was achieved by another sequence.
It remains a mystery as to whether the permutation that gave this most mixed state for
n = 15 is an outcome of some unknown disordering technique (as, for example, perfect

shuffling is a disordering technique). It also leads to the question: If Perfect Shuffl

be bettered in its mixedness score for n = 15, are there any other values of n for which
perfect shuffling is not the most mixed sequence, and is there a pattern? This question
remains unanswered.

9.10 Mixedness Graphs
Mixedness graphs are used to show the relationships and "distances" that exist for each

mix for a specific n. Table 9.1 has been plotted in Figure 9.1, though other information

Figure 9.1: Mixedness G r a p h based on Table 9.1

Mixing Graph for
n = 5
(Not all linkages
shown)

<1,3,5,2,4>

<1,3,4,2,5>
<1,4,2,3,5>

<1,2,5,3,4>

<1,3,2,5,4>

<1,4,3,2,5>
<1,2,3,5,4>

<1,2,4,3,5>
<1,3,2,4,5>

denote 20 units
denote 8 units
denote 12 units
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also shown. For expositional purposes, not all lines are displayed.

The relationships are for n = 5: Mixes that are separated by one transposition are

8 units distant from each other. Mixes that are separated by two transpositions ar

units distant. Mixes that are separated by three transpositions are 20 units apart

placing the base mix (1,2,3,4,5) at the bottom of the graph the different mixes ap
as in Figure 9.1. In practice, any one of the 12 mixes could appear at the bottom
graph. The resulting graph would be identical in appearance to that in Figure 9.1
that each mix would have changed its location on the graph.
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Notes

This shell document provides a sample layout of a University of New South
Replace the text in this shell with your own.

If you modify this document and save it as "Thesis - University of New S

Thesis.shl" in the SWP30\Shells\Other Documents directory, it will become
University of New South Wales Thesis shell.

11.0.1 Subsection

Use the Section tag for major sections, and the Subsection tag for subsec

Subsubsection

Subsubsubsection

Subsubsubsubsection You can apply the logical markup tag Emphasized.

You can apply the visual markup tags Bold, Italics, Roman, Sans Serif, Sl
CAPS, and Typewriter.
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